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MISSIOF OF THE CENTER

The Center for Vocatibnal and Technical Education is an inde-
pendent unit on The Ohio State University campus. It serves a
catalytic role in establishing consortia to focus on relevant
problems in vocational and technical education. The Center is
comprehensive in its commitment and responsibility, multidisci-
plinary in its approach, and interinstitutional in its program.

The Center's mission is to strengthen the capacity of state
educational systems to provide effective occupational education
programs consistent with individual needs and manpower require-
ments by:
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'existing knowledge and to dev..11op methods for applying
knowledge

Programmatic focus on state leadership. development, voca-
tional teacher education, curriculum, and vocational choice
and adjustment
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significant problems

Providing a national information storage, retrieval, and
dissemination,system for vocational and technical educa-
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FOREWORD

A national priority for all of education is the implementa-
tion of the career education concept. The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education complied with this need by conducting the
Fifth National Leadership Development Seminar on the theme of "The
Role of Vocational Education in Career Education."

Staff members from The Center worked closely with -embers of
the state directors group in planning and conducting th confer-
ence. The theme proved to be timely topic for state -.?.rsonnel.

One hundred' thirfive leaders repreSenting fifty-thre state
vccational educat_Lon units attended the seminar.

Emphasis was tocused on the foundations of the career educa-
tion concept, sysl_ems for implementing programs, and conneptualiz-
ing the role of s=ate vocational education divisions in ..7:-.7Lnging
about the necessar7 chanaes. The. seminar: (1) reviewed -.7unda-
-dons underlyima.=_fne. concept career education -.as currly for-
mulated; (2) stuld innomativ concepts, processes., an -y.tems

useful in the deve72opment of c.,LrE2er education prcaams; (3)
conceptu,Rlizei sTa::_e planning -:c__]ctional education in selected
critical areas :71a7ed to the implementation of programs of career
edunation.

High interest and enthusiasm were displayed by the seminar
participants as they exchanged ideas and discussed concepts. Con-
tributions of nationally recognized authorities and the practical
solutions to problems facing vocational education formulated by
the seminar participants are reflected in the proceedings that
follow.

Recognition is due Daniel E. Koble, Jr., research specialist'
and Robert U. Coker, research associate, at The Center for their.
efforts in directing the seminar. An expression of appreciation
is also in order for Center staff members Darrell L. Ward, Douglas
Pine, Linda M. Gartman, Steve Nelson, Susan Conway, and Nancy Lares.
for their advisory and supporting roles. in making the 1972 seminar
a reality. The assistance of the planning committee and officers
of the National Association of State Directors of Vocational Edu-
cation is gratefully acknowledge.

Robert E. Taylor
Director
The Center for Vocational

and Technical Education
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SUMMARY

Career education may generally be defined as an educational
concept that combines the total resources of vocational education
with those of accdemic education in an effort aimed at assisting
_students to secure and be successful in a first experience beyond
high school. In addition, career education provides the student
with successful experiences in the school environment while build-
ing student self-confidence in seeking experiences beyond school.
as either an early leaver or graduate.

The foundation of all programs designed for career develop-
ment is a sound system of student orientation, exploration, and
guidance. The activities carried out under this system form a
continuum that begins when the student enters school and continues
after-he leaves the formal school program:

An important consideration in reorienting the public school
system toward career education is deciding whether to eliminate
all general aspects of the current program and replace them with
entirely new components or to revise, upgrade and reorient these
segments. Since there is little question that all programs have
made important contributions in the past, serious consideration
should be given to an assessment. that would allow for strengthen-
ing their desirable features and eliminating or replacing the less
desirable features.

Each state unit must ultimately decide upon the strategy it
will employ in developing and implementing unique objectives for
career education. Several suggested routes are:

1. Task force -- A task force of state department of edu-.
cation staff members, local educational agency personnel,
employees, etc., representing both academic and vocation-
al interests could develop the necessary strategy for
implementing career education over a period of time.

2. Workshop -- A workshop of suitable duration could be
held to formulate procedures and philosophy. Again, both-
academid and vocational types shOuld be included.

'3. Specialist -- A career education specialist could be
employed to coordinate the development-of objectives and
a plan. He should be capable of working with both aca-
demic and vocational educators.

ix



4. Other possible strategies include:

a career education director at the state level

an academic coordinator-director at each concerned insti-
tution 'or agency

local contact people

regional task forces

community college leadership

special projects

state models in selected pilot areas

Each state should begin now to develop plans for instituting
and implementing career education at the local school level. The
scholar scientists are busily researching and testing organiza-
tional approaches for presenting career. .education, but state level
administrators must give leadership and direction to the local
educational agencies if these efforts are to bear fruit.

Every. state agency has a responsibility to provide local edu-
cational agencies with the following resources in order that they
might serve the career development nsf.eds of students:

1. Financial assistance

2. Technical and process aid'

3. A master plan for statewide direction

4. Knowledge about career education

5. A delivery system for producing knoWledgeable teachers
and administrators (in-service and preservice)

6. The development of local and/or regional plans

7. Periodic evaluation

8. The identification and utilization of regional and/or
local expertise, i.e., business and industry

9. A mechanism for spreading information about existing proj-
ects or their components to other educators--trips,
seminars, consultants, etc.



State directors of vocational education and their staffs will
dbe called upon and expected to give.leadership to the development

of programs relating to the concept of career education. There-
fore, it is extremely important that they'be knowledgeable .and
competent in this critical area.

Each state division of vocational education should begin now
to develop guidelines and position papers that define their role
and function in the implementation of the career education concept.

Daniel E. Koble, Jr,
Research Specialist
The Center for Vocational

and Technical Education
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Foundations of Career Education

By Norman C..GysbersP

To understand life career development and the potential it
has for restructuring the processes and activities of guidance,
it is first necessary to know something about the evolution of the
meaning and use of the concept. The first section of this paper .

will examine some of its antecedents. In this section, you will
see a change in the meaning and use of some terms. The term voca-
tional guidance was used by early writers and practitioners. The
terms career, career guidance, and career development did not be-
come popular until the 1940's and 1950's. Some Writers still use
the term vocational guidance today but the meaning they attach is
broader and more encompassing than it was at the turn of the cen-
tury. The original definition, with its point-in-time focus and
its attention to occupational choice, gave way to a life-long focus,
with attention on the many choices which occur as a person imple-
ments his self concept. The second section of the paper will in-
troduce and describe an even broader concept of career development
than was originally outlined in the 1950's and ,1960's. This new
concept, called life career development, will be examined for its
potential to restructure the processes and activities of guidance.

Life Career Development Antecedents

In the Beginning

At the turn of the century the term life career development
was not used. Personnel in vocational education and guidance fo-
cused their attention on one aspect of life career development:
occupational choice. The techniques and practices to facilitate
such choices were called vocational guidance. In Frank Parsons'
book Choosing a Vocation, we have a clear statement of the typical
formulation of vocational guidance at that time.

In the wise choice of a vocation there are three.broad
factors: (1) a clear understanding of yourself, your

*Dr. Gysbers is professor of education, College of Education,
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.



aptitudes, abilities, interests, ambitions, resources,
limitations, and their.courses; (2).a knowledge of the
requirements and conditions of success, advantages 'and
disadvantages, compensatiol , opportunities, and pros-
pects in different lines of work; (3) true reasoning
on th. -elations of these two groups of facts. .(Par-
son )q)

Du relatively short period of time, using a structured
interview approach, a vocational counselor would meet with an in-
dividual to help hiM analyze himself. Concurrently, occupations
would be explored in a similar manner. As a result, of such verbal
exploration, a matching or true reasoning concerning the relation-
ships between these two sets of data was assumed to occur. Parsons'
formulation of vocational guidance indicates that he viewed guid-
ance as an event that took place in a person's life, probably some-
time during middle or late adolescence. To him it consisted of a
series of contacts with a counselor during which an individual ex-.
amined himself and the work world.

The anticipated outcome of Parsons' approach was that an in-
dividual would choose an occupation best suited to him. The em-
phasis wad on occupational choice. This same theme was echoed and
expanded upon by most guidance workers who follower' Parsons, par-
ticularly during the early 1900's. Today, the work of Parsons and
those who later expanded and elaborated upon his ideas is charac-
terized as the trait-and-factor approach to occupational choice.

At the same time that Parsons and other early practitioners
were perfecting their approaches to vocational guidance, other
events were taking place that were to have considerable impact on
the practice of vocational. guidance. The psychometric movement
began and flourished. As Katz (1963) pointed out, the trait-and-
factor approach tc vocational guidance (as we now label Parsons'
formulation) with its primary emphasis on choice received a strong
boost from developments in psychometrics. Psychometrics "provided
practitioners with handy instruments and neat quantifications"
(Katz 1963) to carry out the first step in Parsons' formulation of
vocational guidance. Also, substantial progress in analyzing and
understanding the work world has taken place since, the turn of the
century. Better, more accurate, and up-to-date occupational infor-
mation became available as a result and served to strengthen the
second step in Parsons' formulation.

At the same time that substantial strides in psychometrics,
work world analysis, and occupational information were being made,
however, research evidence began to accumulate that pointed to the
many inadequacies and the severe limitations of the trait-and-factor
approach to vocational guidance. For example, in 1955 and 1956
Thorndike and Hagen (1959) conducted a follow-up study of the
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postwar civilian occupations of men tested in 1943 on an Army Air
Corps test battery. Their findings point out the limitations of
tests to predict occupational membership and success.

There is no convincing evidence that aptitude tests or
biographical information of the type that was available
to, us can predict degree of success within an occupa-
.ion insofar as this is represented in the criterion
easures that we were able to obtain. This would sug-
gest that we should view the long-range prediction of
occupational success by aptitude tests with a good deal
of skepticism and take a very restrained view as to how
much can be accomplished in this direction. (Thorndike
and Hagen, 1959)

As such evidence began to accumulate, disillusionment with
the trait-and-factor approach to vocational guidance occurred. It
became clear that many of the assumptions on'which the trait-and-
factor approach were based were not valid and that new understand-
ings were necessary. Katz (1963) succinctly states the problem
and suggests the appropriate role of trait-and-factor methodology.

However, they fail to remove the basic deficiency of
the theory, which is premature concentration on the
content of an individual's occupational choice, that is,
commitment at an early stage to some verbalized occu-
pational preference in terms of which "subsidiary de-
cisions" are to be made. It is not surprising, then,
that the theory leads to an approbation of consistency
in the content of choice, that is verbalized preference.
Repeated documentation of the inconstancy of such ver-
balized occupational choices has often been interpreted
to mean that "more" or "better" guidance is needed.

Thus, it can be seen that trait theory started with the
hypothesis that occupational choice does tend to take
place in this way, only more so. Therefore, guidance
practices were aimed at facilitating a more exact ho-
mogeneity of membership in each occupation and at elim-
inating waste, vacillation, or error along the way.

In the absence of convincing evidence for the existence
of occupational monotypes or arguments for establishing
them, trait-and-factor theory is limited only to the
determination of decisions, it is not a theory of
occupational choice at all, but only one element that
can be worked into a more comprehensive theory of oc-
cupational choice. Perhaps it may best be regarded as
an expression of the reality element that affects occu-
pational sorting. It encompasses observations of what

5



, happens with particular reference to the content of
choice and the results of selection, but does not
penetrate beneath the surface of events to explain the
process of choosing or to furnish a clear rationale
for intervention in that process.

New Views

:L.:ginning in the 1940's, but particularly during the 1950's,
a number of writers and researchers began to suggest new ways of
looking at human behavior in general and vocational guidance in
particular. The work of Donald Super illustrates these new views.

More than any other single writer, researcher Super has
been instrumental in freeing vocational guidance from
the static, single-choice-at-a-point-in-time concept,
in drawing attention to the. potential contributions of
sociology and economics to the field, and in placing
the study of vocational behavior in the context of hu-
man development. To designate this newer emphasis,
Super advanced the term "vocational development." His
views were set forth in an influential series of jour-
nal articles . . . and were extended and integrated in
his book The Psychology of Careers. (Borow,.1964)

One illustration of Super's view of vocational guidance is
his succinct statement of the need to shift the traditional focus
of vocational guidance from concentration on a single-occupational-
choice-at-a-point-in-time strategy to understanding and enhancing
the vocational behaviors that occur at different life stages over
the life span. Occupational choice, according to. Super, must be
understood

. . . not as an event occurring at a point in time and
explainable by determinants which can be observed ade-
quately at the same point in time, but rather as a pro-
cess Which takes place over a period of time, and which
is besit explained by.a combination of determinants
which themselves interact, are modified, and thus de-
velop with time. (SITer and Bachrach, 1957)

The work of other researchers and writers,such as Ginzberg,
Roe, Holland, and Tiedeman and O'Hara during the 1950's and 1960's
has continued to add to our knowledge and understanding of human
behavior in the context of career development. Substantial changes
have taken place in the theory and research underlying vocational
guidance. These changes have been summarized by Gysbers and Moore
(1971) as follows:



1. The single-occupational-choice-at-a-point-in time focus of
the early practitioners of vocational guidance has given .

way to a broader, more comprehensive view of the individ-
ual and his career development over the life span. The
trait-and-factor approach to vocational guidance has been
placed in proper perspective. No longer is it seen as
the total and only 'approach to vocational. guidance. Now
it is understood and appreciated as one methodology that
has a part, but only a part, to play in promoting and
enhancing career development.

2. The specific age focus of traditional vocational guidance- -
the notion that an occupational choice is made, once and
for all during middle or late adolescence--is not valid.
We now understand, as Super and Bachrach (1957) have
pointed out, that this aspect of development is "a process
which takes place over a pefiod of time, and which is
best explained by a combination of determinants which
themselves interact, are modified, and thus develop with
time." This process is called career development.

3. Since career development occurs over the life span, edu-
cational personnel at all levels (kindergarten through
adulthood) have a part to play in stimulating and enhanc-
ing this aspect of total human development. No longer
can we.restrict our activities to grade 9 and consider
our responsibilities over when these activities are com-
pleted. Elementary, secondary, post-secondary, and higher
education personnel must understand that effective pro-
grams of career guidance begin in the elementary school
and continue through the adult years. When viewed in this
manner, career guidance is in the mainstream of education
and is not simply a collection of ancillary services.

4. People at work are no longer seen only as objects through
which occupations are analyzed and claSsified. Rather,
we now understand that a work.setting can be used as a
medium to help people better understand themselves.

5. Vocational guidance, once understood as a somewhat simple
process of matching people to jobs, is now understood in
the context of the complex process known as career develop-
ment. We realize that in the past we have underestimated
the resources needed to effectively develop and manage
programs of career guidance to enhance and promote career ;

development. We now realize that it must be treated as
a major educational goal.
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An Emerging Concept

As we look back at the antecedents of life career development
in light of-our more.complete knowledge of human growth and de-
velopment, we now understand that the occupational choice concern
of the early practitioners must be placed in the context of total
human development. While occupational ohoie is extremely '..,-or-
tant and attention in our guidance practice onn'
it, it cannot be viewed as something ser ott er
settings, roles, and events of an individual's total life. And
in fact, the process of occupational choice is better understood
and facilitated when it is viewed from this broader perspective.

An analysis of the antecedents of life career development as
well as many current writings reveal that the .single-occupational-
choice-at-a-point-in-time formulation has been encompassed by.a
broader emphasis that focuses on choices made over the life span.
Increasir emphasiS is being given to self development LI relation-
ship to occupational choice as well as to the many other types of

.

choices in an individual's life. All dimensions of life are being
focused upon not as separate entities, but as interrelated parts
of the whole person.

The concept of career encompasses a variety of possible
patterns of personal choice related to each individual's
total life style. The content of Comprehensive ''.areer
Guidance System programs assists youth to set life or
"career" goals in these areas:

1. Occupations
2. Education.
3. Personal and social behavior
4. Learning-how-to-learn
5. Social responsibility (i.e. citizenship)

development, and
6. Leisure time activities,

The broad definition of "career" leads to a concept of
career education which encompasses all areas of youth
development. This orientation allows and encourages
the fulfillment of a broad range of youth needs; it is
contrasted to conventional systems in which priority
attention is directed only toward preparing youth for
their future educational and vocational experiences,
therefore reflecting a limited and fragmented view of
youth development. (Jones, Hamilton, at al., 1972)

To represent this broad, all encompassing view, a colleague
of mine (Earl J. Moore) at the University of Missouri and I use
the term life career' development. The word life is used to indicate
that we are talking about the total person, about all aspects

8



of his growth and development over the life span. The word career
identifies and relates the me:ly settings in which people find them-
selves (home, school, occupation, community), the roles that th-v
play (student, worker, consumer, citizen, parent). and
that may occur in their lir. (-ntry
The word developme:. that people are continually
changing over their lifetimes. We are always in the process of
becOming. When used in sequence, the words life career. developmenT
bring these Separate meanings together. But. at the same time,
they mean more than these words put together in sequence. Taken
collec:ively, they describe the whole person--a unique person
'with h_L own life style.

Vewed from this broad perspective, it should be clear that:.

l_ We do not use the term life oareer development to label
an educational program. We reserve this term to describe
the total growth and development process of all individ-
uals.

. We do not use the term career as a new word for occupa-
tion. People have careers; the work world has occupations.
Unfortunately, in our opinion, too many people use the
word career when they should use the word occupation.

3. We do not think of the word career as being restricted to
some people.- All people have a career: their life is
their career.

4. We do not use the word career to delineate one part of
human growth and development. While it is useful some-
times to focus on different kinds of development-physical,
emotional, and intellectual, for example--we also need a
way of integrating these types of development in a mean-
ingful way.. We advocate the use of the concept life ca-
reer development as an organizing and integrating concept.

5. We do not substitute the term career guidance for voca-
tional guidance and then define it in the traditional
sense--the idea that there is vocational, educational,
and personal-social guidance. We believe there is one
kind of guidance, career guidance.

The concept of life career development offers a new point of
departure for improving and extending comprehensive career guidancE
programs. The traditional and currently popular formulation of
guidance (that guidance consists of three aspects, educational,
personal social and vocational) has resulted in fragmented guid-
ance programs and the development of separate kinds of programs
and counselors. Educational gUidance is stressed by academic/

pefsonnl; personal-social guidance becomes the focus and
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therefore the territory.of mental health workers; and vocational
guidance become,: he arena of manpower/labor economists. Careerguidance, based life career development principles, has the
potential of removing these artificial barriers so that there canbe a single unified approach.

Life career development concepts also serve as the body of
knowledge from which the content of career guidance programs canbe derived. Unfortunately, some people conceive. guidance to be aservice area that functions only in a supportive way. Using life
career development concepts as a base, goals and objectives canbe identified and programs can be developed and implemented sothat career guidance becomes a major educational program. Finallyand most importantly, career guidance programs based on life ca-
reer development concepts provide a unified approach to meeting
the guidance needs of all people, Of all ages, at all educationallevels.

10
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Current Status of Career Education in the States

By John K. Costerf:

Background

This paper.is based, in part, on a project entitled "Asses's-
ing, Documenting,; and Spreading Exemplary PrOgrams of Career Edu-
cation" being conducted by the National Center for Occupational
Education pursuant to a grant from the National Center for Educa-
tional Communidation, U.S. Office of Education. Under the terms
of the grant, the National Center for Occupational Education under-
took the identification and description of comprehensive programs
of excellence in career education throughout the nation.

Since the entire concept of career education was only in
embryo at the time the project was begun, the traditional ways
of identifying exemplary programs through consideration of evalu-
ation data and program results were not applicable. In point of
fact, few programs had even begun formal evaluations and fewer
still had evaluative results available for examination. Thus, the
identification of programs of excellence proceeded along different
lines from those normally taken. First, in order to insure the
broadest possible coverage of existing programs, a wide variety of
persons knowledgeable in educational programs were contacted and
asked to submit nominations for exemplary programs in career edu-
cation. Persons contacted included state directors of vocational
education, directors of research coordinating units and personnel
in the regional offices of the Department of Health, Education and

*Dr. Coster is director, National Center for Occupational
Education, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Caro-
lina.

Dr. Robert L. Morgan, resesearch associate at the National
Center for Occupational Education, is directing the project dis-
cussed here. Dr. A. B. Moore, currently a project director at
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, was project
manager. Ms. Mollie Shook, research assistant at the National
Center for Occupational Education, was project coordinator.
Mr. J. K. Dane is assistant to the director, National Center for.
Occupational Education.
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Welfare, among others. As a basis for nominating programs, a brief
description of career education was provided as a guide. This
description is attached as Appendix A. Approximately 250 programs
were nominated across the country as a result of this initial ef-
fort. All nominated programs were then contacted to determine
their interest in participating in the project. Of the nearly 150
school systems expressing interest in participation, 102 systems
completed self-study forms (Appendix B) that were used to make the
first cut at exemplary program identification.

The first cut was made by a panel of consultants retained by
the National Center for Occupational Education. The consultants
developed the criteria for program selection and identified forty-
one programs for bn-site visitation. Another team of consultants
was selected to conduct on-site reviews of the identified-programs.
Armed with a program guide developed by the initial team, groups
of four persons (three consultants and a project staff member)
visited each of the forty-one identified programs, analyzed each
program in terms of the guide, and prepared a report. of the pro-
gram's operation. Finally, the reports were reviewed by the proj-
ect staff and, in consultation with the team leaders, fifteen pro-
grams were selected for transmittal to the National Center for
Education Communication for ultimate publication by that agency.
Appendix C lists the fifteen programs finally selected..1

The forty-one programs that were included in the project con-
stitute no sample, and may best be described as a selected group
of programs. They are, however, not drawn from a hbmogeneous group
of schools. The schools vary in geographical location, rural versus
urban characteristics, size of school system, and the initial im-
petus for the program. As to the latter point, the impetus for
initiation came from the local school and community itself, from
the state department of education, and from the opportunity to
participate in federal programs including Title III programs of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and Part 'D programs of
the Vocational Education Amendments of 1968.

The.initiation of the programs that were visited antedated
the current interest in career education that was launched by
Commissioner Marland's initial address.2 Essentially, the charge

1Synopses of the forty-one programs, based on the self-studies,
are given in Robert L. Morgan, Allen B. Moore, Mollie W. Shook, and
Brenda Sargent, Synopses of Selected Career Education Programs;
Career Education Volume 1 (Raleigh: National Educator for Occupa-
tional Education, North Carolina State University, 1972).

2Sidney P. Marland, Jr., Career Education Now. Paper pre-
sented at the 1971 Convention of the National Association of
Secondary School Principals, Houston, Texas, January 23, 1971.
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of the NatiOnal Center for Educational Communication was to iden-
tify programs that were similar to the programs described by the
dialogue sparked by the commissioner's pronouncements. The field
responded with nominations, and the selections were made by the
consultants.. But perhaps the most-significant part of the project
is that the school officials, administrators, and teachers told
the project staff and consultants what they thought career educa-
tion is. This paper attempts to synthesize the contemporary per-
ceptions of career education found in forty-one schools. The
synthesis will attend to the way in which the philosophy of career
education is seen at the level of the school systems themselves,
as that philosophy is reflected both in the explicit statements by
school system personnel of the philosophy, mission, goals and ob-.
jectives of their programs,*and as that philosophy may be revealed
implicitly in the day-to-day operation of the program. In addi-
tion, we will attempt to draw some conclusions regarding the role
of.vocational education and vocational educators in career educa-
tion and at least adumbrate some of the problems of implementing
the philosophy of career education as it now seems to be expressed.

Career Education Philosophy: Theory and Practice

Although the many career education programs we have examined
reflect great'disparity in specific goals and objectives for their
programs and in the manner in which those goals and objectives are
translated into practice through curricula, guidance, placement,
and an assortment of other educational activities, there are some
identifiable common themes. Most programs of career education are
operating in systems with expressed philosophies of education that
have been cast either as policies, philosophies, or in some cases,
specific goals. It is from these statements of what we call phi-
losophy that the synthesis of the philosophy of career education
has begun. These are the explicit philosophies; the guiding state-
ments for the operation of the programs. We recognize that these
statements are idealistic, and they may sometimes bear little
resemblance to actual practice. Yet we present them for what they
are--pure statements of the school system's ideal for education.
The continuation of the analysis attends to a more subtle expres-
sion of the philosophy of career education. This is contained in
the actual operation of the program. Here we assume that the
actual program operation carries within it an abstract and implicit
Dhilosolphy of what career education ought to do. This section of
the paper is divided into two parts representing the explicit and
the implicit philosophies.

The Philosophy as Expressed.

Perhaps the most consistently expressed theme in the philos
ophies of the various programs visited was the reaffirmation of the
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dignity and worth of all human beings as they express themselves
through work. Nearly every program examined made explicit refer-
ence to the dignity of work and to the necessity for communicating
.a sense of that dignity to students. To quote from one school's
philosophy, "It is the duty of the schools to provide those ex-
periences that will lead each child: to become a responsible
citizen willing and '.e to live as a productive, well-adjusted
adult, with respe. . self and others and with appreciation for
the dignity of 6.:.1 eficial work."

The notion treat all work has dignity is scarcely new, vet
within the recent past it seems to have fallen on hard times. As
a historical theme, the dignity of work had a prominent place in
the philosophical notions of Martin Luther. To quote Tilgher

. . . Luther swept away all distinctions between religious piety
and activity in the world, all questions of superiority of one to
the other. So long as work is done in a spirit of obedience to
God-and of love for one's neighbor, every variety of labor has
equal spiritual dignity. . . ."3 The history of Mid-twentieth
century America seems to.indicate that we had long strayed from
this particular tenet of the Protestant ethic. The evidence of
differently regarded social statuses that has been accumulated
through the ratings of various occupations on scales of status and
desirability clearly indicate that we have come to an elitist view
of the occupational structure. In fact, vocational education it-
self has suffered from this. elitist notion. Yet the philosophy
expressed by these school systeMs seems to indicate that a renais-
sance is taking place regarding the occupational structure. Though
these are only ideal views, they convey the same notion that Martin
Luther conveyed long ago, except that in the twentieth century the
good of society' has been substituted for the glory of God.

Another significant aspect of the attention to the dignity
of work is the willingness of the schools to take the responsibility
for instilling this value into the students. From a socially
scientific viewpoint, this amounts to a near revolution in social
history. From time immemorial, the family has been the social unit
that bore the responsibility for training society's members in-the
work ethic. The philosophies expressed'in the career education
programs examined indicate quite clearly that the school systems
are prepared to take over this traditional family role. One
school system expressed it most strongly, though the notion was
prevalent in many of those examined: "The schools ate both the
reflection and the moulders of the governmental and political
philosophy, the economic structure and the value systems of the
community, state, and nation." Th'e attitudes and values they seek
to mold are variously expressed, but a representative example comes

3Adriano Tilgher, Homo Faber: Work Through the Ages (Chicago:
Henry Regnery Company, 1958), p. 49.
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from a small southwestern school district: "To develop positive
attitudes toward work that will enable the student to motivate
himself in the future to actively seek a career of his choice."
Thus, it appears from the expressed philOsophieS of the school
districts themselves that the schools are willing to shoulder the
responsibility for the socialization of the young regarding the
world of work. One might suggest that this acceptance of respon-
sibility will be met with a reaction from those who are unwilling
to allow it to occur or from. those who find the value orientation
of the school at variance with their own. We pass no.judgment
here but merely note the existence of the condition for others to
consider.

If the dignity of work is one consistent theme in the philos-
ophies of school districts operating career education programs,
the reaffirmation of the dignity of the individual is another.
This theme recurs throughout the reports examined and was evident
in the interviews with staff and administrators on the various
programs visited. One goal of career education is to assure the
individual an identity, a place in society. Career education,
from this viewpoint becomes a process of self-study and self-
enlightenment. The provision of this sense of dignity and per-
sonal worth is to be provided in general through an appreciation
of the individual's personal contribution to the welfare of his
society through his work.

There is nothing especially new about the attention to the
individual. Self-realization is a commonly accepted aim of Amer-
ican education. The contemporary perception expressed by the per-
sonnel in the forty-one school systems called for increased em-
phasis on one's career as a means of self-realization and for
enriching the curriculum to afford opportunities for pupils, es-
pecially at the elementary level, to pursue a variety of educa-
tional experiences that - augment their feelings of personal worth.

In summation, then, although each individual program expressed
a different set of philosophies, goals, and objectives, there were
several consistent themes identifiable in almost all the programs.
These themes were identified explicitly and represent modern re-
affirmations of themes that have been part of our western history
for many years, though lately not greatly in evidence. The two
we have underscored as important philosophical foundations are the
dignity of all human work and the dignity and worth of each indi-
vidual in society.

The Philosophy as Implied

The implementation of career education programs varies as
greatly as the philosophies, goals, and ,objectives. At a practical
level, there does seem to be some common ground upon which nearly



everyone agrees. For instance, the vast majority of programs
split their efforts into career awareness, career orientation, and
career preparation. This is an obvious reflection of both the
necessity to accommodate and adapt career education programs to
existing educational systems and the prevailing notions of human
development and the intellectual capacities of the human organism
at various stages in that development. Beyond this common ground,
however, there are several other areas of agreement that are not
conditioned solely by the nature of the system, but rather reflect
an implicit philosophical view of the nature and value of partic-
ular types of education experiences.

First, there seems to be a concentration on the notion of the
individual's own experience and the value of experience to educa-
tion. This is reflected in the tendency toward the inclusion of
hands-on experience in the curricula. Yet it is not simply the
notion of hands-on experience that is noteworthy, but the broader
idea that active participatory experiences are relevant and valu-
able parts of the. education process. ,This idea is scarcely new
in American education, and those familiar with the history of
education in this country are well aware that there have been
cycles in educational philosophy in which the more passive and
general classroom experience holds sway and then gives way to the
more specific, active participatory experiences. It is apparent
from the material examined from the forty-one career education
programs that the importance of participatory experience is again
coming to the fore.

A companion notion to that of participatory experience is the
perception of the relationship between the school and the community.
Historically, school systems in this country have had a view of the
importance of the community in relationship to the school system
and a notion of the community as a potential resource. Career
education represents an actualization and formalization of this
view. Many of the career education programs examined are now work-
ing in close and productive relationship with their surrounding
communities. Essentially, they are extending the walls of the
school to encompass the total community boundaries--making the
community itself as a laboratory for the school. In many cases,
specific training is being acquired in the community for credit,
which allows the school to offer training for which there would
otherwise be either insufficient demand or insufficient funds.
:athough the amount of community involvement varies widely, the
concept is common to all programs and represents a consistent
theme in career education.

We have identified four significant aspects of the philosophy
of career education as it presently exists in programs throughout
the country. They are not the only common features, nor are they
necessarily the most important. Yet they do form at least part of
the common ground upon which the new concept of career education
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seems to be building. We underscore the fact that thesephilos-
ophies are not those of the authors but those expressed or implied
in the programs we examined. Our job has simply been one of re-
porting the perceptions of career education as we see them. How-
ever, we would be remiss in our duties if we did not turn
attention to some of the implications of these philosophical psi-tions, their relevance to vocational education, and the poten.,ial
problems in implemen- 'ng them. The following section presents oT....rviews of the position of vocational ed1.1.1ation within the total
context of career education.

The Role of Vocational Education in Career Education

Career education, as it is being practiced, is a state of
mond or mode of inquiry of examining the world. It is more of a
philosophy than a content or discipline. It is a philosophy that
elevates the significance of the individual, his experiences, his
work, and his decisions. Content is derived from the related
disciplines or areas of work. And content has meaning to the ex-
tent to which it has meaning for the individual.

Taken in this context, the role of vocational education in
career education becomes relatively clear. If vocational educa-
tion may be defined as the set of specific or at least relatively
specific experiences and activities that distinguish individuals,
then vocational education includes the content required for per-
formance in an occupation. That is, the set of activities re-
quired for successful pursuance of an occupation can be defined
with the content based on occupational performance requirements.

Career education, as a philosophical orientation, cannot be
implemented without that phase of education that we have histori-
cally come to call vocational education. There is no way that one
can set into motion a philosophical reorientation of education,
which dignifies all individuals and dignifies all work, but which
ultimately does not provide each individual with a specific prep-
aration for work as a part of the total educative process.

The acceptance of career education in its philosophical
orientation is most pronounced at the elementary level and least
pronounced at the secondary level. The reports are replete with
examples of expending the domain of experiences of elementary
children to promote awareness of self and community and explora-tion with self and community and to dignify the meaning of these
experiences. There is much more evidence that awareness and ex-
ploration activities that relate to the production of wealth and
services are being correlated with the teaching of the basic edu-
cational skills at elementary as contrasted with higher levels.
Experience gives rise to experience.
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The reconceptualization of career education is somewhat less.
pronounced in the middle grades. Exploration, however, is recog-
nized as an activity,. of worth in its own right. Exploration is
experientiElly oriented, with primacy on the individual's own
exploratory experiences. Perceptions of career education in the
middle grades, however, are somewhat restricted to exploration
through the tactile sense. This perception tends to restrict the
range of occupations that may be explored.

At the secondary level of career education there is a notable
tendency to think of career education as synonymous with skill
development_ Such a position, it should be noted, is inconsistent
with the perceived philosophical orientation that 1.-6 expressed at
the elementary and middle grade levels. It is inconsistent with
the educational philosophy that elevates the significance of work
and the individual. Content for preparing individUals for suc-
cessful performance in an occupation leading to a career is drawn
from a variety of sources. Any professional school is a career
education institution. Indeed, the only institutions that are
not career education institutions are those institutions that pro-
mote the acquisition of knowledge for, its own sake. Viewed as
such, the activities of the secondary school that are required for
matriculation by subsequent institutions where the individual will
be prepared to launch his career, are expressions of career educa-
tion.

There is an inherent danger that career education will be
associated with occupations that are characterized by the manipu
lation of data and things, rather than with the entire range of
occupations in the occupational structure. The primacy of career
education as lending credence to the dignity of the individual
and work precludes it from being associated with any one segment
of the range of occupations. The perception of skill development
as being equated with career education does not augur for the de-
velopment of the role of vocational education in career education.
Nothing will be gained. The philosophical orientation of career
education places its major importance on vocational training, re-
gardless of the level. Since career education is a reaction
against elitism of all sorts, any position of restriction is detri-
mental to the implementation. Further, if society is to allocate
its resources on the basis of promoting the dignity of the indi-
vidual and work, the place to start is with those individuals who
traditionally have been shortchanged in the educational system.

There is another way, of examining the perception of career
education at the secondary level. Career education is closely
associated with, if not synonymous with, equality of educational
opportunity. On the one hand, it is argued that skill development
is not synonymous with career education at the secondary level.
The notion of career education supports any activity that gives
rise to preparing for work. But equality of opportunity dictates
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- -at each -arson to prepared for employment.prior to leaving school
JEnt person. be placed in a job or in the next level of

. -on completion of or leaving th-e preceding level.
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AF;ENDIX A

.Career Education

Career education is a comprehensive educational program fo-
cused on careers that begins in grade 1 or earlier and continues
through the adult years. Career education helps the student to
develop a personal plan for lifelong learning: learning about
the world we live in, the people who inhabit it, the social and
physical environment; learning about the sciences, arts, and
literature we have inherited and are creating; and learning aboutthe way in which the world's peoples are interacting. Effective
career education equips 'young people to live their lives as ful-
filled human beings. For elementary and secondary education, the
program may include a structuring of basic subjects around the
theme of career opportunities and requirements in the world ofwork. In elementary school, students may be informed about the
wide range of jobs in our society and the roles and requirements
involved. In junior high school, students may explore specific
clusters of occupations through hands-on experiences and field
observation, as well as classroom instruction. In senior high
school, students prepare for job entry and also prepare for further
education. Placement in a job or in further education are options
open to all students.

Career education not only provides job information and skill
development but also helps students to develop attitudes about
the personal, psydhological, social, and economic significance ofwork. Guidance and counseling activities assist the student in
developing self-awareness and in matching his interests and abili - -,ties against potential careers. Development and fostering of the
avocational and recreational interests of the student help him to
prepare for well-rounded living in the world in which leisure time
is becoming more plentiful.

Some characteristics of career education are:

1. Students leaving high school are prepared for, and
actively assisted in securing, placement in a job, non-
baccalaureate post-secondary education, or baccalaureate
and higher degree education.

2. Careers may be studied in relation to a field of work or
a cluster of occupations related to each other, such as
the construction occupation cluster or the health occu-
pations cluster.

3. The program may be organized in a pyramid approach, moving
from the general to the more specific orientation to the
world of work in the elementary grades. Students are
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provided with explorato61 experiences in junior high
school. These experiences, in turn, provide knowledge
and experience to assist decision-making regarding areas
of study and preparation to be pursued in senior high
school. Intensive guidance and counseling are provided
concurrently with classroom instruction and skill devel-
opment to improve the student's decision-making abilities.

4. Actively participating adviSory councils composed of
local employers and union representatives and involved
community groups may be part of the operation of a career
education program.

5. Multimedia learning approaches such as films and video
tapes that are effective with students having a wide
range of learning styles and skills may be used. Types
of instructional programs include classroom and laboratory
activities, field observation, work experience, and on-
the-job training.

6. Career education involves extensive use of cooperative
education to assure the availability of preparation in a
wide variety of occupational fields.

7. Career education focuses not only on the needs of indi-
viduals but also on the needs of society, the economy,
and employers.

8. Career education provides knowledge and experiences that
enhance job adaptability in a time of rapid changes due
to technological advances and fluctuating economic trends.

The description and characteristics presented here are those
of an ideal program. When considering schools for nomination, it
is not necessary that they display all of -Crie characteristics
listed. Final judgment on whether or not a school should be nom-
inated should rest on a consideration of the objectives of the
school's program. If the objectives are congruent with the concept
of career education, the school should be nominated.

APPENDIX B

- Self-Study for Nominated Career Education Program

Please respond to the following statements and, when applicable
or convenient, supply supplemental materials to explain your
responses.
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1. What grade segments does your career education program span?
K-12

; X-3 ; 4-6 ; X-6
; 7-8. ; 7-9 ;10-12 ; 11-12 ; specify other segment categories

2. What percent of the students in the school are directly in-volved in each segment of the career education program?
3. Briefly list and describe the main goals and objectives forthe overall career education program and each segment in theprogam.

4. How is the career education concept being assimilated ifttothe educational program (e.g., strategies for installation)?
5, Briefly list and describe those features particular to yourcareer education program for the various grade segments.
6. Briefly list and describe the curriculum changes that tookplace in implementing the career education program.
7. What supportive services are available to the students ineach segment of the (e.g., guidance, counseling, placement,follow-up) career education program?

8. What in-service training was provided for administrators,teachers, and staff in implementing the career educationprogram?

9. Identify and explain how community resources were utilizedin planning, actuating, and evaluating the career educationprogram.

10. What opportunities are available to students in the careereducation program for job Treparation?
/

11. Briefly list and describe the data that is being gathered asevidence of success or failure in each segment ot" the careereducation program.

12. What provisions have been made for placing students in jobsand/or further educational programs upon their leaving school?

are:

APPENDIX C

The fifteen programs selected for final submission to NCEC
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1. Anne Arundel County Career Development, Annapolis, Maryland

2. Ceres Unified School District, Ceres, California

0 Cobb County Occupational and Career Development Program,

Marietta, Georgia

4. Helena Public Schools, Helena, Montana

5. Holyoke Schools, District RE-IJ, Holyoke, Colorado

6. Kershaw County School District, Camden, South Carolina

7. Knox County Schools, Knoxville, Tennessee

8. Lawrence Unified School District #497, Lawrence, Kansas

9. Lebanon Union High School, District #1, Lebanon, Oregon

10. Mid:-Hudson Career Development and Information Center,
Pleasant Valley, New York

11. New Albany School District, New Albany, Mississippi

12. Pontiac City. Schools, Pontiac, Michigan

13. Renton School District #403, Renton, Washington

14. Springfield Public Schools, Springfield, Oregon

15. Toledo City Schools, Toledo, Ohio



section two:

Current Problems in Career Education
Related to Vocational Education



Adjustments Needed in State Agencies

By Conrad C. Shuman*

The implementation of career education, sequentially and pro-
cedurally, will require many adjustments in: (1) educational
attitudes, (2.) educational organization structure with associate
authority, (3) educational funding sources, and (4) edi,tcational
evaluation methodology.

Educational Attitudes

Public relations efforts must be amplified to explain and
sell the concept of career education to the general public, legis-
lators, adininistrators, teachers, and students. Perhaps education
may be indicted for explaining and selling career education only
within the educational fraternity, thus neglecting the buyers of
the product and decision-makers who allocate the funds.

Higher education has remained complacent to the development
of a relevant educational system for all people by not initiating
changes in teacher education standards and authorizing flexibility
in student programs--a necessary characteristic of career educa-
tion.

Several professional educational organizations have been
conspicuously prominent by their silence in endorsing and advo-
cating career education to the members of their organizations.
This noncommittal position could be a significant contributing
factor in the disinterest reflected in segments of education.

Perhaps the unacceptance of career education by different seg-
ments of society is a fault of the educational system, inasmuch as
career education has been defined in a multiplicity of definitions
that is confusing to many people. To firmly entrench career into
our educational system a conformity of definition must be estab-
lished and communicated to all interested communities.

*Mr- Shuman is director of vocational education, State De-
partment of Public Instruction, Dover, Delaware.
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Educational Organization Structure

Career education will be more speedily implemented if an ad-
ministrative structure with appropriate authority is developed
from the level of chief state school officer down to a coordinator
of career education position within the local educational agency.
State departments of education should employ career education
specialists within the curriculum division and appoint a liaison
person in each discipline of education (vocational, elementary,
secondary, and higher education) to serve on a statewide career
education council.'

Local school districts should initiate long-range plans (pref-
erably for five years) for the development of career education.
These plans should be constructed through the input of community
lay advisory committees, service organizations, business and labor
task forces, administrators, and teacher committees composed of
representatives of. the learning area disciplines.

A coordinated administrative organization for career educa-
tion, evolving from the federal level and permeating down to the
instructional level, will enhance the chances of implementing the
concept.

Educational Funding Sourcet

Career education program financing should be shared by all
categorical areas, including: (1) the Vocational Education Act
of 1963, (2) the Elementary-Secondary Education Act, (3) the Edu-
cationally Handicapped Act, (4) the Higher Education Act, and all
associated agencies responsible for the educational process.
Permanent sources of funding must be sought to sustain pilot pro-
grams and, ultimately, the fully implemented system of career
education.

There is no greater commitment to career education than by
contributory financial support to the cause.

Educational Evaluation Methodology

As pilot programs and mature systems of career education are
developed, evaluative tools must be constructed to guide in the
curriculum development; determine effectiveness of the instruc-
tional staff and school system; analyze performance skill levels;
and assess job market needs.

If career education, once defined, is to replace our present
standardized system of education, then all the resources of every
agency associated with education must share its brain trust, funds,
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and ancillary contributions to the goal of an educational oppor-
tunity for every individual according to his/her interest and
need."
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The Role of the State Director of Vocational Education

By Glen H. Strain*

Primarily, the problem seems to be the difficulty of getting
the many publics that should be involved to have an in-depth under-
standing of the total concept of career education so that deci-
sion-makers will proceed. Another basic problem exists in how.to
properly utilize the career cluster concept and to interweave this
throughout the curriculum, K-adulthood, including all facets of
teacher education.

General Situation.

While state and local school systems may :f.00k to Washington
for national leadership, it would be contrary to the traditions
of American education for the federal government to do more than
call attention to national need, propose a logical response, cite
examples, and perhaps suggest alternative models for local schools
to consider in developing their on versions. The planning and
implementation must occur at the school and community level, al-
though they look to the state and federal agencies for informa-
tion, resources, and technical assistance.-1-

Lodal educators look to the state board of education and to
the chief state school officer, along with his staff, for guidance
and direction of education within a state. Unless the policies
of the state board of education (or other controlling board) sup-
port career education; and unless the state agency commits aggres-
sive leadership in carrying it out, very little is likely to happen
in career education at the local level.

In an attempt to coordinate the thinking toward career educa-
tion, many states, through their department of education, have
developed position papers on career education. It is very important

*Mr. Strain is assistant commissioner of education in charge
of vocational education, State Department of Education, Lincoln,
Nebraska.

1
Career Education, A Handbook for Implementation (Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Office of Education, February 1972).
.
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that the state director of vocational education or members of his
staff have an opportunity to have direct input into this position
paper. It is believed that many of these position papers were
developed as a result of the position paper on career education
adopted by the National Association of State Directors of Vocational
Education at Las Vegas, Nevada, on September 17, 1971, during the
Fourth Annual National Leadership Development Seminar. This posi-
tion paper has had wide distribution in many states.

The state education agency allocates both federal and state
categorical funds to local school districts and post-high school
institutions. The state education agency leadership and fund al-
location role clearly places the people in this agency in a crucial
position in career education advocacy.

The leadership and coordination function at the state level
is composed of six principle activities:

1. Advocating and generating' interest and building motivation
to move the entire state school system

2. Setting priorities in allocating federal and state funds
and in reorganizing local education agencies for effort
in career education

3. Developing curriculum and career education instructional
materials

4. Collecting, information and disseminating it among all
,participating school systems

5. Facilitating cooperation in program planning, promotion,
and resource sharing among local school systems

6. Coordinating local school programs with programs in other
states and special national projects2

All of the foregoing statements certainly have implications
concerning the role of the state director of vocational education
in establishing career education in.a state. Specifically, the
state directors involved in Study Group I suggested many respon-
sibilities that they believe more or less spell out the role of
the state director in this task. These suggestions follow:

1. The state director must be willing to assume the leader-
ship role. 'It was generally agreed that unless the state
director assumes positive leadership and involves others



in the state education agency, little is likely to happen
at this level. He has the difficult task of providing
leadership and active support without taking Jvar as the
recognized major force of promoting career education.
His role is to assure that other educational leaders un-
derstand and support the concept.

2. He must work closely with the chief state school officer
and his staff in providing guidance and direction for
establishing career education. The state director,
through the use of research and exemplary funds, can lead
in helping to set up local programs involving the total
concept of career education.

3. The state director must be the initiator, the innovator,
the catalyst, and the coordinator in his state for career
education. He must, however, play a hidden role rather
than a dominating one; otherwise, there will be those who
will continue to say that career education is just another
name for vocational education. He must realize that ac-
ceptable career education relies upon the total school
staff for implementation and, therefore, will need the
support from all segments of education, not just voca-
tional educators.

4. He must promote the philosophy not only at the state
level, but also at the local educational level. He must
be active in promoting changes in teacher education cur-
riculum to include career education philosophy. He must
promote in-service teacher education for career education.
He should be alert to the possible funding that may assist
in initiating programs at the local level.

One state director believes that a good approach concerning
the role of state directors is to ask, in the following order, the
most critical questions regarding career education: Why? What?
How? When? Where? Who? Resources? The questions should be
answered by politicians, parents, teachers. administrators, and
students, and give opportunity for proper answers.

In conclusion, I would like to quote the last paragraph of
Dr. Ted Bell's presentation at the Fifth Annual National Leader-
ship Development Seminar for State Directors of Vocational Educa-
tion.

This is a time when many eyes are upon state directors
of vocational education. Both the national and local
leadership look to you to make the moves. You have a
great opportunity, accompanied by a tremendous respon-
sibility.. Public opinion is with you, and the oppor-
tunity for career education, at long last come into
its own, occupies the here and now.
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Personnel Needs for Career Education

By Paul L. Schalles*

In developing the discussion topic, it was felt that before
state directors could conceptualize state planning in vocational
education as related to personnel needs for implementing programs
of career education there must be .a clarification of policy at
the top level. Of the twelve states represented in this group,
all had developed a general statement of philosophy concerning
career education, but only three had moved toward an organizational
structure designed to implement such a program concept.

It was acknowledged that the state director of vocational
education should play a very significant role in directing the
reorientation of professional development, not only for the voca-
tional disciplines, but all elements and at all levels of educa-
tion.

The discussion then centered around the strategies and alter-
natives that could be employed to bring about desired change in
personnel at the following levels: state agency, local educational
agencies, and teacher education institutions.

State Agency

Is the existing organization structured in such a way as to
accommodate the proposed career education concept? Examples are:

1. The state director should assume a leadership role in
directing attention to un-met needs (functions) that
departments of education shbuld consider in developing
a total commitment toward career education. A number of
states indicated that the organization within their de-
partments of educatidn would need some change in order to
provide a system designed to meet the needs of all edu-
cable persons from early childhood' throughout the pro-
ductive period of adulthood.

*Mr. Schalles is assistant state director of vocational
education, State Department of Education, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
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2. .The state director should provide for the in-service edu-
cation of vocational education specialists and advisors
as well as guidance specialists and general education
specialists and advisors to acquaint them with their role
in meeting the objectives of career education.

3. .State vocational. directors and staff should participate
in interdisciplinary workshops and serve on study groups
to assist in formulating procedures for implementing
career education.

4.. State directors should assist in statewide public hear-
ings to sound out local acceptance of proposed change in
public education. Involvement at this level will help
bring about an understanding and commitment on the part
of top leaders within the community. State departments
of education are taking this leadership approach.

Local Education Agency

How can vocational education be changed so as to impart to
both youth and adults a broader understanding of the world in
which they will live and work? Discussion regai-ding the state
director's role in bringing about personnel change at the local
level centered around this question. The nationwide trend toward
placing greater emphasis on local initiative for educational;
economic, and general community development activities would seem
to identify a priority area for state directors. It was'aScer-
tained that local districts need more than funds; they need tech-
nical assistance from state staff and teacher education depart-
ments to bring about desired change. Examples are:

1. The state plan for vocational education should make
necessary provisions for the preservice and in-service
needs of local teachers, supervisors, and administrators.

2. The state director should provide specialized assistance
to local programs, conduct - workshops and seminars, and
participate in in-service days.

Teacher Education

What role can the state director of vocational education
assume in bringing about institutional reform? There was a gen-
eral consensus that teacher education was in need of "retooling."
Specific examples of the role of the state director in this effort
are presented as follows.
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1. Involve teacher educators in program planning at both
state and local levels.. This could be accomplished
through workshops, seminars, and regional planning ses-
sions..

2. Use the state plan to bring about desired change. Estab-
lish criteria for preservice and in-service programs for
teachers and administrators that would develop leaders
with the so-called "broad vision." Increased considera-
tion should be given to disciplines other than the highly
specialized area of vocational education.

3. Encourage teacher educators to focus attention on the
special needs areas involving the inner-city, rural, and
handicapped.

4. As purchaser of the product, state directors have a re-
sponsibility to establish criteria for evaluating the
product of the teacher education institution.

Summary Statements

The following are alternative strategies for state directors
to consider in planning for the personnel needs that will meet
career education objectives:

1. Assist in developing a commitment for state departments
of education to give full support to vocationaleduca-
tion's role in the career education concept.

Examine -the state vocational division's staffing struc-
ture, its personnel strength and expertise to determine
the capability for developing and administering planned
programs.

3. Provid-P for preservice and in-service education for
state -staff, local administrator teachers, counselors,
and supportive staff that will make it possible for these
persona to have a_complete understanding of the career
education concept_,and the ways through which vocational
education can take its place within this concept.

Examine teacher education services in terms of local pro-
gram needs, i.e., teachers, administrators, and support
services.

In planning to meet these personnel needs-it should be em-
phasized that state agencies should become less directive and more
supportive of the processes of institutional change at the local
level. Local systems need more than monetary assistance. They
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need technical help from state education departments and teacher
education agencies to bring about desired change within the pro-
gram to meet the objectives of career education.
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Areas That Need Research and Study

By Carl F. Lamar*

Statememl of the Problem

In considering career education as an integral part of the
total educational system, "What are the basic concerns that need
to be studied and researched from the viewpoint of state dim-isions
of vocational education?"

The Situation

Career education has become a high national priority for all
of edcation in the discussions of many groups in government and
educational circles and among lay organizations. There have been
many meetings conducted on the subject, and considerable financial
support has been made available to promote pilot or exemplary
projit.ncts. Opinion surveys, evaluation studies, and fact-finding'
reviews have been conducted across the country for the purpose of
getting a fix on the status :of the thinking and activities inL sup-
port of career education. Many position papers on career eduza-
tion have been prepared at the federal and state levels.' In some
states, .governor's conferences have been held, legIslation gas
been passed, and funds have been appropriated to support tlr im-
plementation of career edur'F:rion. The U.S. Congress includafl. $14
million in its recommended authorization for fiscal year 19T3- to
supin3rt career education,. The National Institute of Educatitzl has
been given the responsibililty to provide leadership in promoting
and coordinating research,. pilot, and exemplary .efforts in .this

They may be supported by the U.S. Office of Education, .other
agencies of the federal, government, and many professional organi-
zations. Many writers for publishing companies are busy in moving
with the "tide of national excitement" generated: y the spokesmen
for career education..,

The time seems to be rapidly approaching when a decision must
be made as to whether educational leaders will continue to "cut

*Dr. Lamar is assistant superintendent for vocational educa-
tion, State Department of Education, Frankfort, Kentucky.
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bait or begin fishing" with regard to the implementation of career
education. The skeptics are beginning to raise their voices.
They want to be heard. Do we really have a new vitalizing concept
of education that will answer the questions of relevance, account-
ability, and performance requirements of the economy and society?
Or, do we have just another passing fancy? Some people see career
education as just another figment of someone's imagination. SOme
say it is a dream that will have its "brainstorming era" and -:hen
fade into the past as did "progressive education,".the "core cur-
riculUm," the "organic curriculum," and similar movements. Then
it will give wc.y to some other bright idea. Some say that the
locked-in system of our college-oriented curriculum from the kin-
dergarten througa secondary education has become so closely tied
to higher education's plan for a perpetual regenerating system
that nothing short of a catastrophe is going to change it.

Perhaps.a more autimistic and positive outlook needs to be
pursued. A. fundamental approach should be attempted with the idea
that the general public wants to support an educational sYstem
that is dedicated to the task of serving thy: needs of our dynamic
and ever changing socioeconomic environment. If our leaders in
government and education can conceptualize and properly demonstrate
a sound, comprehensive educational system designed to supPort-the
attainment of the national goals,of our democratic way of li=e-
basic among these, "eqUality of educational opportunitieS" for all
people--then there are reasonable expectations that it can be im-
plemented with proper public understanding and support.

The general public seems to be asking for a change in our
educational system that will be more relevant to the needs of
everyone who has a significant role to play in the economy and in
our social affairs. This is part of the reason for the growing
interest and excitement surrounding the term "career education."
The time seems to be at hand when we need to stop saying, "We-are
not ready to define it".or "We are not ready to design the struc-
ture that is needed to implement it." Educators can accomplish
both of these tasks, and we should not let the "torch pass from
our grasp." The basic educational needs of the people must be a
continuing challenge of the leaders. in education. Leaders in
vocational education must be in the "mainstream" in providing this
leadership.

Some Areas of Concern

There are many areas of concern regarding career education
that need to be studied and researched. Some of the significant
concerns that have, been identified that should bring into focus
other ccncerns that need attention are:
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1. What is the philosophical foundation of education that
must be understood and followed as our basic guide in
implementing a sound career education program? This
has reference to education as it relates to the individ-
ual's basic needs in our modern social and economic
environment--an environment influenced by developments
in science, technology, anal expanding knowledge.

2. What are the concepts of career education that relate
to the traditional concepts of education? What does
the so- Called 'general educator" believe about career
education? What does the sr.-).-called "vocational educator"
believe about career educes on? What are the basic dif-
ferences, if any, that neeff to be reconciled in order to
accommodate career educaticm as an integral part of a
comprehensive educational. eystem--one that extends from
early childhood through a.:Ljlttood?

3. What -.-aa acceptable concept of a comprehensive system
of educalon? Is it task-oriented and developed on the
basis of tlehavioral car performance objectives and career-
orientac. goals? Is it an experimental process that is
individuallized in terms of the individual learner's
needs, i-nterests, and aptitudes? Is it a system designed
to meet the needs of all educable persons extending from
early childhood through the Troductive life of adults?

4. Who shall design, implement, .and operate the comprehen-
sive educational system ziel the federal,. state, and local
levels to meet realistic etricatiOnal needs and goals?
How will the existing tr...mi7-taonal philosophy of educa-
tion be reconciled with emerging philosophy of career
education with regard to aJninistratiVe policies and
practices, teacher education, teaching methods, curric-
ulum development, planning and scheduling educational
experiences, and course requirements?

5. Are there adequate underStandings and commitments on the
part of the top leaders in government and education re-
garding career education? This is essential for its
proper implementation as an integrAl part of the educa-
tional system. Unless, the top leaders believe in and
are committed to the concept of career education, to
the extent that they want it to becoMe an integral part
of a comprehensive educational system, it will never
happen. They must be led to believe that it is philo-
sophically sound in terms of their understanding of the
foundations of education. If this can be accomplished,
there is a strong likelihood that career education can
be properly implemented.. If career education is going
to be properly accepted and built into the total
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educational system, it must have str support from the
/top leaders in the executive and Ie:-.72._721ative branches of
government, educational administr, and the general
public.

6. Will the financial support needed fcarthe implementation
of career education be broadly baste; The financial
support of career education cannot '_be :limited to only
one segment of education if it is to Z.,:e successfully
integrated into the total educational system. It must
relate to and support the develop-mu_L'f career educa-
tion at all levels of the educatLarzLL system. Adequate
financial support is especially 1.14.,_-..4r7 .z.t in developing
the proper concepts, understandIng, commitments.
during the stages of piloting and. career
education models, and adapting them existing systems
of education. This is vital if-the 7..azople are to be
convinced that career education -,,Tevance to their
educational needs as they strive -7.'epare themselves
for their proper role in the "world murk" and as
responsible citizens in society.

7. How can the required curriculum rermH,,,ntation and re-
direction to accommodate career be best
achieved? The curriculum must be r.agned from early
childhood throughout adult,life--camoKptilally and phys-
ically--to accommodate the notion-f areer education
is. a lifelong .educational processential in na-
ture, intended to attain meaningful fulfilling
career objectives.

8. How can a. reorientation of educatiomTmmfessional
opment programs be accomplished to ZRE47Va e the requirements
of career education? There are cerrhe-'71 -musts if the
competencies required to produce a..rEevant system of
career education are to be developer. -The core of the
system must be what educators now strongly believe to be
that of the "life career development" process.

9. How can the required cooperation and mutual support of
the educational community be assured? 'There must be
wholehearted cooperation from all-e-- gam= ,s of education
in an effort-to evolve -a single compensive system of
education--one that deserves the admiratapn and support
of the general public.

10. How can we be assured that special and specific occupa-
tional preparation will be adequately frirluded in the
evolving patterns of career education? If the total
concept of career education is to be 1ized, then
special and specific occupational educes -on must be
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appropriately conceptualized as a significant part of
the overall plan. These components must be properly
built into the total educational system and adequately
financed to serve the expanding interests and needs of
the people to be served.

Considerations for Career Education Planning

This study group raised many questions and offered many sug-
gestions that are worthy of serious consideration in organizing
for the effective planning of career education programs. The
following reactions evolved from the group:

1. How can we bring.about desirable educational change?
What are the fundamental strategies involved? How
should they be employed to implement career education?

2. What would be an appropriate plan for implementing career
education?

3. Can educators working alone be expected to bring about
the desired changes in our educational system?

4. Education is a process designed to bring about desirable
changes in human behavior. Who must be involved in
designing the process if, in fact, it needs to be re-
oriented to assure the proper development of career
education?

5. Is education solely for education's. sake? Or, does it
have a more basic significance with reference to life
career development?

6. In considering career education, what are the essential
components? Should they be developed as a part of the
total educational system? Can this be done through
voluntary involvement or must it be on a mandatory basis?

7. How do we adequately deal with tradition in bringing
about desirable changes in the educational system- -
changes which will be more relevant to the needs, capa-
bilities, and expectations of those to be served?

8 Where must the leadership.be centered to bring together
the forces required to evolve the proper developments
in education?

9'. Is categorical aid an asset or a constraint to the de-
velopment of career education?



10. What guidelines are needed to develop and implement
career education? Who should develop such guidelines?
Who should implement them?

11. What organizational structure is needed to /implement
career education at the federal, state, and local levels?

12. Where are the stumbling blocks that must be clearly
identified, studied, and researched if the proper devel-
opment of career education is to become a reality in the
local school systems throughout the country?

13. Is career education intended to be just another course
added to the. proliferation of courses now offered in the
educational system or is it intended to be something
more realistic and dynamic?

14. How may we evolve the cooperation and coordination that .

is essential to bring about the desired unity in diver-
sity that exists in education and eliminate the un-
desirable and unnecessary divergent points of view?

15. Communication among interested and concerned individuals
and groups is essential for the proper conceptualization,
development, and implementation of career education. To
make this a reality, the questions that need to be an-
swered regarding responsibility and involvement are:
Who? What? When? Where? How? Hthw much?

16. If we are to assure the development of a sound and rele-
vant career education program, there must be a sense of
accountability. Are the people now involved in the pro-
cess carefully and thoroughly thinking through their
ideas, plans, and strategies?

17. Are the people now employed to develop and implement
exemplary career education programs provided adequate
opportunities for proper orientation and in-service
training to assure reasonable possibilities for success-
ful results?

18. Are appropriate guidelines being developed to assure
adequate process and product evaluation of career edu-
cation pilot programs?

19. Relevance is a continuing question now being asked by
the general public. To what extent should the educa-
tional leadership be listening to the general public in
developing the educational system?
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20. It is an accepted fact that we have limited financial
and educational resources. What is the.best approach
to maximize benefits from these limited resources?

21. In education we must continually deal with the mechanics
of certification, accreditation, Carnegie Units, etc.
Are these assets or Liabilities in the development of
career education?

22. The question of "economies of scale" has been raised
regarding the development of an efficient and economical
education system. What constitutes a logical educational
unit for the implementation of an effective program of
"life career development"?

23. Which is more desirable: (1) to conceptualize a total
state pattern for career education, or (2) to have each
local educational agency evolve its own system?

24. What is a logical plan for developing and implementing
a career education pilot or exemplary program?

25. Is fragmentation of vocational education into occupa-
tional fields and special service areas an asset or a
hindrance to the development of career education?

26. What "togetherness" in vocational education needs to be
promoted to give it a prope sense of direction with
regard to the development of career education?

27. How can we get proper articulation between the different
levels of education in evolving a continuing process of
"life career development" through career education?

Resources Needed to Solve the Problem

If we accept the problem statement, "How shall we implement
career education as an integral part of a total comprehensive
system of education?", then the concerns that have been expressed
clearly indicate the resources that are needed to solve it. They
also give some indications as to what must be done with the avail-
able resources if a satisfactory solution can be expected to evolve.

Basically, the resources available to educational planners as
they strive to formulate reasonable alternatives for the solution
of existing educational problems are: (1) human resources, (2) ma-
terial resources, and (3) strategies for educational change.
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Human Resources

Perhaps human resources is the most significant element' that
must be properly assessed and managed in order to get the problem
solved. The people involved have a profound influence on the total
situation. They control the total decision-making process with
regard to the availability and use of the other resources needed.
The people are also the prime benefactors of the results that may
accrue from the educational process that would be implemented.
It has been said: "What man .can conceive in his mind, man can do."
The major controlling factors are desire and determination to-get
it done. If we can accept the assilii5fians that the people in this
country want a viable comprehensive educational system, one that
is relevant to the needs, aspirations, and capabilities of all the
people, and one that will prepare people for responsible roles in
the "world of work" and in other social affairs, and one where
"career education" is an integral part of that system, then the
following things must be resolved with respect to the proper use
of our human resources in the development of such a system:

1. A philosophical agreement on what constitutes the funda-
mental principles upon which a sound educational system
can be established and maintained. Such a system must
help each individual become a participating, contributing,
and self-fulfilling member of society in terms of his
aspirations and capabilities.

2. A clear definition of what constitutes. a "comprehensive
educational system" and "career education." Definitions
of these concepts must be formulated as guides for pro-
gram development. They must embrace the generally
accepted fundamental principles of education and be un-
derstood and accepted by the "change agents" in our edu-
cational system. This is essential at the federal; state,
and local levels.

3. Leaders at all levels who can bring about the proper
implementation of "career education" as an integral part
of a comprehensive 'system of education. They, must have
a functional understanding and acceptance of the meaning
of "career education" if it is to become a reality.

4. A strong and sustained commitment by the leaders at the
federal, state, and local levels indicating that they
will be responsive, persistent, and accountable in
evolving a comprehensive system of education must be a
reality. They heed to indicate that they will emphasize
the proper development of knowledge, understandings,
attitudes, and skills required for the performance of
appropriate roles by all individuals in our social and
economic affairs.
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5. A well organized "plan of action" tht has evolved thrdugh
a broad-based involvement of the interested and concerned
citizens who'will be affected by the educational system
that they are expected to support.

6. A functional "organization and management structure"
based on behavioral or performance objectives and re-
lated to'career oriented goals. The structure must have
the roles and responsibilities of everyone involved
clearly defined if the program is to be effective at all
levels.of operation.

7. A continuing communication system designed to keep those
actively involved and the general public properly in-
formed about what is going on and what is being accom-
plished. This is vital to assure sustained interest,
commitment, cooperation, coordination, and participation
in the implementation of such a program.

8. A strong commitment from the interested and concerned
leaders and the lay public to assure the continued sup-
port-required to implement the plan of action. This
commitment must be in the form of financial support and
the employment of competent people to get the work ac-
complished.

Material Resources

Such resources include financial support, facilities, program
resources, governing laws, rules, and regulations, and basic guide-
lines for program development. These resources will be largely
controlled by the concern and desires of the people who will be
in positions of influence regarding the development of this pro-
gram. They need to have a clear assessment of the "material re-
source" requirements for implementing "career education." These

'requirements must be made explicit through proper communication
linkages and continuous dialogue. Essential knowledge and under-
standing of the 'situation and what must be. provided in the way of
material resources is also imperative.

In this area of "career education;" these concerns and sug-
gestions have been expressed:

1. If "career education" should logically be developed as
an integral part of a comprehensive educational system,
then the financial support for its development and im-
plementatidn should come from all sources that are now
supporting the existing system. This should be an
established policy at the federal, state, and local lev-
els. Perhaps considerable new money should be made
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available for research, special studies, exemplary proj-
ects, and developmental programs to test alternative
concepts and plans that have been proposed in the im-
plementation of a viable system. This should be con-
sidered as "seed money" to generate interest, involve-
ment, and exemplary activities. Eventually, it may be
assumed that much of the existing system will become
reoriented and redirected. This should result in a shift
in the allocation of financial resources now available .

to support the present educational system.

2. There must be intensive and extensive changes in pre-
service and in-service teacher education programs to
prepare people for new roles and responsibilities per-
taining to "career education." The Education Professions
Development Prdgram should be an effective means of deal-
ing with this problem.

3. Curriculum orientation and developmerit must undergo some
radical changes if the educational system is to become
more relevant to the needs of the people with respect
to their "life career development." The total curriculum
pattern from the beginning of early childhood education
through adult education needs to be clearly conceptual-
ized. Then the curriculum objectives, content, and
modules need to be developed, tested, demonstrated, and
adopted for each level of the accepted curriculum pattern.

4. Appropriate instructional materials and other media need
to be developed along with the curriculum development
process to reinforce the effectiveness of the teaching-
learning process.

5. Guidance services and appropriate.infOrmation pertaining
to personal needs and occupational interests should be
made available to all individuals who have educational
concerns, problems, or aspirations and may be enrolled
in an educational program at any level from early child-
hood through adulthood.

6. Process and product evaluation should be a continuing
part of the total educational effort. The major objec-
tive should be to 'assure relevance and accountability
to the total comprehensive educational system.

Strategies for Solving the Problems

Basically, the strategies for educational change should be
organized as a systematic and continuing process that is linked
to a sound decision-making or management by objectives system.
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This process has been formalized and described in various ways.
It may be explained in the following steps: (1) assessment of the
situation to determine the educational needs; (2) establishment of
appropriate educational goals and measurable objectives; (3) col-
lection of relevant and valid information pertaining to the ex-
pressed needs that may be used to establish alternative solutions;
(4) establishment of acceptable alternative solutions to the prob-
lem(s) identified in attempting to meet needs; (5) decision-making
based on the acceptable alternatives and their possible conse-
quences; (6) program development on the basis of the alternative(s)
selected; (7) program evaluation to determine the soundness and
effectiveness of the decisions made, the process followed, and the
quality of the product secured; and (8) program adjustment based
on the evaluation results.

If -areer education is to become properly implemented in the
total eaucational system, there are several important steps that
must be taken. These steps may be appropriate at the federal,
state, and local levels.

1. An educational plan must be developed that includes an
orderly sequence of the actions to be taken or the things
to be accomplished. The strategies should be planned in
terms of a logical time schedule.

A. Identify the individuals and groups that should be
actively involved.

B. Develop an organizational structure that clearly
establishes the roles, responsibilities, and inter -.
relationships of the individuals and groups involved.

C. Prepare various strategies to develop proper under-
standings of the career education concepts that are
to be conveyed to the individuals and groups involved.

1

D. Determine the procedures to be followed in establish-
ing the acceptable goals and objectives of career
education.

2. The present educational system must be assessed to deter-
mine the changes that are needed to attain the goals and
objectives of career education.

A. Make an inventory of the.resources that are available
to implement career education.

(1) Assess the human resources in terms*of their
present competencies, interests, aptitudes,
and needs for in-service training.
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(2) Assess the material resources in terms of what
is readily available, what. is potentially avail-
able, what is needed, and what changes would be
required.

B. Organize the available resources and develop the
career education program that is deemed appropriate
for the situation.

3. Move to implement a comprehensive educational system
with career education as an integral part.

A. Include in career education these essential compo-
nents:

(1) Awareness of self and the relation of self to
the environment

(2) Orientation and exploration of the occupational
structure with the intended purpose of arriving
at an occupational preference

(3) Preparation in a specific occupational family
or cluster

(4) Guidance and counseling throughout the educa-
tional process

(5) Student placement and follow up that will lead
to the successful attainment of desired career
objectives.

B. Use an appropriate advisory group or groups made up
of representatives from interested and concerned
agencies, organizations, institutions, and individuals.

C. Evaluate the career education system--both the pro-
cess and product--to determine how well it is func-
tioning. Use the evaluation results to improve the
system.

4. Continued success of career education will depend on ef-
fective program planning, improvement, maintenance, and
evaluation. This will recuire the continued involvement
of competent people who are willing to use their talents,
initiative, and influence to make it work. The things
that will determine the success of such a program will
be sustained interest, flexibility in the change process,
and commitment to the program.
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Also important in reorienting and redirecting the present
educational system toward the concept of career education is de-
ciding what strategies will be employed to develop and implement
the philosophy, purpose, goals, and objectives of career education.
These elements must serve as the basis for prograth planning, de-
velopment, and implementation. Some suggested strategies concern
the:

1 Role of the State Department of Education The state
department of education should be motivated to assume
the leadership role in stimulating statewide interest
in career education; provide technical assistance to
local educational agencies in'program planning, develop-
ment, and, implementation; assume the leadership role in
developing proper understanding and support of career
education.by the state board of education, the governor
of the state, the state legislature, other agencies of
state government, and institutions of higher education.
It should assume the leadership role in establishing a
statewide organizational structure and management system
that will evolve proper Cooperation, coordination, and
total involvement in the development of an ongoing pro-
gram of career education.

2. Use of Task Forces -- Task forces should be made up of
people representing academic and vocational education
interests and those of the general public. They may
be used to develop the necessary strategies for imple-
mentiFig career education.

A. Perhaps the superintendent of public instruction and
his cabinet should serve as the task force that re-
views and recommends suggested policies that will
need the approval of the state board of education or
its recommendation to the governor and/or state
legislature for future action.

B. Perhaps the superintendent of public instruction
should appoint a career education technical committee
within the state department of education that will
be given the responsibility to inform interested
individuals and groups throughout the state of.recent
developments in career education, including policies,
financial support, exemplary programs, and research
findings. It would provide technical assistance in
program development, preparing proposals for special
funding, reviewing proposals submitted for special
financial support, and making recommendations to the
approval authorities. It would -be given the respon-
sibility to se6 that funded projects are properly
monitored.
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3 Use of Workshops and/or Conferences -- Workshops and/or
conferences that are wel-J planned, of suitable duration,
and designed for the appropriate audiences could b:s a
useful procedure to get a sound philosophy of careo,.
education formulated and a clear definition of carLt,:,

education properly stated and accepted. This plan COui
also be an effective means of establishing appropr:;.clt,-
goals, objectives, and procedures for implementing cc,r,
education. Persons representing both academic and vGc,
tional interests should be involved in such activitic-3.

4 Scial -- Special consultants with
the desired competencies may be employed to assist in
the development of a sound philosophy, goals, objectives,
and strategies for implementing career education. Suci
consultants should be able to relate to both the academ3c
and vocational education interests in getting these
things accomplished.

5 Other Possible Strategies -- There are many other straTe-
gies being tested throughout the country that have merit.
Some of them follow:

A. Employment of a career education director in the
state department of education to provide state-level
leadership

B. Employment of a career education coordinator at in-
stitutions of higher education

C. Appointment of a-career education committee at the
local educationaj, agency level that relates to and
coordinates for the committee subcommittees that
work on the different career education components--
awareness, orientations preparation, guidance, place-
ment, and follow-up.

6. Funding Special Career Education Projects -- FractiCally
every state is using federal, state, and local funds to
support research and special studies and pilot, exemplary,
and developmental projects pertaining to career educa-
tion. Some of these funds are being used for curriculum
development activities and in-service training programs
for the orientation and development of professional.per-
sonnel.

The educational leaders in each state have the responsibility
to acquire the "know how" and required resources to develop a sound
and relevant comprehensive educational system that will enable the
people to secure appropriate "life'career development." An effec-
tive program of "career education" included in such .an educational
system will contribute to the fulfillment of this responsibility.
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Strategies for Facilitating Development of Post-Secondary Programs

By Leonard Kunzman*

The chairman had prepared five questions for the group to use
in getting at the assigned problem-- The first question on which
the group worked was, "What people and agencies must be involved
in planning program development strategies for post-secondary pro-
grams?" It was the consensus that because of the variety of agen-
cies to be involved in career education the governor must be per-
sonally involved if the concept is going to fly. Others who must
be involved in developing strategy are: (1) the chief state school
officer and his staff; (2) regents for higher education; (3) state
advis617 counci]F; (4) the governor's manpower planning council;
(5) the new Sec. 1202 Commission; '(6) representatives of business
and industry; (7) the lay public; (8) parents and boards; (9) ad-
ministrators; and (10) instructors and students of community col-
leges and private schools. Involvement also should be obtained
from labor groups, government agencies, and community action agen-
cies. Undoubtedly, each department of education will find others
to add.in their particular state and situation.

Question No. 2 looked at the planning and development role of
secondary and post-secondary administrators. Before they became
involved in discussing this question, members accepted the fact
that the product user has an important role in educational planning
and certainly in career education planning.

The secondary and post-secondary administrators must exemplify
cooperation and articulation .if career education is to work. They
must make an active commitment to.the concept of career education
and go about setting goals and priorities to implement that commit-
ment. They must provide leadership to educational boards in de-
veloping position papers on career education. Certainly, from the
administrators must come the leadership for in-service programs
for'implementing the career education concept and for the overall
program of personnel development.

There must be a focus on the fact that career education at
the post-secondary level must be for all: the dropout, the person

*Mr. Kunzman is state director of vocational education, Stat
Department of Education, Salem, Oregon.
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seeking occupational preparation, the adult looking for reeducatibn,
and the student seeking something other than occupational prepara-
tion.

The administrators must be concerned with across-the-board
need assessments such as programs, personnel, facilities, finances,
and evaluation for career education.

Question No. 3 dealt with "How should advisoiT committees be
developed and used at the post-secondary level?" Here again the
group agreed that "Career education and vocational education must
not be considered as synonymous." The I'articipants proposed that
advisory committees should. be established for each program. It
was the consensus of all that utilizing career education avisory
committees in no way detracts from occupational education advisory
committees.

Advisory committees for career education should be drawn from
the toLal community as career education at the post-secondary level
involves 100 percent of the post-secondary people. These advisory
committees should be involved in needs assessment, articulation
planning, facilities planning, identifying and providing work ex-
perience stations, and career education evaluation.

Question No. 4 was, "How should evaluation be designed and
implemented as an integral part of the planning and development
process?" Participants agreed that to design evaluation the agency
must start with a needs assessment and an initial planning state-
ment, set measurable program objectives, and provide for regular
and complete documentation of progress and activities. Adequate
follow-up must be provided and third-party evaluation teams must
be used consisting of representatives of business, industry, labor,
and education.

During the discussion it was brought out that the recently
released Carnegie report calling for achieving a bachelor's degree
in three years had created fear among community college administra-
tors that one year of their programs might be eliminated if this
becomes a reality.

The last question, No. 5, was, "How should specific career
education responsibilities be allocated to specific institutions?"
The group felt that this was a difficult question and thatit
really related to the occupational preparation phase of post-
secondary career education. Certainly each institution cannot
offer every skill program, and some programs are going to have to
be allocated to specific institutions based on manpower needs.
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section three:
Organizational and Institutional

Support for Career Education



Career Education and the AVA

By Lowell A. Burkett*

Change is the nature of things and thus .able. Mankind
is now moving through an acceieratei period CJ al and tech-
nological change unparalleed in history,.. Thes,. :Lnges concern
us in educotti because The burden of pr-Epara71=

: r change rests
with us. once said, "Human history ,',7_nes a race be-
tween education and catastrophe." Winning the race, to most of us
as human beings, becomes paramount. If education is one of the
contestants, it must change at a very rapid rate. to win the race.
There is scme evidence, however, that educatic7 13 not changing
rapidly enorIgh, or is not fulfilliw it funs-;_ipf) For the entire
population. School dropOuft, student unrest, vouth unemploy-
ment all to the fact that the changes needed are much more
numerous. We as educators must face these problems. head -on.

As you know, history is replete with transient movements in-
tended to bring change. and reality to education. Such concepts
as "progressive education" and "life adjustment education" were
intended tc couple learning with life. Each of these movements
was an attempt to provide opportunities individuals within our
states, but each movement was g-roly mi-s,ndetstood and lacked the
support of the educatinal profession.

Tike iriouse of Delegates of the American:: V.ocational Association
approved a. resolution in 1966 that introd.u-_-Hanother movement to
make a major change in public education: Fbr7Ithe lack of a name,
it was -merely called. an "expansion of vocatlunal education."
Portions of this resolution emphasized the--1--=KTiowing:

The WHEREAS' stated that: OccupationaTT destinies are shaped
over a long period, beginning at birth and continuing untilre-.
tirement, and also that appropriate education for cccupational
choice,. orientation for the world of work, accupationl competence,
and advancement should be a part of the total school education of

*Mr. Burkett is executive director of the American Vocational.
Association, Inc., Washington, D.C. The seminar presentation was
made by Mr. Dean Griffin, associate director, American Vocational
Association, Inc.
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all, and that proper early education is important to vocational
education.

Following many such WHEREAS', the AVA resolved to join with
those responsible for the elementary, secondary, and post-secondary
schools in developing programs of occupational education appro-
priate for all students and participated in by all students in
elementary schools, junior and senior high schools, and post-high
school institutions.

And lin addition, the' AVA subscribed to some criteria for
these programs:

1. Programs in the practical arts, adapted to all st' gents,
should be expanded and extended downward into the Larly
grades.

2. All students should receive realistic occupational infor-
mation and guidance, adapted to individual needs, and
provided at appropriate times in their school careers.
Parents should be aided in guiding their school age sons
and daughters in making realistic occupational choices
and in selecting educational prograMs related to their
choices.

3 All''professional personnel in a school system who have a
relationship to occupational choice, competence, and ad-
vancement should be involved in planning programs of oc-
cupational education..

4. Schools should provide supervised work experiences.

5. Schools should provide placement services when the stu-
dents are ready to enter the labor market.

The AVA further resolved that additional funds to implement
this expanded and improved occupational development program be
sought from local, state, and national sources; that personnel be
prepared to conduct the expanded programs; and that administrative
arrangement, curriculum plans, and teaching aids be developed which
reflect the needs and interests of young and adult students.

Following this, the AVA took a leadership role in introducing
the concepts expressed in this resolution by urging the.Congress
to enact Part D, Exemplary Programs, of the Vocational Education
Amendments of-1968. Funds appropriated under this part have been
used to implement programs that, in general, apply the criteria
and principles found in the resolution. Some school administrators
have become enthusiastic about the results of many of the exemplary
programs,.and an increasing acceptance of these programs can be
seen on the part of the general public.



United States Commissioner of Education Sidney P. Marland, Jr.,
has strongly endorsed this evolving concept of education and has
chosen to call it career education. He generally hesitates to de-
fine the educational program he conceives under this name, stating
that it must evolve. There can be no quarrel with him about the
term of career education, but there should be great concern about
the concepts it embodies and about the.understanding and acceptance
of these concepts. Perhaps it is a matter of communication or
perhaps a matter of self-interest.

So that a greater understanding of career education could be
diffused throughout the vocational education community and also to
aid in the process of developing the concepts of career education,
the AVA again went to the drawing board in December 1971. A spe-
cial task force was called to concentrate on career education.
Issues were identified and roles suggested. Following this, another
resolution by the AVA House of Delegates placed all vocational edu-
cators into the arena to become involved in these concepts called
career education.

The task force on career education and the resolution of AVA
passed last year in December 1971 reemphasized beliefs about edu-
cational programs and gave endorsement to the following:

1 Career education is a lifelong process that extends from
early childhood through adulthood. We believe that atti-
tudes toward work, knowledge about work, and ability to
perform at work must be an integral part of education of
all people at all age levels. In order to implement this,
schools must be open to any individual at any time through-
out his lifetime. Youth and adults should be permitted
to enter or exit from the school at any time during the
year. Grade levels, graduation, diplomas, and degrees
may have to be eliminated if they serve as termination
points rather than as an indication of achievement.

2. It is believed that career education is needed by and
intended for all people and not for only the academically
talented or those who have had favorable learning condi-
tions, nor is it intended only for those to be trained
for employment. educational theory has recognized the
variety of human endowment, but educational practice has
persistently assumed and demanded uniformity and stereo-
typed programs. Individual differences will have to be
recognized and dealt with in a systematic manner. A
democratic society cannot long survive with elitism' in
education. Furthermore, all individuals have a right to.
the kind of education that serves their needs, talents,
and desires.
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0 We know that career education must be people-oriented
rather than subject matter-oriented. The interests,
talents, and needs of people must be the prime considera-
tions of education.

4. I can now see that career education must be responsive
to public demand.for relevance and accountability just
as we have been in vocational education. Many educators
have isolated themselves too long from the public and
have taken it upon themselves alone to chart the course
for education. Public education has to be responsive to
the society that financially supports it. The public is
asking that education be relevant to its needs and that
the results be measurable. Educators will have to call
upon the public for advice and then respond to it affir-
matively or negatively, giving the rationale for their .

decision.

5. We insist that career education recognize that all honest
work and purposeful study are respectable. Remnants of
a caste system of education linger in our culture, and
schools have done little to eliminate it. Parents, as
well as many educators, hold a belief that only the pro-
fessions requiring a higher education degree are vocations
to be sought, and all other vocations degrade one's worth
in society. It is past time for people to recognize that
purposeful study for any honest work is far more respect-
able than education that leads to unemployment and welfare.
Work must satisfy the individual rather than the parent,
the public, or the educator who advises the individual.
There is no occupation that ser "es mankind that should
not be taught in our educational system and that cannot
be a respectable part of any instructional program.

Thus, as we evolve the concept, the logic for career education
becomes clear; but its universal understanding and acceptance is
not conspicuous. Perhaps it is because education has traditionally
been slow to change. It is human nature to protect what man has
and what he is because of the uncertainty of what change might do
to him.

No one can or should claim that he has all the answers regard-
ing career education. The concepts, methods, and approaches may
be varied. Implementation is an extremely large'and complex task;
therefore, it becomes a great concern that career education is
being identified in many places as vocational-technical education.
We cannot be satisfied to simply change the name of vocational
education to career education and in so doing add guidance, orien-
tation, and awareness processes. Career education must remain a
total concept for all individuals within every school system or it
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must be allowed to go the way of those movements before it, those
movements that have passed into the shadows of unconcern.

The idea to structure the organization of the Bureau of Adult,
Occupational Education within the U.S. Office of Education so that
it can house all activities, personnel, and funding sources for
the career education movement is indicative of the lack of under-
standing of career education. This should be of concern to all
vocational educators. With support from vocational education as
well as-people in elementary, secondary, post-secondary, and higher
education programs, career education can take its rightful place
as a movement to improve the educational system of this country.
Any person or group of people in an agency, advisory council, or
institution who thinks that career education is only.another name
for vocational education, and that the total concepts of career
education can be embodied within the fUnding or administrative
structure of vocational education, must. undoubtedly be in for a
period of time when not only will the career education movement
suffer, but the valuable vocational education programs that should
be available to the people within all states and the nation will
be hampered.

I cannot stress enough the fact that career education is a
total concept of education for all people--cradle to the grave.
This being true, vocational education must be a vital component
and a component only. This component has to be kept strong, it
has to be kept_visible, but it cannot dominate the career educa-
tion movement or the result could be a general disorientation of
prograMs of vocational education and an eventual return to the
segregation of education into academic and career or vocational
education.

Relating this to the national level, there must be some agen-
cy at the national level that has the responsibility for diffusion
of knowledge about career education. Logically, the U.S. Office
of Education should be named the U.S. Office of Career Education.
However, this office is always threatened by politics, change of
leadership, and emphasis. Each new administration has its own
direction and, although U.S. Commissioner Marland has given career
education high priority, the question must be, how long will this
be true? More important at the present time is the question of
where the U.S. commissioner will lodge responsibility for career
education. Perhaps it is a tribute to present understanding of
the total concept of career education and belief in this, that
currently proposals to place this function within the Bureau of
Adult, Occupational Education are in evidence, and being seriously
considered. Also perhaps it is indicative of something that a
very meticulous effort was mounted to place the reins of this
bureau in the hands of a deputy commissioner that would not be
identified with vocational education.
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The CongresS of the United States is saying that our educa-
tional system must be changed and that an orientation toward the
world of work, acceptance of the work ethic, and education and
training for employment is a vital component of alI,,educational
programs. We in vocational education can do no less. than seek to
impletent the intent of Congress. We must be a part; we cannot
be 'the whole.

The American Vocational Association is continuing in its ef-
forts to help develop career education. We have actively worked
with the U.S. Office of Education in many ways, seeking to help
all educators guide the development of the concepts. Presently,
we are investigating the possibilities of legislative seminars to
pursue adequate legislation for career education. This is to
supplement the 1968 amendments and the higher education amendments
that just passed. In addition, we are continually planning and
holding program development conferences in the various subject
matter areas--conferences designed to further develop the role of
vocational education in career education. As a professional asso-
ciation, we feel there is no one single professional organization
that is concerned with the total education px..ogram from the cradle
to the grave. So we do not claim to do more for career education
than.to help it evolve. We do offer, however, to cooperate-with
many organizations to achieve a goal for all education.

We have identified some of the concepts of career education
as seen by the AVA: Also, I have touched upon someof the concerns
that may cause problems for all edUCation. We need a united ef-
fort to guide this movement in the coming years and we need strong
leadership from all vocational educators to assure the best pos-
sible solutions. We in vocational education have always looked to
you in this room for that leadership. I look forward to the re-
sults of your success.
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Vocational Education in Career Education : A USOE View

By Michael Russo*

The topic I will be discussing is the role of vocational edu-
cation in career education as we view it from the U.S. Office of
Education. I want to take this opportunity to weave in some of
the work we are .doing that we think will have a definite impact
on the role.of the Office of Education as it relates to career
education.

I am not too sure that in the years to come career eduCation
may not change its terminology. I am convinced that the time is
right and the need is here. It may turn out to be,a different
term, but I think the philosophy that is being generated and the
methodology and all that we have for implementation is here to
stay. As we start to analyze what we are doing, as we combine
the actual knowledge with the research and the development that
has come from it, we in vocational education will address ourselves
to the broadly based needs of the student as well as the skill de-
velopment phase that we have been noted for and the accomplishments
we've very successfully completed over the years.

The dropout problems we-are faced with are here and will con-
tinue to be here for many years and we have a mandate'to cope with
these probieMs. I am very concerned when I see approximately one-.
third of our educational dollars each year being utilized to cope
with the dropout problem in one way or the other. In other words,
we have about a $7 billion investment in the student who goes
through grade 7 or grade 8 and drops out, and approximately a $12
billion investment in the student who goes through grade 12 with-
out a marketable skill. And all we give that student upon com-
pletion, in my estimation, is a "certificate of endurance." They
survived the system. Then we have a group that will supposedly
go on to higher education and will complete successfully. We have
approximately another $12 billion involved in these students.
Approximately one-third of the dollars thatgo into education go
down those three avenues, which are, I think, to a large degree
wasted. We are realizing the need to cope with the problem whether
we call it career education or whether we call it Something else.

*Dr. Russo' is Director of Division of Vocational and Tech-
nical, U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.



In the years to come, the path we are on is the one on which
-we must continue. We must continue to enlarge and expand our
offerings in order to give those students a greater advantage,
more options, greater understanding, and a chance to make very
valid decisions as to what thee.; would like to achieve in life.

Quibbling about terminology is not important at all. We
shouldn't quibble about whether or notwe have fifteen occupational
areas. When these fifteen occupational areas were arrived at, it
was a decision made in our office based on some very rapid work.
We see different units being developed and sub-clusters being
added. What we are concerned with is the concept of philOsophy
that we are trying to promote in terms of the broadness that we
think our students need in order to go out and become productive
citizens with a self-satisfaction that has same magnitude as
skilled training.

As we. view it, career education means kindergarten-adulthood.
I think vocational-technical education is buying the portion that
we can deliver under the whole. umbrella of career education. At
this time, we do not have the manpower or the dollars to generate
all that we should for kindergarten-adulthood. Let us take the
expertise in those areas that we have been noted for over the
years and let us.continue to develop the broader concepts of career
education. As we do a good job in those areas then let us start
going down from.one end Of the scale and up on the other as rapidly
as we possibly can.

The reason I say this very strongly is that we do have,a prob-
lem in terms of funding, and we do have a problem in terms of meet
ing the needs of our people acc45rding to the.acts under which we
operate. Is it better to stop the flow or is it better to try to
handle the flow tIlac is in the pool of unemployment at the present
time? This is a very hard question and I think that we should
address Ourselves to it. Perhaps with the implementation of act
92-318, when it. finally comes to fruition so that we can actually
start operating with it, we will have a little more latitude and
a little more-flexibility to cope with the flow.

You have heard the comments about the new act and its rela -.

tionship to career education. Some people think that it's an act
that is very difficult to administer. I recall when we got the
1963 act and the 1968 amendments we thought the same thing for the
simple reason that it takes a little time for us to work through
these acts to find out what the intent of Congress was. We have
to work very diligently to get the rules and iiegulations out as
rapidly ,as possible.

In terms of,our position in career education, from the office
viewpoint, we often hear about many other educational units through-
out the government and throughout the land as being the "movers and
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shakers." I take great exception to that because the movers and
shakers for the last two years or so in the promotion of career
education have been the vocational-technical people. It has been
natural for us in vocational-technical education to move into this
area. However, ,I would caution all'of you as you promote this,
as you talk about it, as you become the leaders in this, please
don't use the expression that we "already do it" even though we
may do so. Because immediately you are labeled. There is a phrase
that's been used once or twice in and around our office and it has
come to our attention. Everyone is very careful about the phrase
"don't surface too much." We are going to have to surface because,
I think, we in vocational education are the yehicle that is going
to have to be looked upon in order to move the Career education.
thrust.

Where do we go from here in terms of what we've done already?
To move career education, and to help all of our educational col-
leagues implement this, we have to create understanding about the
educational and sound gap that has been created in all of our
people .throughout the years. You are the "movers and the shakers."
And I say this to all of us in vocational education: "I hope that
we are in vocational education by choice and not by chance." And
I trust that we are not the opportunists that I see in other areas.
The new act is saying to us very clearly that we must coordinate.
and work More closely with all segmentS of education. That was
the intent of Congress and it is going to be very 'difficult for
some of us. It is going to be very hard for us to sit down with
some people who perhaps we were not associating with as well as
we should have in the past, who perhaps have a difference of phi-
losophy and emphasis.

As we, move forward in the general thrust of.career education,
let us be sure that we are trying to develop a broader base, a
broader core of knowledge. By all means let us push in that direc-
tion. Let us make sure that every student who enters our program
is given as many options as we can possibly give him. But there
is one thing that I think we must maintain, and it is what we have
stood for for years. We must not waterdown the skill development
phase to a degree that we do an injustice to the students we handle..
We must maintain that degree of skill development for which we
have been noted. But also we must find ways of taking a good hard
look at what we are doing and make the necessary modifications.
Make the modifications change our program. We must broaden the .

scope of the programs, we must take a look in some instances at
the time sequences in which we offer these programs. I think these
are very hard subjects to approach. Do we.need the same number of
hours for each and every program, can we make modifications, or
can we use the same hours and broaden the program? Do we have to
have everybody start the program at the same time and exit at the
same time? Can we accommodate the needs of people as individuals
far more than we have in the past?
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Another important question'is how do we articulate from grade
to grade so that we can avoid the pitfalls or gaps. We must avoid
the overlapping and duplication that many of us have experienced,
not only as teachers but as students as, we have gone through the.
subjects. How do we develop a clearer-cut line of articulation
between each grade level so that the student will constantly be
challenged and won't have to do too many things repetitively? In
vocational education we have to do a certain amount of repetitive
operations in order to develop the skill. But have we analyzed
these sufficiently to say perhaps we don't need as much? We should
add something to the student's background to the "bag" that he is
going to take out with him in terms of skills and knowledge. These
are the things we must be looking at very closely.

--

Throughout the entire theme of career education, there must
be a common thread of guidance counseling and placement.. The.
people who do the guidance and counseling must be just as respon-
sible for the placement of every student in that school whether
he or she is going on to higher institutions of learning or he or
she is going out into the world of work. The same degree of sup-
port must be given to every student. In a day and age when dollarS
are very tight at the local levels and we are cutting back in many
areas, it is very disturbing to get responses in from many areas
that say they had to cut back on guidance and counseling. It is
absolutely unbelievable that this would be the area where they
would cut back.

Our enrollments are increasing at all levels of education.
This means that we have to become far better teachers than we have
been in the past. But the guidance and counseling factor is one
with which we must all become involved. We must be knowledgeable
about terminology. We are-trying to generate different types of
literature to put in the hands of all of the People throughout the
country so that when you meet with the guidance people, and as. you
hear them discuss the problems, you in turn can assist them in
helping solve your particular problem. I am very much concerned
when guidance people stop by the office to visit and ask, can-you
give us some indication of the type of test we should give to the
people in vocational-technical education? Lam a little concerned
with the'fact that they talk about testing our people and that
they are asking us.what they should be doing. They should be the
specialists and experts in this field. They should be assisting
us to be a little more knowledgeable. But as I keep talking to
these people I find that we must approach the problem mutually.
We are gOing to have to become more knowledgeable. I don't know
of a shop teacher or lab teacher related to vocational-technical
education and worth his salt who in my estimation hasn't become
to a degree a guidance counselor and a placement officer. If we
have to become more sophisticated, then we have to know a little
more of what they are saying and doing in those fields. We have
to learn to communicate with them.
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As I look at career education and the implications as far as
the Office of Education is concerned, I also throw a word of cau-
tion out to all-the people involved. This word of caution is based
on the reorganization and restructuring that I see going on in
state departments. I am concerned when I find people throughout
the states who don't .quite understand what is meant by career edu-
cation. Career education never was intended to be another name'
for vocational education. I am very concerned when I see the pro-.
liferation and the separation of our people in vocational units in
the state departments, when I see units fragmented in such a way
that.there is absolutely no sufficient support in order to move
any.phase of the program because we are trying to be a little of
everything to everyone and we end up doing very little for anyone.
I am concerned how state departments are restructuring and in our
office we're concerned in'terms of-how we are restructuring.. We
are wrestling with this, constantly regrouping, and now we are
going through the seventh restructure in the last ten years. As
we go through.this, the thing that constantly gives us some prob-
lems is how to maintain the identity with the specif:i.c areas that
we're trying to develop throughout the country. As we see our
role, we have to become far more involved and careful as to how
we try to be a little of everything to everyone. We have-to Make
sure that we have the expertise as we meet with these people to
truly assist them to overcome these specific problems.

Some people have been calling the Office of Education to say
that up to about two months ago, they saw a terrific momentum in
the office on career education but that in the last few months
they haven't heard too much. We have never let down one bit in
our vocational division in the bureau in terms of our dedication,
of our movement, of vocational-technical education, of agricultural
education, and of manpower training as it relates to 'career edu-
cation. We have beenpushing and moving as rapidly as.possible.
We have leadership that is dedicated to it in our own bureau and
giving us all the assistance possible.

Sometime next April there will be a very large, nationwide
approach.to career education by the commissioner on the live cir-
cuit arrangement in ten areas of the country: simultaneously, with
approximately 1,500 people in each of these meetings. This is
being developed now and will be a definite push for career educa-
tion to try to get to the very top-level people so'they will under-
stand what their role is.

We are moving forward in the areas of curriculum development.
We are moving forth in terms of our past Part D and C research and
all of our research. A master plan is being developed that will
set up certain parameters that we know we.must work within and
that will explain what we can possibly do within those parameters.
We must keep the. momentum going; the students need this. We must
make the programs relative to their needs. And we must make the
necessary changes.
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One of the thrusts from the office will be to keep Moving
forward in the development of the curriculum that is sorely needed.

Congress is saying to us, "Where is it being done?" "What.
are we getting for our money?" It is not satisfied with our say-
ing that we can show a percentage increase in. this area or that
area. They want to. know where-is it going on, where is the school,
who are the people to contact, and where can we see it? The ac-
countability factor is a very important thing today. In order to
try to cope with the accountability fad-tor, we still need a direct
relationship between how far and how fast and effectively we can
move in career education.

What are we trying to do here? And why do I bring this up
at a time when we are discussing career education? I mentioned
planning and accountability, both of which will have a very im-
portant impact on your state plans. The state plan was redesigned
this year so that dt would become a planning document. We are
concerned with the way some of the state plans have developed in
terms of the actual practicality of achieving the leVels that they
claim they're going to achieve. People arelooking very carefully
at these state plans. .The state plans should be operational plans
that can be put into operation. We are talking about going to
the states, providing that the states request this, with what we
call a state self-assessment document. Even if we don't visit your
state, the self-assessment document will give you some indication
of what Congress is asking. Have each individual staff member fill
out the document, follow' through and find out what your rating
looks like. Look at how you've.graded yourself and.then compare
your rating with what you've said in your state plan.

If we don't pull together as a team and stop this businesg of
having some of our people going separate directions rather than
pulling all together, we will be divided and conquered. We have
one constant everyday battle to defend to improve our positions.
We must constantly prove ourselves and in order to do that we are
going to have to be able to stand up in terms of accountability
and this will, in turn, assist us in developing a more realistic
plan, plan that will be operational, meaningful, and will have
impact.

\

There are certain sections in your state plan that well be
looking at closely so the team that visits your state will be ex-
tremly knowledgeable. That visitation will not be held unless it
is requested by the state and the regional offices. In other words
we will not impose ourselves on any state. It is simply to show
Congress that we are very well aware of what its questions are.
We also are trying to show the Congress that we are consciously
striving to improve our program. Although we have limited funds,
we have to show we are making the necessary adjustments, changes,
and whatever else it takes in order to get the most for the dollar
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to make those programs relevant to the needs of our students and
adults.

The third document will be a support document and will be in
the hands of the people who are coming in to visit with you.
You'll do your own self-assessment. We'll review it and we'll
become extremely knowledgeable with your state plan. The team
that comes in will be well-versed. on what your state plan calls
for, and the members will also be well-versed on your labor mar-
ket requirements. If you say that it is excellent, they will sit
down with you to find out why you rated it excellent because we
would like to impart that knowledge to other states. If you have
found the vehicle that can help you move your program in that
specific area and you're doing an excellent job, we should know
that and transfer the informatiOn to others. If you feel that in
one area you're not as good, perhaps we can assist you from some
other information we have gathered elsewhere to help you overcome
this problem. These documents and your self-analysis will give
you some leverage to show to other people who may have some impact
in terms of staffing, in terms of change, and in terms perhaps of
the monetary needs that you feel you need. Self-assessment would
help. We've done this in conjunction with many people, we've done
this for years in many areas and we realize questions have to be
changed but we see a terrific impact of this particular thing on
the development of career education.

Career education requires a flexibility such as we've never
seen before. But with flexibility comes a tighter control on how
you do your planning. You must be extremely clever in the method
of developing your plans in order to be able to utilize limited
budget and people and in order to expand your program in terms of,
needs of the people. Bear in mind that not only do we have a pop-
ulation problem facing us, but when we think of the twenty-twenty-
four percent of the population we're presently serving in compari-
son to the turn-around, we'd like to have as close to eighty per-
cent as possible. Within the framework of limited dollars, your
planning must be extremely accurate and you must develop a plan-
ning component not only. at the state level but a type of planning
component that will permeate down through the local level. The
reason is that if it is not a combined effort, your planning docu-
ment will not stand up. And there's nothing more disappointing
than to have people take a look at your planning document and find
that you couldn't come anywhere near the goals and then have to
explain why you were not able to meet them.

How realistic is your planning? I hope we've overcome the
type of planning that I encountered at one state director's meet-
ing. A state director said, "Do you mind if we present you with
a state plan document that will meet the federal requirements and
/then we just put it on the shelf and run our own?" If we are doing
it this way, it is a terrific waste of man hours and time. That
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'state plan should be your operational document and your planning
document should be part of it. I hope that you don't waste man
hours developing something just to clear the regulation and then
shelve it and come out with some hidden plan and say that this is
actually what can be done.

We have been doing .a great deal of forecasting. Recently we
went through one state plan over a four-year peLiod, and we actually
found that according to the mix-up in the figures they had more
students in vocational educaticn than they had going through the
same comparable grades in the total state system. We also looked
at how the plan related to the construction area schools. They
took construction facilities, they estimated jvd many work stations
they had, they put this in terms of number of students, and then
they cranked in what they thought they were handling in the way
of adults. When they got all through with this, we found that in
one statement thy said there was a terrific shortage and they must
continue to construct facilities. On another page it showed that
they had literally thousands of square footage 'of space that were
not being used. The reason for this is that in their planning
they-estimated a certain number of students in classes and they
never reached that number. We pointed out to them that this actu-.
ally would show that they had over'constructed.

We are concerned about planning and accountability, very much
so as they relate to the concept of career education. We urge you
to take a good hard look at your problems. We urge you to look at
every single one of your programs and-see how you can make the
change, how it relates to different people of different social .

status, how it relates to urban, rural, and inner-city people, how
it relates to the disadvantaged, the handicapped, etc. How are we
molding these into our total concept? How are we meeting their
needs? How are we modifying the programs so that we almost become
experts in individualized instruction?

Now to further discuss the new act and its implications for
career education. I said earlier that I think in the new act
Congressis saying to us, you people who are responsible for grades
kindergarten-adulthood have to get together and come up with a
.method of meeting the needs of as many people as possible. You
better combine your forces. You have to eliminate some of the
barriers that exist between secondary, post-secondary, and so on.
We have to come up with a program that will meet the needs of the
people, a truly comprehensive program. In the process of develop-
ing the rules and regulations for the new act we are running into
many problems. The rules and regulations are constantly being
changed. As the legal interpretation becomes more involved and
as we meet with people on the hill, we get a different concept of
what the Congress meant, and we make the adjustment.
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Volunteer firemen are eligible for educational programs. We
have been through a great many programs of this type, but now we
have to move into it very rapidly and very strongly. And we are
developing rules and regulations in terms of how we manipulate
these programs. Industrial arts is definitely mentioned in the
law that states that the industrial arts assess is applicable and
it shows a transition period or articulation into vocational-
technical. We have to work with industrial arts. We have to de-
velop an understanding as to what our specific rules are. We have
to knock down some of those barriers that have existed between us.
The law said we will but, besides that, the industrial arts people
have a very specific part of a program that would be very bene-
ficial to our students. Now how da we work together? We met with
industrial arts people and drew up rules and regulations in draft
form. Every industrial arts program will not be eligible. We
urge the industrial arts people not to lose their identity, but,
by the same token, how do we collectively take advantage of the
expertise of both in order to move forward in the general theme of
career education?

Section 10d and 1056 of Title X, community colleges and
vocational education, deal specifically with diffeVent phases of
state commissions. You'should take a good hard look at what the
role of the commission is. To a degree, this will have to be a
problem solved state by state, but it willhave a definite impact
on programs. It could have an impact on your .total mode of plan-
ning. .

No one has a definite clear-cut idea on where career education
is going. We don't have a definite blueprint. No one has. But I
challenge all of us as educators. There is no such thing as a
firm blueprint cast in bronze or concrete for educators and there
never should be. It we teach our youngsters and our adults accord-
ing to the needs and changes in technology and according to what
they as individuals feel they need in order to have the program
relevant to them, then we have to be in a constant state of flux.
We cannot take one permanent blueprint and say, this is it.

I urge you to become very familiar with Public Law 92-318 and
particularly section 10-B. And even though I say particularly
section 10-B, I urge you to read all of the act for the simple
reason that it is an overlapping and duplication requirement in
terms of working with each other. You have to know this you have
to understand it, and as you become more knowledgeable, I'm sure
that some of these artificial. barriers will be overcome.
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How State Divisions Can Organize to Serve Local Needs

By Ted Bell*

Since I have wandered around in numerous capacities in the
"educational barn," your colleagues at The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education thought I might be of some.use to you in
offering advice and expresSing opinions on how your leadership
efforts can be more effective in influencing progress in career
education at the local education agency level. Because I have
had my turn at serving as a chief state school officer, and be-
cause I am a recent refugee from the U.S. Office of EduCation,
there has been here at The Center for Vocational and Technical
Education some dubious reasoning that my advice might be of some
value to you. At any rate, I am here and you are my victims, so
I will proceed to give you the full load.

I do not know if the term career education was invented by
Commissioner Sidney Marland. I do know that since I had the priv-
ilege of administering to him his oath of office on December 16,
1970, our new United States commissioner of education has made a
stronger commitment and has provided more dynamic leadership to
turn the schools of this nation around than any other previous
commissioner in the history of the U.S. Office of Education. We
are receiving strong and dynamic national leadership to change the
focus and primary emphasis of our schools so that students will
find relevance and true meaning in their learning endeavors. We
have a commissioner of education more dedicated to the cause that
you state directors of vocational education represent than there
has been at any time in the past. You cannot complain that the
focus of our national leadership is on academics nor that you do
not have a strong voice for your cause in the highest educational
office in our land. I believe that this fact should be clearly
in our minds during this leadership seminar. It is an advantage
that you have not had in the past, and you should strive to make
your gains now while you have such strong support from Commissioner
Marland and his staff in the U.S. Office of Education. What is
more, Secretary Richardson and the president are firmly committed
to career education as one of the highest priorities. I do not
want to sound like a partisan at this time with an election just

*Dr. Bell is superintendent of schools, Granite School Dis-
trict, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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around the corner, but I do want to emphasize that there are strong
commitments in high places to the cause to which you ha'. -e dedicated
your professional lives.

I would like to spend some time discussing and'defining career
education and then conclude with some specific comments concerning
your roles as state leaders in helping to advance the cause of
career education through local education agencies.

Happenstance and Circumstance

I have discussed with a number of individuals quite prominent
in their chosen fields this question, of how they happened to be in
the work that they are doing. I have yet to find an individual
who systematically and scientifically selected his lifetime career
by weighing many facts and arriving at a decision point. For some
reason, most of us have more or less drifted into one line of work
or another because of happenstance and circumstances.

In the times when we were growing up, career education deci-
sions and analysis of talents, meshed with the demands of certain
work responsibilities, were not nearly as critical as they are
today. It has been said so many times that it is trite to repeat
the fact that we live in a very complex society with highly sophis-
tocated technology utilizing the findings of an ever responding
research and development system. Comparing the U.S. Department of
Labor Dictionary of Occupational Titles today and one ten years
ago will reveal the fact that new career opportunities emerge each
year.. Moreover, the complexities of qualifying for entrance into
many of these career fields is increasing almost daily. It is a
serious matter for today's youth--and much more difficult and per-
plexing than it was :in our tithe.

It has long been accepted by most of us in the field of edu-
cation that the purpose of our efforts is to prepare our youth for
a rich, meaningful, and rewarding life. Foremost in the pursuit
of this aim is to find rich, meaningful, and rewarding work. It
is important for all of us to enjoy our work and to feel that we
are making a very worthwhile contribution to society. Without
this feeling comes frustration and an outlook that we should be
doing something else or that we have missed the opportunity to
attain our full potential in lifetime work.. I. can think of nothing
that would generate more bitterness in my soul than a feeling that
I was in the wrong field of endeavor and that I was actually
wasting my life in a treadmillisituation of earning dollars in a
job that was less than enjoyable.

The complexities of our advanced technological society make
these career decisions very difficult for our youth. Many of the
problems of alienation and frtistration manifested in the youth of
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America today are rooted in the difficulties of finding relevance
and meaning in the life style and values reflected in the economic
system of this country. Students, like all human beings, need a
cause to which they can be genuinely dedicated. Schools, today
more than at any other time in history, have a heavy responsibility
in this entire matter. The new thrust in career education has
emerged in recognition of this need.

Definition

Since ':he term career education is relatively new to many of
us, we fine ourselves reaching around for definitions and explana-
tions that place career education in its proper setting in the
school system. In order that I might be more clearly understood,
I want to present to you my definition of career education. In
doing this, I will try to say what it is not, as well as what it
is. Hopefully, you will recognize what I am talking about from
this definition even if you. do not agree with it.

The concept of career education is not an extension of voca-
tional education tomake it more comprehensive. Career education
applies to every student. To be successful, every teacher must be
a career educator.

Career education makes a commitment for the school to be
responsible for assisting each student to jaunch himself into a
post-public school _career objective. This objective needs to be
developed by the student after intensive study of numerous career
opportunities and an analysisnof his own strengths as a person.

Career education accepts the fact that some students may
leave school and reenter. It accepts the idea that education
transcends the school curriculum and that the entire community is
a resource for career development instruction.

Students who attend school with a purpose and students who
select course work with a lifetime career objective in mind will
be motivated to study and will be oriented toward performance.
Early career decisions, even if they are changed in light of fur-
ther study and growth toward maturity, help students to plan a
truly relevant and meaningful individualized curriculum.

The entire school program of vocational and academic subject
matter will have some emphasis and relevance to the student who
has thoughtfully developed his lifetime career objective. When
he selects courses and when he works on special projects in his
entire school program, he will weave some of the thread of his
career plans into the total school pattern. Each career education-
conscious teacher assists him in doing this.
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Career education is not anti-arts and anti-humanities, nor
is it in competition with academics. It gives relevance and mean-
ing to these subject areas. Career education does not reject edu-
cation for quality living. It does not claim that earning a living
and winning a high place in the economic system are to be the only.
emphasis for a career-oriented student. Career education looks
at the totality of a life in the planning and development stages
and calls for a rich and meaningful life that looks to many values
that are aesthetic and spiritual. Concern for the "good life" and
for active citizenship in a democratic society is not rejected by
career-oriented students.

Placement, follow-up, and coordination with thc,. educational,
social, political, religious, and business institutions of the
community will be emphasized in a career education program. Stu-
dents who drop out and students who graduate remain the concern
of the school. The career education-oriented school accepts re-
sponsibility for helping each student launch himself into a useful
and promising career objective.

A major focus of the secondary school, and an important em-
phasis of the elementary school, should be on career education.

Career.education stimulates the student and his parents to
plan and execute a meaningful career development program in close
coordination with teachers, counselors, and school administrators.
Career-education looks very carefully at student needs and plans
and executes learning experiences related. to them. It is respon-
sive to individuals and places in time perspective the dynamic
concept of individualized instruction.

Shifting Emphasis

If the foregoing definition of career education is accepted,
even in part, it then follows that we must seek to shift the em-
phasis of academics. In fact, we should seek to vocationalize
general education and generalize vocational education. We must
weave into the total fabric of the educational program those ex-
periences that will help the student to plan his life as well as
to prepare for it. Obviously, the student will need a higher
level of economic literacy than many of us attained when we left
the public schools. Moreover, the career education program should
sponsor opportunities for students to rap with well-informed and
articulate individuals in occupations and professions of interest

.

to them. This will provide an opportunity for our secondary school
to establish a non-salaried, adjunct faculty representative of a
cross section of the working world in the community served by the'
schools. This linkage and outreach into the community has a num-
ber of obvious side benefits that need no further elaboration or
explanation.
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Motivation

Motivation has always been a problem of deep ccncern.to edu-
cators. Before a student can learn, he must want to learn. He
must find purpose and meaning in his educational endeavors. He
must see how his efforts are going to lead him to what he is seek--
ing.

Too much of general and College-preparatory instruction lacks
this direct appeal to the/immediate self-interest of the learner.
No longer can we successfully persuade. youth that a study of the
classical.wisdc of the past is all they need in preparing for the
future. We -Dt satisfy them with: "Dig in and master this
body of knowILube, and take it from me that it will be very valu-.
able to you in years to come." The so-called "now" generation
wants relevance now--they want to seek out their immediate needs
and fulfillment. They want to set their own goals upon their own
purposes.

Career education, strangely enough to some observers, will be
the salvation of the liberal arts in our secondary schools and
colleges. As we tie the arts and sciences to the immediate need
of the student, we will spark the interest and generate the com-
mitment as it has not been done before.

Teachers in the. academic areas of our secondary schools are
asked under the new career education emphasis to change and adapt
current instruction to accommodate an emphasis and a meaningful
correlation of the subject matter with career education. As men-
tioned earlier, this can happen in the English, biology, and math-
ematics classrooms just as easily as in the school shop. This
will require broadened knowledge and expertise, but it will first
of all require a consciousness of the Tact that the school system
is dedicated to helping the student to formulate and launch his
post-high school plans far a lifetime career through very system-
atic and comprehensive preparation while in school on the secondary
level. The emphasis in my definition of career education that
every teacher should.be a career educator is founded in this im-
portant principle. Life is too complex, and finding one's way to
success in the modern economic system of this country requires that
we no longer leave to chance the very vital career decisions and
career preparations for each student.

As I see it, career education is a big part of the answer to
this often asked question of relevance. Education, from the per-
spective of the student,.needs to focus upon something quite con-
crete and real. It needs to be related to the immediate part of
his life. The theme of career education, if it is construed broad-
ly, should make the problems of motivation and direction of many
of education's purposes more easily solved. Teachers will be able
to tie subject matter into the student's total career opportunity
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planning experiences. At least some aspect of every course taken.
by every student in seconary school can relate in some way to
the general theme of career education.

This will be particularly true if we define career education
broadly enough so that we know it will help to enrich the life and
.Meaning of existence for each student, The student's career plans
should, of course, contain a proper mix of the practical and the
ideal. The student should learn to understand the contribution
that he will be making to society as fully as he understands how
he Will meet his own personal needs and fulfillment requirements.

The point I am emphasizing here is that career education, if
implemented under a philosophy that encourages this end, will be
a broadening and liberalizing education. I ,contrast this emphat-
ically to the narrow skill training approach that has occupied

.

the thinking of at least a small but significant number of voca-
tional, educators. I also contrast it with the liberal arts, for
they have truly become narrow and focused on days past.

The values of the liberal arts and the humanities can be
sharpened and can be given even more relevance in a secondary
school dedicated to career education. Studies in the liberal arts
can still be based upon the ideal of producing a well-educated
and highly literate person. At the same time that a student is
learning to appreciate the great Classical knowlc:dge and wisdom
transmitted to him from the ages of creative scholars, he can re-
late the same to his life in the planning and formulative Stages.
In doing this, he can provide linkage in his own value system of
the past'with his future. This will happen in a more dynamic way,
as I see it, if the school is helping him, under the banner of
career education, to systematically plan his life related to his
life's work and the contribution that he will make, to society by
executing his career PlE.ns.

A criticism we often hear, and recognize as a valid concern,
is that education is too remote from the real needs of'society as
a whole, We all recognize that students complain about relevance
to their lives at the same time that business and industry see a
lack of understanding of the human abilities and skills needed to
make American industry productive.

We are often told that we produce people for jobs that do not
exist. Even in this period of some -2oncern abOut unemployment, we
find people looking for jobs at the same time that we find jobs
looking for people.

Dividends

.The outreach aspect and potential of career education shbuld
pay. any dividends to students as well as to employers. Pew would-
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disagree today that some teacher training institutions have not
been reaching out to size up the job market for teachers these
past three years.

By bringing education closer to the working, producing real
world, we will attain more effective understanding and support of
business and industry on the part of education and more understand-
ing and support of education on the part of industry. There is no
doubt in my mind that business and industry have too many false
ideas about education and its problems, just as educators are sur-
prisingly ill -- informed about the business world.

Career education of the magnitude and scale now being planned
will be reaching outside the campus for help.. To succeed; we must
beat a path to the businessman on. Main Street, to the professional
man's domain of private practice, and to the production, distribu-
tion, and marketing enterprises of industry. This ouc:neach will
humanize. our academics and liberalize our skill train efforts.

From this discussion of career education in general, what can
be said to you as possibly the most important group of individuals
in American education responsible for leadership in this vital
field? How can you reach the school through the local school dis-
tricts, where the day-to-day action of formalized teaching and
learning activity goes on? These are the critical questions. The
local school districts actually operate the schools. How can you
generate the will and promote the actual action that.will touch
the lives of the students?

Suggestions

I believe you must approach these critical questions by
placing yourself, as best you can, into the Circumstance of the
local school superintendent and his staff. Trite as it may sound,
keep in mind J at times have changed. I certainly found this to
be true upon returning to Utah's largesT school system after a
two -year. stint in the U.S. Office of Education and a seven-year
stretch: as a chief state school officer. We have collective bar-
gaining. Pressure groups.are more aggressive and wise. These
pressure groups' are burning with self-interest, and ,the heat is on
the local education agency as it has never been before. Change
is agonizingly difficult. This is so at the same time.that change
is needed more desperately and critically than ever before. So,
keep in mind that local school administrators are under pressure.
They are edgy and frustrated. Many of them feel insecure and
threatened. Some of them unjustifiably think that they have'the
tough job where the heat is, while you have the relatively easy .

job where the.heat is not. As you try to establish rapport with
the local. school administrator, follow the admonition of the Indian
chief who said that before we are qualified to criticize, we need
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to walk a mile in the other fellow's moccasins. Even though you
cannot actually do this, strive to reach your colleague by empa-
thizing with him and by seeking a better understanding' of his
problems.

Now that I have talked about understanding the plight of the
local administrator in today's world, let me turn to some specific
suggestions:

1. In your directives, guidelines, and suggestions to local
school administrators, strive to simplify. Use short
sentences. Use plain, earthy language that tells it like
it is. Drop the jargon, and lay it on the line. Insist
that you staff write plainly, and definitively, and
ration the words as if they were predious drops of water
in the desert. We are all being inundated with paper, and
we are all drowning in a sea of written, printed words.
Brevity and directness are virtues of great price these
days.

2. Don't write when you can call and make a direct, person-
to-person appeal. There is room for more candor and more
give-and-take that generates understanding when conversa-
tion is used in place of letter writing.

3.. No school system can be better than its. leadership, nor
will significant changes of lasting value take place in
career education without the commitment of the top man
in the school district. Strive to reach the superinten-
dent. of schools with' your message.- Get on his calendar,
and talk to him about his plans and aspirations for
career education. Vocational educators need to qp more
with the chief executives of the school systems.

4. Spend more time and money to develop leadership and com-
mitment in the higher echelons of the local school system.
Teach those who are teachable first, but try to reach
those whom you label as recalcitrants. We are not spend-
ing enough training money-On the top leaders. If you
have to spend what may appear to you to be a dispropor-
tionate number of dolJ.ars in this-area, it will still
yield gr,-?at dividends down through the years after you
have tra led and converted the chief executive of the
school s_ stem and his top staff.

5. Use yo]r discretionary money to persuade and lead. Offer
incenllves, and give rewards for outstanding performance
in career education. Remember that the state agency has
more discretion over feder = vocational dollars Than the
U.S. Office of Education. You develop tl-e state. plans,
and you have considerable latitude in se-ting up how you
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spend your money. Without being blatant about it, of
course, use the persuasive-power of your dollars in a
way that :Hads and rewards. Keep in mind that you pre
to get money from the "feds" on a formula grant basis
so you : it have the apprehension of competing. The
local school'district feels the same way in relationship
to the state. Most of our money should corn in formula
grants, but a significant portion should be used for the
recognition, reward, and incentive roles. If it is ad-
ministercd fairly and openly with some LEA involvement
in the decision-making, you will find that, in most cases,
you have support from the local'school systems for your
efforts.

q. Avoid the stereotype of a dogmatic Vocational educator.
Seek positive ways to involve the academics and .the
academicians. Try to lead in a manner that is worthy of
the new theme of career education by making it broad and
inclusive, rather than narrow and exclusive. The needs
of kids will be met if this is done, and, as I see it,
you will sell career education in the procLss by involving
and disarming your opponents.

This is a time when many eyes are upon state directors of
vocational education. Both the national and local leadership look
to you to make the moves. You have a great opportunity accompanied
with a tremendous responsibility. Public opinion is with you, and
the opportunity for career education, at long last come into its
own, occupies the here and now.
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section four:

Career Education at All
Curriculum Levels



Designing Programs for the Elementary School Student

By Edward Hauck*

As you know, The Center for Vocational and Technical Educa-
tion (CVTE) has a charge to develop and implement a school-based
Comprehensive Career Education Model (CCEM).

We are glad to have the opportuni-,Ly to develop the model in
cooperation with six school districts alreaay committed to a
career education program. They are: Atlanta, Georgia; Hackensack,
New Jersey; Jefferson County, Colorado; Los Angeles, California;
Mesa, Arizona; and Pontiac, Michig;=,i:.

Some advantages will result from this, cooperative venture.
First, it will immediately affect the lives of children passing
'through our schools. That'is, it shares the promise-of providing
a comprehensive career education program.to students at the earli-
est possible time. They will not exit from those schools while
we take several years to design, implement, test, revise, and dis.-
seminate a curricular program. Second, we believe this cooperative
venture brings to bear rich human resources and permits the sharing
of materials developed. Third, it provides the opportunity to sub-
ject the model to reality'testing from the outset. 'It provides
for tryout and concurrent validation of specific components and
elements within a school setting--indeed, within many diverse
school settings.

The assigned task represents a very difficult professional,
educational, and social challenge. We earnestly solicit your ex-
percise, support, and cooperation.

At the risk of appearing prescriptive, let us examine what
it means to design a comprehensive program of career education for
the elementary school student.

*Dr. Hauck is curriculum group leader for K-6, The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio.
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Definitions, Principles

First, to define some terms. What do we mean by career edu-
cation? Defined l oadly, career education is a comprehensive edu-
cationdl program focused on self-development in relation to careers,
which begins with the entry of the child into a formal school pro-
gram and continues into the adult years. What is meant by the
term comprehensive, as in comprehensive career education? One set
of dictionary definitions contains the phrase "of large scope."
Synonyms listed are "broad," "extensive," and "full." The term
comprehensive should be a watchword contained in designs for career
education programs. During the early stages of the CCEM project,
it was necessary to define what was meant by comprehensive career
education. Our response was that career education is comprehensive
in that it:

1. Progresses from early childhood into the adult years

2. Involves all students regardless of their post-secondary
plans

3. Involves the entire school program and the resources of
the community

4. Unites the student, his parents, the schools, the com-
munity, and'employers in a cooperative educational ven-
ture

5. Provides the student with informaticn representing the
entire world of work

6. Supports the student from initial career awareness to
career exploration, career direction-setting, career
preparation, and career placement and provides the place-
ment follow-through, including reeducation if desired

These statements, examined individually and taken. collectively,
..provide a broad scope for career education program design. Given
a narrow scope in the initial program design, the result is likely
to be a fragmented piece of career education. To draw an analogy,
I recall hearing a sermon titled, "Your God is Too Small." With=
gut early and careful attention tb the question, "Is it compre-
hensive?", your career education programs will be "too small."

In relation to the first principle, another follows. It may
be unwise to design a career education prdiram for elementary stu-
dents in isolation from the related program for secondary students.
Since career development is a continuous process paralleling human
development, the program should reflect that continuity. This
viewpoint is supported by Woods (1966) and Laws (1970).
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Program design or redesign is contemplated as a result of
perceived needs based on existing assumptions about human needs
and what a program can and should do. The program is designed or
redesigned on the basis of another set of assumptions through
which it is predicted the outcomes will result in a reduction or
fulfillMent of the perceived neE, without adverse effect on other
desirable outcomes.

Ideally, we should be able to draw upon the research litera-
ture to identify program needs and program assumptions. Practi-
cally, it is possible to do so only a limited extent. A program
is an interrelated system. There are systemic gaps in the re-
search literature related to both needs and associated assumptions.
This is true for career education as well as for other theoretical
frameworks. Available research provides only limited indicators
to support theory or program constrIlfltion.

Needs

Career development parallels human development. The child
entering our schools already possesses attitudes,. aptitudes, abil-
ities, and-interests. The child possesses some information about
the career and life roles assumed by persons around him. An ex-
change of values and information has been taking place in the home
and in the community This exchange occurs on a limited and in-
cidental basis.

We would agree, that left to his own resources, the child
would conti.nue to accrue information, values, and experiences- -
largely on an incidental basis.

This inadequate information and experience base has a limit-
ing effect on the self-actualization of the individual--and there-
fore on society.

Many of our schools developed programs to assist the indi-
vidual in career decision-making, near the point of decision-making,
or exit from the schools, e.g., vocational guidance courses in
grades 10,:11, or 12.

Later, these programs were extended downward into the junior
high by some schools in order to provide a background Zo40esion-
making related to either selection of elective courses di--programs

the junior high school or entry into a tracking program in the
senior high school.

Continuous Process

More recently, it has been recognized that the system is not
working satisfactorily-. -that career development is a continuous
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s that, if left unattended until the jun771, high years, has
alreaCy undergone considerable atrophy. That is, during the stu-
dent's progress tough life and through our schools, by accruing
information, values, and experiences on an incidental basis, he
has already, unknowingly, eliminated many career options.

Information from several sources indicates that students are
forming values about occupations early in their development.

Kuldau and Hollis (1971), on the basis of a study of studer.I2;
in grades 4-6, report, "It is likely that children have developed
attitudes toward the world of work by the time they enter fourth
grade."

Gunn (1964), in a study on occupational prestige, reported
that boys in grades 1 and 2 describe occupations in terms of what
it means to them personally. They value occupations in terms of
their personal preferences and needs. By grade 3 they begin to
see a prestige hierarchy in jobs. This hierarchy reflects their
participation in the socialization process occurring in the home,
e-2hool, and community--through family contacts, peer contacts, the
...2hool learning process, and their media exposures. Ecys in grades
4, 5, .anc 6 used service criteria to rank jobs. By grade 7 a
definite udder of occupational prestige was evident.

This value system is incorporated into the basic personality,
structure of the student. This mental set becomes the mold for
future perceptions toward;: career and life roles. It influences
every further consideration of occupations and career patterns.
And, as we shall see, it occurs before the student has had reason-
able opportunity to: assess his developing abilities, obtain a
realistic career information base, estimate realistic personal
needs, assess the needs of society, and try out career roles.

There is evidence to,Suggest students begin to make tentative
career choices very early.

Parker (1966) in a study oF students in grade 7 in Oklahoma
reports only ten percent of 29,000 students described themselves
as having no vocational goal.

In a study of students in grade 8, Davis (1962) found sixty
percent of the group had made tentative career choices.

What Value Base?

One would be led to ask, on what basis are values being as-
signed and tentative decisions being made?
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Roe (1964) found college seniors in engineering and social
work were affected in their choice of occupations by childhood
experiences.

Uzzell (1961) described the stated influences on occupational
aspirations of Negro male high school students in North Carolina
as: (1) there was a definite relationship between respondents'
cccupational aspirations and knowledge of an occupational model;
(2) the number of visible models may be limited in small towns
that have a low socioeconomic level; and (3) occupational aspira-
tions were influenced by mass media and by persons in occupations.

Thus, childhood experiences, models, and mass media exposure
are influences in career planning and decision-making.

Going beyond Uzzell's concern about the availa.A.lity of occu-
pational models in small towns, it is possible to observe the same
phenomenon in mast of our social settings. Present school and
social practice: tend to limit the social experiences available
to school-age children. Much of their working time is spent in a
youth-centered environment. Outside the school, the student spends
much of .his remaining time participating in youth-centered activity
groups. The range of adults in regular contact through youth ac-
tivity groups both in and out of school does not vary greatly.
For the meet part, their ages range from twenty-five to forty-five
.years. T tend to be predominantly middle class. Their inter-
ests ar. more service- and people-oriented than is true
of the general population.

The development of residential and tract neighborhoods has
sharply reduced the range of personal contacts available to the
student in both the.agus of the youth and adult residents and the
occupations represented. Further, the level of interaction in
residential tract neighborhoods is often sharply reduced from the
levels existing in small towns and mixed neighborhoods.

Urban planning has had the effect of separating business and
industry from residenti,Z1 neighborhoods, often for good reason.
Many additional factors keep school-age children'from'informal ob-
servation or participation in adult work activities--business
security practices, insurance carrier regulations, child labor
lawE, and the formalized operation of businesses, industri, and
social institutions and agencies. Lack of opportunity to observe
or participate in adult work activities limits the human growth
potential of the child or adolescent. It results in a.failure to
understand and to appreciate fully the roles of family members
within the household, and a failure to recognize the effect. of
career roles outside the household on a family's life style and
life pattern.
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In summary, geographical loss of the extended family, socially
stratified neighborhoods, participation in youth activity groups,
and the separateness of business .1.nd industry from the ma:..7tream
of daily life settings combine farrow and restrict the students'
opportunities to develop the understandings, interests, and skills
requisite for family or community living and present or future
Participation in productive service or work'roles.

School Factors

Moving from factors outside the school, let's examine some of
the indicators from inside the" school.

Lifton (1959-1960) conducted a study designed to determine
what occupational information was being presented to children.
Based on the occupational information contained in elementary text-
books by major publishers and teachers' knowledges of occupations,
he reports.a distortion of loth the importance of jobs and the
types of jobs available. Teachers and textbook companies placed
heavy emphasis on service occupations in the lower elementary grades
and emphasized the professions in the upper elementary grades.

Tennyson '(1963-1964) compared well-known reading series with
the Dictionaiy of Occupational Titles. He found that: (1) the
existing types of work were only narrowly represented in six major
elementary reading texts; (2) principal professions and service
occupations were presented; (3) clerical and sales occupations
were rarely mentioned; and (4) career success was presented in a
stereotyped, unidimensional manner. The latter is an oversimpli-
fication since there are many routes to career success. Since a
student cannot come to value or select that which he does not know,
imbalances in career information and overemphasis on professional
and services occupations may result in overcrowding in those prn-.
fessions.

The present overcrowding in teacher education may be due t3
the limited availability of alternate occupational role models for
students and the lack of broad-range career information.

As important as this problem is, there is a corollary of equal
or greater importance. Self-esteem is an essential need for a
self-actualized individual. For the child and adolescent, self-
esteem is closely tied to esteem for family members and significant
adults. Lack of social (school) recognition of occupations en-
gaged in by members of the student's family would serve either to
reduce the student's esteem for family members or lead him to
question the goDdness of the society (school) that denigrates roles
of family members. The student could adopt a middle ground, re-
sulting in some conclusion and personal insecurity. Family career
roles that deserve recognition should go far beyond those identified
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as vocations. Appropriate sc-=ial s: be extended
Lo include family members' co.:.tributns 7., the ex-
tended family, the neighborhood, and

In addition to the imbalance identi'fiei p-resen7ation
of career informatiOn in the elementary schooK it 1L; 1-robable
that the ,:ccupations presented are not being used. t'ruitfully.
Focus in the primary, grades has been on "how workers serve us."
We do not usually ask what it takes to be a postman or policeman.
We do not often focus on the skills involved or relate school
learned skins to roles outside the sc-liool, Little attention is
given to the training - -how one gets to he a pc,li(2.eml--or the ad-
-vantages and disadvantages of his career. Lit !J no ?:ttention
is given to other work experiences-the .wr,er as ha; The child
and the adolescent, often perceive the wori-;er as -]eat"
worker. He knows that people are serving in -les but
doesn't know how they get there. Hill (1969) in scly of English
youth ages seven to eighteen, documents changin.i2. r:cetions of
youth toward jobs, worker functions, trainihg, jr.d.ining employ-
ment, rates, of pay, differential value and us of work,
and career aspirations. His findings tend to the discussion
above.

Resource Persons

One healthy attribute of primary school c) h community
workers is the use of resource parsons in the cFr.rocril. This
has the effect of perSonalizing the worker. IL not apparent
that study of workers in the upper elementary T.L,,,Icies includes this
dimension. Here, career information. is most frequently conveyed
through reading. Field trips focus on the indusal process ob-
served rather than on worker characteristics and worker perfor-
mance. ,Seldom resource persons invited to the classroom to
personalize the worker, Yet, it can be clearly observed that stu-
dents are more interested in people describing their career roles
than in obtaining information about career roles from printed
sources.

Louis Raths and his associates have assembled. a list of human
psychological needS deemed essential for self-actualization. These
tend to be characteristic of other lists in the literature. They
are

1. To be loved

2. To belong

3. To feel economically secure

4. To understand
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5. To achieve

6. To be free of excessive guilt feelings

be free of excessive fears

8. To share and have self-respect

Moving past the first need, the rea'er is encouraged to con -,
sider the thrust of comprehensive career education goals toward
need fulfillment. Briefly, need fulfillment is approached as the
child understands his roles and the roles of others; knows how the
social and economic system functions; conducts regular self-assess-
ment to note positive growth characteristics; recognizes his pres-
ent contributions to his family, neighborhood, and task groups;
participates in actual or simulated adult work-roles; interacts
with adults on a mutual interest basis; recognizes the acceptabil
ity and desirability of achievement in nonacademic areas; and
identifies pathways to individual fulfillment.

Ginzberg and others (1951) characterize the elementary school
years as a period of "fantasy" with regard to career choices. A
shift to the period of "realism" is said to occur at grades 7 and
8. It is probable that general acceptance of this theory has de-
layed development of career education programs for elementary
school students. The empirical base for this stage difference
rests on the collection of data revealing "where the students were"
regarding career choices, not "where they might have been" if ade-,
quate career education had been available.

Regarding the readiness of elementary school students for
career information, Simmons (1962) in a study of students in grades
4, 8, and 12, reported elementary school children may be far more
prepared to receive career information than had previously been
assumed.

Some initial reports based on classroom trial of CCEM curric-
ulum units this summer indicate students are interested in career
education experiences.

Some Concerns

Three points of concern are frequently encountered in discuss-
ing career education for the elementary school student. The first
relates to the belief that we are attempting to move career deci-
sion-making downward into the elementary school. This may he char-
acterized as "closing options" versus 'making options known." As
we have noted from the discussion above, students really don't
know about many options, yet attitudinally they are closing options
prematurely. Our intent is to assure that the greatest possible
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variety of career options are opened to the :et: open
as long as the individual desires, by planning, and real
.life experiences that provide for the balanced Je.',!,,ent 1)': a

wide range of abilities. It has been recognized thdt F;ome students
"turn off" or fail to "turn on" in seiec:ted schc,L stdcnts during
the middle and upper. .elementary school years. We wish to insure
that the student has an adequate information base for him to rec-_
ognize when he is increasing career options and which ones, and
when he is closing off specific options. We want him to see that
when he adopts the attitude that "he doesn't like math and isn't
going to do it" a consequence will be closing options in engineer-
ing, many sciences, and so forth.

A second concern expressed toward both eJelnontiPy and secon-
dary career education programs is characterized Ly the 1.--)e1ief that
students will be studying about or preparing fo-t ciPePs that will
not exist by the time they leave schobl. Alvin Tattler in Picture
Shock (1970) discusses the need for increasing the "individual's
'cope- ability' - -the speed and economy with which he can adapt to
continual change." To attain this he states, "Johnny must learn
to anticipate the directions and rate of change:" Toffier postu-
lates that individuals who are most aware of chan.i2ing society, and
are actively involved, are best prepared to cope with and plan for
change. Well-informed students will be more able to see the inter-
relatedness of careers and move toward avenues of vertical or
horizontal mobility. as the labor market demands. Futher he will
know avenues for training and retraining and how to employ them.

A third 'concern relates to the belief that: TE-2 If'E .:Jverly con-
cerned with careers at a time when our technologial sf),Aety will
no longer require productivity from all its citiz(:ns-indeed, will
not be able to supply jobs for many of them. In oppsiLion, Wilen-
sky (1966) states.:.

Talk of the leisure-oriented society and the decline of
the "Protestant Ethic" has obscured the basic fact of
the matter: modern populations on the average remain
busy--with some groups becoming busier while other groups
are condemned to forced leisure.

It is a fact that people in our society appear as busy as at
any, time in the past: The services rendered by our volunteer work
force maintain and improve our society and provide personal ful-
fillment for many individuals not engaged in paid career roles.
Career development toward paid career roles often provides the
tremendous pool of expertise available through our volunteer work-
ers.1

1The writer is indebted to Earl E. Hall, associate project
director at CCEM, for his lucid discussion of this dimension.
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Summarizing this discussion of "needs," it is concluded that
a comprehensive career education. program is needed in the elemen-
tary school to insure that career development can be optimized as
a critical dimension of self-capacitating human development.

Program Design

Develbping,the Matrix

To design a program of career education, it is helpful to
develop a program framework. Bruner (1960), Heath (1964), Phenix
(1964), and Rosenbloom (1964) propose building curricula .on the
basis of the structural components or elements of the disciplineS.
Alternate routes of curriculum design were considered. Program
descriptions resulting from the application of various routes
were examined. The writer concluded that the identification of
the major elements of career development would be likely to result
in a powerful tool for developing program goals and objectives for
a K-12 program. Given our human cogniti limitations, it is
necessary tc prepare a map that forces 14.:: to attend to-the sys-
tematic development of a balanced curric.tar program plan. In
process, we are prone to Take many cogni',:ive side trips, resulting
in serious omissions and/or imbalances in the program design.
This map can be drawn by. identifying the maior compone,hts or ele-
ments of the discipline.

Examination of the literature on human development, career
development, vocational guidance, and vocational education re-
vealed certain pervasive and feoc7.u_rring themes. These were -ex-
tracted, integrated, and de:ine- to provide a structure for the
career education di'scipline. In accord with the principles of a
systematic approach to design, element outcomes were also identi-
fied (Figure 1).

Definitions of Elements

The element definitions are presented in brief form. They
progress from lower levels on the left toward higher levels on
the right. It is hypothesized that these higher level outcomes,
in combination, form the basis for mature career development. In
process, as the student progresses through his development, the
combined elements should provide an adequate basis for age-appro-
priate career development. Some educational approaches to each
element are mentioned.
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Self

Self-Awareness -- nowledge of, Self-Identity -- Knowing who he
and attitudes toward, self. is, what he is like. Has a

reasonably consistent inter-
nalized value system.

Movement toward self-identity can be assured by students being in-
volved in: (1) a pl.anned, sequential process of-self-assessment
and self - evaluation;' (2.) frequent interaction with peers, family
members; significant adults; and (3) shared experiences with a
variety of people.

Role of Education and Training

Educational Awareness -- Knowledge Educational Identity.-- Com-
of, and attitudes toward, and re- bines an understanding of the
lation between education and relation between education
training--whether formal or ex- and training and life roles,
perience- based - -arid the life knowledge of himself as a
roles performed by self and participant in education and
others. training--his learning styles,

pace, and capacities; and
the ability to select and
evaluate educational avenues
for developing his career
plans.

How can we provide experi that will lead to educational ide-
tity? Among other things, It will be essential for teachers of
basic subjects to lelate t sir content to in the world
work. The student will need to clearly De_Tive the relationship- -
where a relationship exists.

Education, training, and skill development received in the hoMe
and community should receive in-school focus. The role of hobbies
and leisure time activities in developing career-related skills
should be understood. Tracing paths to careers of actual and
hypothetical persons could be engaged in.

Career Information

Career Awareness -- Knowledge of Career Identity -- Selection of.
careers, particularly as it / a role or roles within the
relates to the behavior, edu- world of work.
cation, training, growth;
rewards, and life style of
persons in specific occupa-
tions or related groups of
occupations.
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The student needs experiences with a broad range of careers. Ca-
reer information opportunities can be sequenced to involve in-
creasing levels of specificity and complexity consistent with the
increasin maturation of the students. Parents and school staff
can serve as resources in the classroom. Students can visit work-
ers on the job, within the school, or at construction sites and
businesses near the school. Students can interview, family members,
friends, of the family, or neighbors, They can visit nearby busi-
nesses to observe and interview workers as daily and weekend home-
work assignments.

Secondary sources such as print materials, cassette tapes, films,
filmstrips, and pictures may be analyzed.

Economic Infofmation

Economic Awareness -- Knowledge
of, and attitudes toward, pro-
duction, distribution, and con-
sumption of goods and services.

Economic Understanding -- Ability
to "read" the economic environ-
ment to sC_v, i.ersonal and
social economic problems.

The child has observed and participated in the economic system to
some extent. From this base of economic awareness we wish to
facilitate the student's thorough exploration cf- the economic sys-
tem as it relates to both career development an::: -to the community
ar.-1 society at large. Simulations, games, budget-making, activi-
ties that relate to allocation of resources, and the study of
economic practices and inst-tutions will assist the studen7 in
developing greater econ-cmic understanding. Actual engageme t in
the production and distribution of goods can serve to effectively
deliver on several major concepts.

Decision-Making

Decision-Making Skills -- Under-
standing cause and effect rela-
tionships, applying information..
about self, society, and the
world of work in rational pro-
cesses to reach decisions.

Career Decisions -- A careers
direction-setting; the product
of a rational process; a plan
for immediate, intermediate,
and long-term career develop-
ment.

Progresses from making very tentative and flexible career decisions
to decisions that are increasingly irreversible or reversible only
at some cost of time; effort, or money. Should reach a careers
direction-setting by grade 10 or early enough to prepare for entry-
level skill in a career plan prior to school exit.

Student develops increasing skill and experience in the rational
process of decision-making, practices making decisions, and comes
to accept the responsibility for his decisions.
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Here the school needs to provide opportunities for: making deci-
sions, analyzing the process of decision-making, sharing in, or
hypothesizing about the factors that go into a decision made by
another person. He must have opportunities to act on his deci-
sions--to test. consequences Teachers, parents, and interested
adults are often hesitant to allow a child to act on any decision
that might create mildly negative consequences. This_ may inhibit
development of decision- making skills, The student can experiment
with decision-making through.simulations and gaming.

Occipational and Career, Skills

Beginning Competency -- Consists Employment Skills -- Cuapetenc
of tool and process applic'atiors in performance of assigced job
Tool applications defed as related tasks.
know' edge about, an 7;kiL in
us:n, the ways in "ch 11.,n ex-
tends his behaviors. Han
tends his ideas by of _an-
guage skills, pain-L phcAog-.
raphy, and by devi:s
and materials. He , =11(is

senses by use of -copes,
telescopes; X-rav, measE:y
ing devices; his 7,h, ](3.1 ca-pa-
hility and L7.pac ha-ne:-

energy. Pro *-plica-
tii',Is are detined as. the indi-
vidual or group 'sequences man
creates or imitates to complete
tasks.

This broad definition of tool applications is drawn. from Bruner
(1g66). Perhaps this definition of tool processes is a broader
one than has been commonly used. We'are not thinking only of the
hand tools. What are the tools used by the secretary? (the tele-
phone, paper and pencil, written language, shorthand, the type-.
writer, dictaphone, or records, etc.)

What processes does the secretary engage in? (using a-filing sys-
tem, filling out formS, typing a letter--formand style,. etc.)

What are the tools.usecrby a retail sales clerk? (spoken and
written language, pencil and paper, order blanks and receipts,
the cash register, etc.)

rghat are the processes he or she engages in? (following a sales
procedure, demonstrating a product, display set-up, completing an
order blank, filling out a receipt, ,etc.)
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The reader is already familiar with many activities that lead the
student toward higher 'evels. of employment skills.

Placement and Adjustment Skills

Employability Skills -- Ability
to conduct a search for, locate,
and obtain career placement both
on an initial and advanced basis.

Career Placement Acceptance
of a position in. line with the
individual's career development
plan.

'Students need :a.ny opportunities to practice self-description,
promote the po:Itive aspects of and relate experiences, in-
tere7;ts, hobbi.7, and attributes

: roles served in society. In-
terview technic.les should be undeITood and practiced from both
sides of the interview desk. Applic-Ations can be filed routinely
for lassroom l le assignments durni: the school year. Focus
shoid be on th..,T: student's present -..iLltivitdes

, not future needs.
He or she files applications

When
scc'iting. Elementary boys and

girls like to m.:Ike money.. When soli.2iting paid work in the home
or re-ighborhooc, they may need be ala to ..ientify work that
needT_; doing. 'Me may p.1_.f:ita- :iesbing services
they can peror.7__ ,:nd be ..--ec!Lun- e7Teiences, interests,
training, aiIII..ias, and _nara:i,aristics they bring to specific
tasks or jobs.

Being able to search for, interpret, and apply information from a
variety of sources is in-line with progress in employability skills.

Sense of Social Participation

Appreciations, Attitudes -- Feel-
ings toward life roles of others
and the indiv'idual's own life
roles, feelings toward society
and the economic system.

Self-Social Fulfillment - - In-
ternalization of a value system
that activates the individual
as a self-actualiZed, self-
fulfilling member of the world
of work. Derives satisfaction
from work role.

This element was included as a means of assuring focus on the af-
fective domain of family roles, career roles, and social roles.
Activities that lead the student toward greater appreciation for
self-performance and the ability and performances of others. will
assist in the development. of a value system. School activities
should encourage examination, expression, and acceptance of a
Variety of values. Examination of the interdependence and inter-
relatedness of family roles and roles performed in .a single busi-
ness or induStry will assist the student in valuing differences.
Participation in processes that require specialization to complete
a task or develop a product can serve as a basis for reflecting on
the interdependence that.sustains individuals, task groups, fami
lies, communities, and societies.
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Validation of the elements was undertaken by making a trial
run at developing goals and objectives on a matrix of elements by
grades,. (Figure 2)

Self Awareness

Educational
Awareness

Cam
Awareness

Economic

Awareness

Decision-Making
Skills

Skill Awareness

Employability
Skills

Appreciations,
Attitudes

CC Matrix

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

ELEMENTS OF CAREER
EDUCATION

FIGURE 2

Self-Identity

Educational
Identity

Career Identity

Economic
Understandings

Career Decisions

Employment
Skills

Career

Placement

Self-Social
Fulfillment

ELEMENT
OUTCOMES

Since it appeared reasonably valid that age-appropriate goals
and objectives could be developed in a sequential pattern, and
that coverage would be enforced, it seems acceptable as a tool for
program design. Additional informal validation was attempted by
testing the effectiveness of the matrix in capturing the goals and
objectives of existing programs of career education. As expected,
the elements were not always discrete but, individually or col-
lectively, would adequately capture the goal or objective of another
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career education program. At that point, outside consultants in
educational development, career development, vocational guidance,
vocational education, developmental psychology, and curriculum
theory were asked to review the elements. Two major questions
were posed. Is each element necessary, and are the elements taken
collectively, sufficient to define the structure of career educa-
tion? With the concurrence of these consultants, we adopted the
structure as an operational definition of the discipline.

The elements and definitions above operationally define career
education for the CCEM project. They form the framework for cur-
ricular and programmatic thrusts toward the optimal delivery of a
career education program to students. The various task groups
within the CCEM project serve either to: (1) develop and enhance
program delivery in a model form that is transportable and adopt-
able, or (2) provide the management support required to do so.

Selecting the Delivery Setting for Career Education

Careful consideration should be given to the delivery setting
for career education'. Examination of the literature, combined
with a pragmatic view of the operating school within our.social
system, leads one to the assumptions that: (1) the most feasible
delivery setting for career education is the classroom setting,
and (2) the classroom teacher is the prime candidate for making
sure it happens.

'It is not acceptable in our society to farm out elementary
students to business and industry or to professional or community
agencies for any sustained educational effort--even if they could
or would do the job.

It has been suggested that guidance counselors might deliver
career education through group guidance in the classrooms. This
has limited feasibility since most schools do not have elementary
guidance counselors. If a trained elementary counselor reserve
were available, the costs of providing the required number of coun-
selors would be prohibitive. Further, a counselor-specialist
coming into the classroom,once or twice a week could not provide
the desired sustained focus nor create the natural infusion of
career education into the ongoing curricular programs.

From the above it should not be inferred that facilities out-
side the classroom could not be profitably used--they can and
should be. Special centers or facilities could be developed within
or outside the school as career education centers.

Field trips to business,- industry, and community agencies
should be made. However, the most ambitious schedule of field
trips or career days will not provide a comprehensive career edu-
cation program for students.
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Elementary guidance counselors can and should serv,?. .in the
K-6 career education program but in specialized,-ancillary, and
support roles.

The principle emerging from this discussion is:. design a
program for classroom delivery; employing classroom teachers.

Selecting the Form(s) of Materials

If a decision is made to use the classroom delivery setting
and the teacher as the agent, consider the state of the system
you are entering-to determine the form the materials should take.

The elementary teacher in a self-contained classroom teaches
nine. or ten subjects--seven or eight-of these daily. If special-
ists are used in physical education, art, or.music, she meets with
.them to plan activities and frequently observes or assists while
a specialist teaches. She is a member of one to three professional
committees and averages one to two after-school meetings each week.
She may have lunchroom duties, recess duties, bus duties, and
scheduled or unscheduled meetings with parents after school. Typ-
ically, the last students leave between 3:15.p.m. and 3:45 p.m.
each day. The teacher, follows at 4:00 or 4:15. Few teachers stay
longer except for committee or staff. meetings: During the school
'day the teacher engages in two principle types of teaching activi-
ties: (1) introducing materials, setting the stage for learning,
and guiding students through learning and evaluation experiences;
and (2) assisting individual students or working with small groups.

There is no "planning period" set aside in the school day.
An.NEA survey revealed the average elementary teacher spends. ap-
proximately forty-six hours a week in school - related work. What
is the balance of the time used for? Out-of-school time is used
principally for the correction-assessment-recording-reporting of
student products, and/or preparation of student materials. For
the busy practitioner, there are precious few hours for planning
learning activities. Consequently, the major portion of the
learning-materials dollar is expended for commercial materials--
textbooks, workbooks, films, filmstrips, kits, recording--all, or
nearly all, accompanied by teacher's guides. Teacher-created
learning activities and materials account for a small part of on-
going classroom experiences. Teacher creativity comes principally
in the adaptation of lesson plans to group and individual needs
and in the development of certain unique units, lessons, materials,
and activities.

The implications for career education are that if classroom
delivery is desired and the teacher is the selected delivery agent,
then the materials must take the form -,ost easily adopted. An
additional bonus will accrue if ideas for adaptation are included.
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To reemphasize the principle, let me cite a personal experi-
ence. The state department of on: state issued resource guides to
the elementary teachers of the state to update their classroom.
programs. Following the advent of manned space flight came a state
department booklet, "Resource Guide for Elementary Space Science."
Being a conscientious elementary teacher, I examined it. It con-
tained well-stated concepts and lists of related resources. For
five or six weeks that booklet rested on the right hand corner of
my desk--haunting me. It required the development of teaching
plans and assembly of resources to put it into practice. Planning
time was a rare commodity.

Some change agents adopt the philosophy that teachers need
only good motivation to improve their classroom practices. It is
probable that most experienced teachers share the frustration of
receiving challenge and motivation at a convention or in-service
meeting, go-back to the classroom intending to alter their program
or teaching style, find they do not have the plans or materials to
alter program or 'practices, and lack the time to prepare plans and
assemble materials. Other change agents go one.step further. They
believe if the teacher is motivated and is given some "good ideas,"
he or she will build an individual classroom program. The teacher
may work in a few "good ideas." This may satisfy the belief that
the teacher is teaching career education. It does not constitute
a program- -and may reduce acceptance of a comprehensive program.
If you cannot deliver a comprehensive program in the initial ef-
fort, make it clear to the classroom teachers that they are getting
just one installment of a comprehensive program. Insofar as pos-
sible, let-the teachers know what the whole is likely V: consist
of.

Developing Program Goals and Objectives

Several considerations led to a decision to employ school
district personnel to develop the CCEM project goals and objectives.

1. Consultants strongly urged us to involve teachers who
would be adopting the program, in early program planning.

2. We recognized a need to have experienced teachers formu-
late age-appropriate program goals at each grade level.

3. We felt that having an adequate program structure and
definitions made it possible to involve teachers produc-
tively.

The cooperating school districts were asked to supply, at
each site, a team consisting of: (1) key or lead experienced
classroom teachers representing all grade levels and disciplines;
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(2) curriculum coordinators; (3) guidance counselors; and (4) ele-
mentary and secondary administrators.

Approximately sixteen to twenty-five staff members were in-
volved at each site, usually on a released time basis. An orienta-
tion workshop was held prior to writing program goals and objcc-
.tives. The group was given orientation to the project mission and
to the stril,:ture of the matrix. To sharpen participants' dis-
crimination of matrix elements, they practiced classifying sample
objectives (written during the trial run at CVTE), then divided
into groups fpr development of goals for a single element, e.g.,
educational awareness, The primary grade group would develop the
goals and objectives for kindergarten, then grade one, and so on.
At a.propriate times, the entire, group would Meet to track goals
and objectives across the grades.

A limitation in the development of goals and objectives was
that these educators, like most others, were not accustomed to
writing the performance objectives essential adequate evalua-
tion. This limitation was disturbing and detrimental.but.not
entirely disastrous.

As a part of the K-12 curriculum effort then, a matrix of
sequential, developmental program goals was developed for K-6
students. The matrix of program goals provided an operational
framework for unit and materials selection, unit modification,
and unit and materials development. In many instances, the high
level of specifidity of matrix goals and objectives indicate teach-
ing strategies that might fruitfully be employed.

The matrix is, essentially, a massive scope and sequence chart,
embodying statements with a high degree of specificity.

Selection of the Infusion Strategy

There are two major directions one may take with regard to
changing school curricular programs. Courses can be added, or
courses and activities can .be changed. It was felt the better
way to demonstrate that good career education is compatible with
good education was to show how it could logically be incorporated
into ongoing school programs. Additionally, the infusion process
should directly demonstrate the relatiOnships among subject matter
Content, real life applications, and personal development, Whi:n-
ever possible, infusion units are developed as replacements fo'
portions of subject matter programs teachers are currently 'using.
They will deliver on appropriate subject matter goals as well as
career education goals.

In most. cases, at each K-6 grade level, only a portion of any
one course will be-replaced, perhaps. five to twenty instructional
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hours. Many of the CCFM program goals may be adequately covered
in this manner. T i teachers will move outward from these
replacement uni =using additional program goals into
ongoing course rovide extension and reinforcement of
program goals : _AI the infused units. At is stage of
development, clas,..u,,, and field trial, this discussion is specu-
lative.

We believe the infusion process is likely to resu*t in time-
savings as regular content is taught in relationship-to CCEM pro-
gram goals. Further, teacher and school district acceptance is
likely to be enhanced since this approach will not require major
adjustments in the school schedule.

Selection of Curriculum Units

The developmental program goals serve as a basis for identi-
fying and assessing curriculum units and materials currently in
use. Existing curriculum units and materials were examined from
noncommercial sources--from the six cooperating school districts,
from a search of national, state, regional, and local school
.agencies, as well as identified exemplary projects in career edu-
cation. Commercial materials were examined, as available, if they
were an integral part of the units and materials in use.

Candidate units and materials were selected that delivered,
or could logically deliver, CCEM program goals. From the result-
ing universe of units and materials available for examination,

1

assessment was made as to suitability for specific developmental
levels of students, and a cluster of units was selected that would
provide adequate program goal coverage for a developmental or grade
level, and career education experiences in most subject areas.

The strategy of selecting existing curriculum units and mate-
rials was based on a time/cost-effectiveness basis. Contractual
requirements specified the assembly of appropriate curriculum units
and materials currently in use, with revisions, modification, and
additional development as required.

The teacher's guide form of material was selected for the
first iteration of the curriculum units. The school district cur-
riculum chiefs and the curriculum staff at CVTE were in agreement
that student-accessed units and materials, with directions for
managing their use, were the desired end products. However, a
direct approach was judged not feasible for the following reasons:

1. The units and materials available for selection and modi-
fication were not in close approximation to the form of
student-accessed materials.
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2. The assembly, modification, development, trial, and.re-
vision of student-accessed materials into a programmatic
effort required more development time than was available.

3. School district riculum chiefs stated they needed time
to identify and assemble unit developers--thus reducing
development time.

4. There was a perceived need to immediately. affect class-
rooms to meet students' career development needs.

6. Program description would need to be developed prior to
materials development.

6. The instructional vehicle in closest approximation to a
program description and judged feasible to meet actual
and perceived time constraints was the teacher's guide.

7. It was judged the teacher's guide could serve as an in-
terim instructional vehicle and contain the program
description required for assembling or breaking out a
variety of student-accessed materials and directions for
their management.

8. School district curriculum chiefs agreed student materials
would be assembled Or developed during the first iteration
when it was feasible to do so, within the allotted time.

9. CCEM curriculum staff were committed to a second itera-
tion, where necessary, to break out student-accessed
materials and provide alternate modes of delivering on
goals.

In the Comprehensive Career Education Model, both a standard-
ized format and guidelines for curriculum unit revision or devel-
opment have been designed. These guidelines and formats specify
the following components of a career education unit.

1. A teacher guide that specifies:

A. The rationale for the unit

B. Intended use of the unit by suggested grade level,
subject areas, time, grouping, and special considera-
tions

C*. Goals and performance objectives

D. Teacher procedures
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(1) Learning activities,
performance objective(s),
tion of teacher/studer:t tas:Ks,
other suggested apprc,E:c:Le

(2). Resources

) Performance evaluation

L, Teacher/learner materials

al(s) and
:,:lescrip-

ary, and

F. Evaluation instruments

.

G.- Specifications for in-service training of the. teacher
or person implementing the unit

Modification or Development of Curriculum Materials

By mutual agreement, units are assigned to specific. school
.districts for modification or development. Often, the school
district was the original source of the unit.

The assignment is to revise a unit--or in the case of new
development--develop a unit that delivers speciric. CCEM program.
goals. An infusion unit must incorporate appropriate subject con-
tent as well as CCEM goals. The number of instruction -ii hours
which can be used is also agreed on.

Back at the school district, the school district project cur-
riculum chief establishes a system and a team for: unit and mate-
rials development, local review, classroom trial, and revision- -
based on feedback from classroom trial and CVTE project staff re-
views. He often employs curricular coordinators, teachers, and
local consultants in the process. The unit is revised brought
into_established format, and sent to CVTE for prepublication re-
view. During'unit development, CVTE school district site team
curriculum staff assist in the process. Curriculum staff at CVTE
serve in planning, coordinating, consulting, and reviewing roles.

In prepublication review, consideration is given to the ade-
quacy of the unit for field trial in the other cooperating school
districts with the primary criterion being, "Is it a good unit for
kids?" or, "Would I want my children to receive this unit in their
classroom?" Additional criteria are employed. Of concern is the
balanced representation of careers, minority group representation,
appropriateness for minority groups and ethnic groups, and avoid-
ance of presentation of false stereotypes or faulty concepts.

Special attention must be given to the inadequate representa-
tion of women in career roles and the presentation of women in
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stereotyped roles in spite of the recent focus on women's rights
and the prevalence of females on unit development teams. I don't
know if our social system will tolerate girls exiting from schools
twelve years from now who are cast in stereotyped career molds.
Program design and development must Constantly move toward making
additional career options available to girls. If we do not make a
vigorous beginning now, in our K-6 program efforts, it is not like-
ly v- will provide adeqdato program shifts before added millions

s establish attitudes that are harmful and needlessly in-
g for full and satisfying self-actualization.

Another problem in unit and program development is the im-
balanced representation of careers or occupations. In the discus-
sion of needs earlier in the paper, the writer documented severe
imbalance in the presentation of careers to elementary students.
The best safeguard against. this is to adopt a career information
model. Perhaps it is not so important which model you adopt so
long as it serves as a functional tool to provide for adequate and
balanced coverage of: (1) workers at all levels, (2) various
worker functions, and (3) industries. Some method will be needed
for organizing and relating the many different industries repre-
sented in our culVure. The CCEM Career Information Model provides
a structural reference for unit developers, materials developers,
and reviewers at local and CVTE levels. (A portion of the model
is presented in Figures 3 and 4.)

Frequent reference to Figures 3 and 4 is required during the
course of curriculum materials development to: (1) overcome
stereotyped imbalance of service workers and the professions in
K-6 materials; (2) provide balanced representation of levels of
workers from managerial to bench workers, etc.; (3) provide rep-
resentation of a range of worker functionS and worker characteris-
tics; and (4) provide balanced representation across the industries.

School and District Unit Resource Kits

Many units require materials that do not neatly fit into the
teacher's guides. It is planned that a School Resource Kit will
be prepared and accompany the units to a particular school build-
ing. The School Resource Kit might contain ditto masters, essen-
tial book and print resources, charts, filmstrips, slides, trans-
parencies, simulation and gaming materials, records, cassette
tapes, essential consumable materials, and realia. We believe the
associated materials should be readily available to the teachers
and students using the units. Within cost-feasibility limits,
we would like to insure that they are. When films are required
or materials that receive only occasional use are Ancluded, one or
more School District Resource Kits should be provided.
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CAREER INFORMATION MODEL - GRADES 4-6
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FIGURE 3

Data

Evaluation of Curriculum Units and Materials

People

Things

WORKER FUNCTIONS

While our evaluation group has other responsibilities, a
significant level of effort must be maintained to insure instru-
ments and items are constructed that focus sharply on the perfor-
mance objectives of the unit. Lesson-embedded test items are
developed for each performance objective in the unit. In addi-
tion, unit tests must be constructed to test maintenance of per-
formance over the life of the unit. Performance objectives must
bear a matching relationship to the program goals. Constructint
check lists and evaluation materials for nonreaders in kinder-
garten and readers of limited ability in the primary grades poses
special challenges for evaluators. It requires unusual ingenuity
and creativity to produce good evaluation instruments for these
units and materials.
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From our experiences, it appears beneficial to conduct train-
ing sessions for evaluators who work in the field with,

and
de-

velopers. Test item writing instruction and practice nd the
display of highly creative samples of instruments for eleriientary
children should receive focus in the sessions.'

In addition.to the testing procedures, .cwaluation must pr --
vide strategies and instruments to secure abundant and ,;11' it

formation regarding teacher and student u .L and at-
titudes towards individual activities and re6uul.des uithin the
units. Adequate and valid information from classroom and field
trial provides the baSis for program and materials revisions.
Those revisions can only be as good as the information base which
directs revision.

Present CCEM Curriculum Unit Development
at the K-r, Grade Levels

There are fifty - eight curriculum units under modification or
development involving approximately 776 instructional hours over
the first seven school years, K-6. These are designed as infusion'
units--replacements for portions of subject area programs teachers
are currently using.

Most K-3 units are existing curriculum units undergoing modi-
fication to deliver on career education program goals. In one
case, a unit selected for modification could not be used due to
impending copyright, A unit that can be substituted is under
initial development by one of the school districts.

For grades 4-6, it appeared that assembling existing units
would not be pracficql. Development of new units was initiated
based upon the CCEM Career Information Model. Existing units and
materials were identified as resource materials for that effort.
A unit is under development for each of five occupational clusters
at each of the three grade levels With a sixth unit designed to
synthesize the student's experience in the five' cluster units.
These cluster units are in the areas of industry, commerce, social
science, services,and arts.

Most units in the first iteration, while designed for whole
class use, provide alternate activities for individuals or groups
within the class. Some units may lend themselves to ready adapta-
tion as alternate units for individuals or groups of individuals
with special interests or needs at a particular developmental level.

Program Description

As the many and diverse units are received at CVTE, they will
need to be pulled together into a programmatic thrust. A description
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of the units and suggestions for their use will need to be pre-
pared. At that time, during and after.field trial,-it will be
possible to identify gaps existing in program goal delivery. AF-
sembl or development of new materials and/or modifi,!atior .

existing units will follow, with cnrr,-sponding bombes in L.,
gram description.

Transportability of the CCEM Model

Since the model is being developed in close cooperation with
users in :-ix di -verse school districts, the products that are trans-
portable c.2.1 us-:ful within the six school districts should be ap-
propriate for a.:id acceptable to many other school districts.
However, or those school districts that can, and wish to, develop
their own aurriculum units and staff development materials, per-
haps the model products will.not be the most transportable com-
ponents. Lescriptions of the program design, the program frame-
work, and the processes employed may,enable school districts to
enter the process at whichever level they wish. They may wish to
adopt and adapt the products. They may wish to adopt only part
of the p-oducts but adopt some of structure and process descrip-
tions in order to develop,their own products.

Summary

There are many other considerations and components of the
CCEM project that could and should be described: guidance, support
systems, staff development. I would like to draw your attention
to one additional consideration, and then reemphasize a major point
for your attention as state directors of vocational education and
leaders in the career education movement.

Curriculum Unit and Materials Expectations

I encourage you to keep your product expectations in line with
the level of development.. This is especially true of the first
iteration of units and materials emanating from any new compre-
hensive curricular program. Your critical eye has been honed on
slick publications and materials. Many "new" curriculum materials
have been under development and revision five to ten years before
they appear in the slick, complete version. IPI Mathematics for
the Elementary Grades was under initial development in about 1964.
The AAAS materials, Sciences.A Process Approach, got a start in
the mid-sixties and underwent many field revisions before publica-
tion.

Overselling ca-,eer education programs or materials prematurely
will result in unrealistic expectations by the public, our pro-
fessi_onais, and our students. Unfulfilled expectations will lead
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to excessive oritici-m, impatience, and frustration on the part of
the public, she prof ssion, and our students. This atmosphere is
riot conducive to program change--even when the change may be
viewed as desirable by all participants.

A Final Note

As state directors, you will receive or participate in the
development of many proposals for career education program design.
The term "comprehensive" should be a watchword for your considera-
tion of career education programs. May I remind you that a watch-
word is "a password or sign to be communicated to a sentry upon
challenge." You should issue the challenge, "Is it comprehensive?"
whenever proposals for career education program design are con-
sidered.
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Designing Programs for Middle and Junior High Schools

By Elizabeth Simpson*

Kevin and Denise are twoof my young neighbors in southwest
Washington. As yet, they have not become set in their attitudes.
They are still pliable, still amenable to new experiences that
.allow them to explbre and test themselves in various situations..

Kevin and Denise are seeking to determine their own identity.
In various ways they are asking, "Who am I? What am I really
like? What will I become?" Helping wash my car one Sunday' morn-
ing, Kevin became more chatty than usual and started sorting him-
self out, "I'm a guy that gets A's in citizenship and D's 'math.
Some things. I'm good at, some things not so good. One thing 1
have decided: not a guy that's going to take dope. To me
it just don't make sense."

Denise is experimenting with new ways of adorning her face
and, as yet, practically nonexistent figure. She, along with Kevin,
appears. to be seeking models with whom-she can identify and imi-
tate as part of establishing her own identity. She isn't sure she
wants to stay in school much longer; she will if high school makes
more sense than her present school.

Denise and Kevin attend junior high school. They are still
open and willing to give school a chance. For Denise in particular,
it may be a sort of "last chance" thing.

In designing .career education programs for the middle and
junior high school, the needs, and interests and characteristics of
the young people served by the program, young people like Kevin
and Denise, must be taken into account. Their openness, their
search for identity, their concern for developing independence,
and their interest in their potential place in society and in the
kinds of jobs they might like are both opportunity and challenge

:'Dr. Simpson is director, The National Curriculum Management
Center, United States Office of Education, Washington, D.C. The
author bears sole responsibility for the views expressed. They
are not necessarily reflective of official positions of the Office
of Education.



in designing meaningful career education programs for the middle
and junior high school.

Characteristics of Special Groups

In addition to the general characteristics and needs of early
adolescence as a basis for program decisions, there is need for
considering the characteristics and needs of special groups of
students.

Let me tell you a little story that illustrates-rather well
one of the problems we have in planning educational programs to
serve one group with special needs.

A father anti sop went to a resort for a few days
of fun together before the opening of school. They
did the things that fathers and sons like to do to-
gether. ,They swam, they went boating, they fished.
They had so much fun that they extended their vaca-
tion for another day. It was late afternoon on Sun-
day when they started driving back to the city.

The traffic was heavy and they had a tragic acci-
dent in which the father was killed. The son suffered
severe head injuries.

The son was taken to a'hospital in the city. He
was in need of immediate surgery and a brain surgeon
of excellent reputation was called. But, the brain
surgeon took one look. at the boy and,said, 'I can't
operate on him. He is my son.'

What was the relationship of the brain surgeon
to the boy?

This same story was told to a large gathering of educators in
Chicago a few weeks ago. Various.answers were given: "The brain
surgeon is a stepfather." "The first man was not really the.fa-.
ther, but the .mother's lover." "The brain surgeon is God." Of
course, none 'of these answers is right.

If you haven't come up with the answer yet, just maybe stereo-
types are getting in the way of your really planning effective
career education programs for about half of our population. Let
.me read you a little poem by Judith Viorst that gives a clue:'

Where is it written
That husbands get twenty-five-dollar lunches and

invitations to South America for think conferences
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while
Wives get Campbell's black ban soup and a trip to the

firehouse with the first grade and
Where is it written
That husbands get to mi!et beautiful lady lawyers and

beautiful lady professors of Ancient History and
beautiful .'ptresses and heiresses and poetesses
while

Wives get tc the checker with the acne at the
Safeway

Where is it written,
That husbands get a nap and the Super Bowl on

Sundays while
Wives get to help color in the coloring book and
Where is it written
That husbands get ego gratification, emotional

support, and hot tea in bed for ten dayS when
they have the sniffles while

Wives get to give it to them?

And if a wife should finally decide
Let him take the shoes to the shoemaker and the

children to the pediatrician and the dog to the
vet while she' takes up something like brain
surgery or transcendental meditation,

Where is it written
That she always has to feel
Guilty ?l

Of course, you know by now that the brain surgeon in the story
was the boy's mother. But when you think of career education for
girls, are you able to overcome stereotypes and think of the girl
as potential surgeon, lawyer, airplane pilot, brick layer--as well
as secretary, teacher, sales person, housewife? The stereotypes
that limit women in their occupational advancement tend to limit
us as we design career education programs. Particularly at the
junior high school level, we have a golden opportunity to expand
the vocational self-concept of the girl through thekindof career
exploration that is made possible for her. Remember that the young
female has been brainwashed. by her early play experiences, her
toys, her storybooks, and adult expectations. She-will need en-
couragement and support in addition to relevant learnink.experiences
in broadening her vocational horizons and aspiring to career suc-
cess.

1
Judith Viorst, It's Hard to be Hip Over Thirty and Other

Tragedies of Married Life (New York: New American Library, 1970),
p. 55.
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Socioeconomic Conditions and Needs

Well, as a basis for program decisions, the needs, interests,
and characteriStics of students are imporlant. Of equal concern
are socioeconomic conditions and needs. For example, rapid tech-
nological developments are forcing changes that will outmode spe-
cific skills learned in the classroom. Hence, curricula must
emphasize teaching not what the facts are but how students can
gather the facts they need, analyze them, and make decisions.2
It will be necessary for all people to keep on learning to stay
abreast of change. Educational updating will be carried on both
at work and in the home, often by electronic means.3 Increased
leisure will also mean increased learning opportunity. The im-
plications for the.career education of young people are so ob-
vious as to need no precise explication here. Certainly, emphasis
on learning how to learn and how to think effectively and the pro-
cesses of decision-making are suggested.

Of special concern to vocational educators is a developing
erosion of work-oriented, achievement-oriented, advancement-ori-
ented values, particularly among members of the middle social
class.4 Career education bumps right into this situation, and how
to react is a question for those of us concerned with developing
career education and vocational education programs. The Office
of Education through the Bureau of Adult, Vocational and Technical
Education has recently contracted for a series of career awareness
films for three-to-six-year-olds to be shown in the Captain
Kangaroo program early in 1973. A decision was made to emphasize
the "goodness of work." This was a deliberate and perhaps, in
some ways, even a bold decision.

The centrality of sensate, secular, humanist, perhaps.self-
indulgent, criteria in modern society5 has implications for our
educational programs'at all levels. Do we accept these criteria
as good, partly good, or undesirable? Much modern educational
theory suggests a rather high level of acceptance. I think that
the vocational educator must examine the question from his special

. perspective.

2Staff of The Wan Street Journal, "Education: The Lifelong
School," in Here Comes Tomorrow (Princeton: Dow Jones Books, 1967),
pp. 153-154.

3Ibid., p. 154.

4Herman Kahn and Anthony J. Wiernees, The Year 2000 (New York:
MacMillan Co., 1967), p. 186.

SIbid., p. 186.
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For those designing educational programs for youth, there isneed to consider such social and economic conditions as: high un-employment and underemployment rates among certain groups, partic-ularly youth; changing occupational requirements; mobility of
population; population density in urban areas; tensions of modern
urban life; polarization of black and white in America, of afflu-ent and poor; perceived and actual lack of relevancy in the educa-
tional experience of many young people and adults; emerging revolu-tion of women with all of its connotations for the family and work
lives of women and women's education; vigorous entry of the privatesector into educational programs, particularly in the vocationalareas; movement toward increased accountability in education;
movement from a primarily production-oriented to a service-oriented
economy; the pollution and devastation of our environment in allof its alarming aspects.

What I am trying to say is that, in designing the educational
program, the first step is to consider carefully the bases on which
program decisions will be made. One basis is the needs of stu-dents. Another is the needs of society. A third is the content
and organization of the subject field. The occupational clusterconcept has given us a handle on content for the explorationphases of career education. However one "clusters," the basic
concepts of clustering are "commonality" with respect to certaindimensions of occupations and the purpose of "transferability"
of a body of skills and knowledges among the occupations withina cluster. For the educational purpose of occupational exploration,
the cluster concept offers a convenient way of organizing and de-veloping content.

Value Bases .

In addition to looking at the needs of students, the needs of
society, and the content of the subject fields, educational planners
should consciously consider the value bases for their program de-cisions. Values underlie all that we do; hence, we had better
give conscious thought to them in planning our career education
programs.

It appears to me that much of our vocational education has
been planned in this mode: analyze an occupation for its task
components; determine the behavioral objectives related to ability
co perform these tasks; decide how to reach the objectives; and
evaluate progress toward the objectives. It is inadequate for
both vocational and career education. It is inadequate in several
respects. One of the most serious lacks is the inattention to the
values related to occupations and occupational choices.

Can we ignore the moral and ethical questions related to pol-lution of the environment when we teach about transportation and
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construction occupations? Should we prepare people for certain
personal service occupations that do not afford a living wage?
Could personal service occupations be reorganized in such a way
that salaries can furnish a decent standard of living? Can we
simply ignore the harmful effects of some products that are g: :n
or manufactured through the efforts of persons in certain occ i-

tional fields? What e the effects of various methods of pe_

control on farm produ_ and on the environment?

Scant attention has been given to taese kinds of questions,
not to mention the larger questions of educational purpose and the
source of moral authority for what we teach in the field of voca-
tional education. To continue to ignore such questions would be
highly irresponsible. Such questions might very well serve as
content for a career education program as well as a major basis
for decisions to be considered by curriculum planners.

With respect to value change and American youth, Walter L.
Thomas says:

We have produced a superior generation and don't
know how to cope with it. Adults should stand back in
satisfaction for what they have been ableto do. They
have been saying to children and youth:

You must get involved. You must oppose evil of
all kinds. You must fight injustice. You must
realize that every man is equal in spite of his
color and religion. You must be concerned about
the welfare of others. You must love your enemies.
You must not look to money for everything. You
must be honest and expose hypocrisy. You must
never let freedom of speech and assembly be taken
from you. It's your life, you must live it for
what you think is right, regardless of what any-
one or everyone will say. You must oppose tyranny.

Today's youth have not lost their values, they have
found them. They have discovered the ones everyone has
been talking about, and decided to live up to them.6

Mr. Thomas' statement is a provocative one. If he is right,
then it seems likely that many of our young people simply won't
permit us to teach about jobs without looking at the related value
considerations.

6Walter L. Thomas, "Value Change and American 'Youth," Forum

(New York: J. C. Penny Co., fall/winter 1970), p. 6.
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Channels

Moving from the bases on which decisions are made about ob-
jectives, conten7, learning experiences, teaching strategies, teach-
ing aids, and evaluation, suppose we consider the channels through
which the middle and junior high school youth may explore the
world of work any the career possibilities in terms of self.
Hands-on experience is an imperative for meaning and motivation
in the exploration experience. This means an active involvement
with the business and industry of the community. It means involve-
ment with workers in the community and, hopefully, identification
of the young person with desirable role models to help promote his
developing sense of self as a worthy person and as a contributing
member of society.

Intensive guidance and counseling are essential in the career
exploration program of the middle and junior high school. A com-
prehensive career education program will emphasize the guidance
and counseling aspect,. will provide career education-oriented guid-
ance personnel to help young people with their task-of developing
a realistic and desirable selfidentity.

A career education program at the middle and junior high
school level will provide for the relating of academic and voca-
tional education in meaningful ways. :There are a number of alter-
natives with respect to how they relate. In some emerging programs,
the academic subjects serve as vehicles for carrying vocational
content. In others, vocational courses carry academic content.
In one school, nine-week modules that are occupationally oriented
are being developed for inclusion in a year's program in several
academic areas. Occupations related to communications are included
in the English course; occupations related to personal.and public
services are included in the social studies course, and so on.
A number of possibilities for correlating, coordinating, inte-
grating, and fusing academic and Nocational education exist. At
this point in time, trying various models and comparing the effects
is useful. Perhaps at some later date, we will be able to state
what models and strategies are most effective.

Designs for career education programs at middle and junior
high school levels should take into account what has preceded in
terms of developing career awareness at pre-school and elementary
levels and what will follow in terms of occupational preparation.
This is, of course, stating the obvious--but in this case, the
obvious needs emphasis.

Designing an educational program is a complidated undertaking.
It involves a'careful analysis of the bases for program decision;
it involves the development of both global and behavioral. objectives;
it involves developing the content in terms of basic concepts and
generalizations; it involves identifying appropriate teaching aids;
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l7 invcLves the determination of means of evaluating progress
ob1-:tives. In the case of career education, it involves
cl:;-ely with the business and industrial community. We
aL the beginning of our ;lanning efforts in career edu-

c, . A_ educational.program of exciting new dimensions is
t_ki 7 shar. The diversity of effort is Dart Of the excitement

seek ays of implementing the career education concept in
eLuc LonaL aractice.

ae m=1; exciting part of all is what career education can
mean in hel_ing young people like my neighbors, Denise and Kevin,
tc.) d- --clop tfaeir full potential as employed persons, as citizens,
as :t-Le.memakes, and as family members. Denise and Kevin and young
1).1.:pLe like them are reason--reason enough for our designing and
implementing career education programs.
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Designing Programs for the Senior High School Student

By Jerry Olson*

Survival in the task of designing comprehensive career educa-
tion programs depends on the recognition of existing problems, the
anticipation of new problems, and the discovery of practicable
solutions to both.' Anticipation and awareness of such problems
lead to frequent reevaluation of objectives and result in the
changing of methods to meet newly discovered objectives.

One of the most defensible reasons for changing educational
means and'ends is to achieve the paramount end or objective of
keeping program content and methods updated to support contemporary
thinking.

This process of continual reevaluation and debate over the
proper goals and the best ways of updating industrial education
has been part of the activities of our profession for decades.
National studies are underway at this time to redefine competencies
needed for the work force of the business/industrial communities
comprising this nation, and to identify those elements of them
that can best be introduced into an educational setting.

Groundwork

The groundwork for this task in Pittsburgh began in. 1963.
Then in 1964, the charge to the Pittsburgh schools was given to
find not only a way to provide educational programs that would
mesh appropriately with results of the impact technology has on
industry and business, but also to find ways to implement the new
concept. The recommendation included these words: "It is neces-
sary that at least sixty percent of the current and future high
school population be given some occupational, vocational, tech-
nical, or professional training other than through four-year col-
leges that will be salable to industry."

A rationale for OVT (occupational, vocational, and technical)
objectives was developed out of the efforts to carry out the charge.

*Dr. Olson is assistant superintendent for systemwide programs,
Pittsburgh Public Schools, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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The rationale is this: "Vocational education broadly conceived
has long eluded us. It must be viewed as a developmental process
that takes place during a span of time. During any developmental
process, there need be no antagonism between learning through ob-
servation and action and the acquisition, of knowledge by more cog-
nitive means. Each should supplement and support the other. The
practical side of school life is becoming increasingly recognized

.for the contributions it is able to make to education. The school's
concern for process, for functional use of knowledge, and for the
acquisition of behaviors and skills consistent with the social set-
ting of the school is paramount in the philosophy of OVT."

One might say that the rationale is founded on the philosophy
of blending the disciplines to form an occupational mix.

In recognition of the very real barriers that separate the
various disdiplines in vocational education,..it was realized that
flexibility would be necessary to implement the OVT concept in the
schools. The various separated disciplines had to be replaced
with a gear-meshing type of operation that would commingle segments
and elements of learning when and where they contribute to the de-
velopmental process.

Two significant forces favor that the needed flexibility can
be achieved: organization and use of facilities and instructional
manpower and the financial flexibility, now possible with a state
plan that reflects the attitude favoring increased flexibility in
four perspectives under consideration in comprehensive career edu-
cation planning.

The flexibility recommended in the legislation, the desire
to meet the vocational needs of more students in Pittsburgh, the
migration of the productive city population to the suburbs, and
the need for more diversified training at several levels have
caused Pittsburgh to begin beating its way back to the comprehen-
sive school. The OVT concept is based on and working toward truly
comprehensive educational institutions. Comprehensiveness breeds
articulation between general education and vocational education.
Present vocational schools ally themselves with an academic com-
plex or become comprehensive schools themselves as Pittsburgh
meets the needs of students by providing virtually all secondary
education in the comprehensive high school.

OVT education seeks to end the separation of vocational
schools and curricula from the general academic programs and at-
tempts to provide flexibility and adaptability within the programs
to give students job-entry preparation for current industrial
needs.

Flexibility is .a key feature of OVT. It makes it possible
for a student to follow a skill-centered program within the various
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OVT offerings while gaining academic credits toward qualifying
for college entrance.

Installation of the OVT programs called for a drastic chang.
It meant ending operations of separate vocational high schools
and marrying vocational education with academic classes in truly
comprehensive high school and post7high school curricula.

There were compelling reasons for making the drastic change,
each requiring a perspective of the task at hand, namely: (1)
urban perspective, (2) educational perspective, (3) human per-
spcctive, and (4) construction perspective.

Urban Perspective: To help the school and
community grow in harmony

Recognizing the relationships between the Pittsburgh public
school system and industrial, business, and other socioeconomic
forces in the metropolitan area, members of the Pittsburgh Board
of Public Education were aware of the impact of modern technology.
They sensed that a new kind of vocational-technical education was
needed to attract new industries and to hold more young, produc-
tive workers.

Surveys of vocational education have been conducted that in-
volved a review of the industrial economy, industry's manpower
needs, present vocational offerings, and student-parent opinions.
The findings reveal information that provides a framework for
constantly assessing occupational, vocational, and technical edu-
cation programs.

The OVT Division is responsible for the program and instruc-
tion in vocational-technical education that provide students with
the salable skills needed in a rapidly changing labor market.
Both program and instruction must be flexible and frequently eval-
uated in light of changes in social and economic conditions. The
curriculum must provide students with concepts that are applicable
to the rapidly expanding range of occupations, with the intellec-
tual skill to use these concepts, and with the ability and desire
to develop new ones. Effective and relevant programs offered by
this division should lead to employment for those seeking it.
They must also be comprehensive enough to enable a student to
further his education if he so desires.

We feel that any school which couples programs provided by
the OVT Division with academic programs is worthy of the title
"comprehensive school"--regardless of how comprehensive is defined- -
because the programs serve to:
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1. Identify the abilities and learning styles of each in-
dividual.

2. Provide each student with information, skills, and knowl-
edge about the world in which he lives.

3. Develop competencies that each student needs for accom-
plishing vertical mobility and that enable him to create
and achieve to the best of his ability.

4. Establish a value system for eadh individual that will
provide him with the insight to make decisions and the
flexibility to be tolerant of the wishes and desires of
others.

Since the inception of OVT in 1964, the traditional distinc-
tion between vocational-technical and academic education, with a
great deal of prestige accorded the latter, has been somewhat
modified philosophically. Practically, we know a great deal more
about skill-centered education than we have been able to implement.
We know, for instance, that the demand for skilled manpower is in-
creasing; that the amount of technical training required for em-
ployment is increasing; and that the prestige-of jobs requiring
specialized training is increasing with changes in technology and
the local labor market.

All of these factors blur the distinction between the need
for education that prepares the student to earn a living in certain
fields and the need for education that prepares him to de '-31 with
logical, ethical, and aesthetic problems. For some students, voca-
tional education subjects develop immediate skills for employment;
for others, these subjects will only.be avocational experiences;
and for many, the experiences will broaden their alternatives for
vertical mobility within a given occupational cluster.

OVT has sought to modify traditional ways of programming and
viewing students.. The value distinction between vocational-
technical and academic education must end if the goal of compre-
hensive education for all students is to be met. Significant
changes' in program and instruction in both vocational-technical
and academic education are necessary when changing from specialized
to comprehensive schools. Rigid, blocked schedules are "out" if
more broadly conceived educational objectives are to be accomplished.

Industrial education stands on the threshold of vast program-
matic and facility change. Coming is a new emphasis on the indi-
vidual, the structure of the social and learning environment, and
the architectural considerations needed to implement these changes.
Technology is changing the social order and it, in turn, is pro-
viding the impetus for educational change. The explosion of cog-
nitive information and the speed of psychomotor processing are
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forcing a reevaluation of job preparedness and the ways and means
through which it is achieved. The demands of the job market have
been spiraling upward to fulfill the tasks demanded by research
and development personnel and the consumer. Increased population,
medical advances, and an emphasis on individual fulfillment have
brought on expansion of the service-producing industries. New and
different knowledge and skills are needed for a shifting labor
market that shows drastic declines in agriculture and mining:mod-
erate declines in manufacturing and other goods-producing indus-
tries, and heavy increases in the service.-producing areas of trans-
portation, public utilities, finance, insurance, services, and
government.

Learners destined to face the working world must be flexible
and have the ability to adapt what they have learned. Therefore,
the concern of industrial educators should be directed toward
preparing the learner for the immediate step from the classroom
into a job or advanced education. Each learner must be coached
and be receptive to the idea of the infinitude of learning, the
ability to make decisions, and the aspiration to contribute to
society.

The times demand that industrial educators be responsive to
innovative ideas, reform, and experimentation to better serve a
significantly larger number of learners. Program emphasis must
be placed on the learner and his individual performance expecta-
tions rather than on instructional content, subject matter, or
categories of vocations. A. view of industrial education should
depict a developmental process--taking place during a span of
time, different for each individual, and showing no antagonism
between learning through observation and action and the acquisition
of knowledge by more cognitive means. Each should supplement and
support the other.

Education's concern for process, for fUnctional use of knowl-
edge, and for the development of behavior and skills consistent
with modern society's needs is paramount.

Educational Perspective: To provide flexible
facilities for a comprehensive curriculum

In Pittsburgh, any student in grade 11 may enter any skill-
centered program he chooses. Beyond that, any student who is at
least sixteen years of age, regardless of his grade placement, may
enroll in skillcentered programs.

The thirteen comprehensive high schools offer fifty-four skill-
centered.programs that prepare students-with entry-level competen-
cies. They are taught in 360 sections of approximately twenty-five
students each. In addition, at the Connelley Skill-Learning Center
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there are nineteen entry-level programs taught in thirty-eight
sections which provide opportunities for out-of-school youth.

By expanding program offerings and the school day to a full
nine periods, the system can make arrangements to accommodate
virtually every student, including the exceptional, in the program
of his choice during the high school years.

The student continues in the entry-level program (grade 11)
as long as he is benefiting. from the instruction. As a result of
this exposure, he may continue in the educational program at grade
12 or may take intense, specialized instruction to prepare for
immediate employment in a cooperative work experience.

Nine work experience coordinators spend full time "opening
doors" for students'in business and industry. In addition, thir-
teen liaison teachers with rehabilitation skills and contacts work
with students, teachers, counselors, and employers to place ex-
ceptional students who reach their maximum level of competence in
the school program.

The open enrollment concept centers on providing many educa-
tional opportunities for students, plus experiences that encourage
an interest in one or more occupational fields. The decisions are
made by students after they have explored and exposed their poten-
tial abilities and their likes and dislikes about an occupational
field.

Since the decision power is primarily vested in the students--

with counsel and guidance from the entire teaching team--it is in-
cumbent upon the OVT Division to ensure that there is continuity
from initial experiences through entry and advanced levels of
training.

The majority of jobs today involve more skills than those
taught in a single discipline. Industrial representatives-realize
this and often recommend diversified skills for employment in a
specific job. The commingling of the disciplines enables the
schools to better implement the recommendations of a total of fifty-
four advisory committees involving more than 500 industrial, lay,
service, and civic leaders.

Flexibility and interchangeability are paramount in program
planning at grades 9 and 10. The potential OVT student is only
tentatively identified with a discipline until grade 11 when he
chooses a job-centered program. In grades 9 and 10 he is in-
structed in the "common threads" or elements of his tentative job
family selection.

Those developing an educational program that advocates, flex-
ibility and adaptability to meet current industrial needs cannot
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say, "this is it" and rest on their laurels. We realize that meet-
ing the objectives of program integration, guidance, articulation,
differentiation, exploration, and socialization becomes an ongoing
process and that the job is just beginning. Theimplementaticn of
an educational concept is the real test of its soundness and the
eventual benefits it can afford students. The first step in de-
veloping an educational concept as new as OVT involves being able
to ask the right questions. We feel we have done this adequately
and have developed answers to these questions, at least for the
time being. We are presently implementing the programs with the
help of teachers, counselors, principals, students, and parents.
All must realize the dignity associated with preparing for a sal-
able skill in the secondary schools as well as providing an educa-
tional program which prepares students for college. We feel a
student should be able to do both if he so desires, and we have
provided for this by more flexible scheduling in the intended
school day. The implementation has been poEsible because of the
support given at the federal, state, and local levels. Some of
this support has been of a financial nature, but also important
is the backing and selling done by so many individuals in the
urban setting. Because of their efforts, vocational education has
begun to obtain its rightful place in education. The marriage of
varied disciplines and services in education should provide each
graduate with a better understanding of self, the foresight to see
the benefits derived from viewing education as a continuing process,
and sufficient skills and knowledge to find employment at the
entry level.

Human Perspective: To emphasize and reinforce
the dignity of each student

Vocational education today has a responsibility to design
programs that provide equality of opportunity and also meet the
human needs of all participants. Educational experiences which
develop "people" relationships will enhance each individual's
perception of the working world and encourage him to feel good
about himself and the contributions he can make to society.

Perhaps the most important task of modern vocational educa-
tors is the choosing of learning activities that will enable the
individual, regardless of age, grade level, or background, to:
(1) develop an understanding of himself; (2) increase his skill
and earning potential; and (3) acquire knowledge that is salable
in the working world. These goals are met and enriched through
learning experiences that develop traits that foster decisions,
judgements, and evaluations about abilities and potential of self..

The ability of vocational educators to meet the challenges
facing them today depends on their willingness to cooperate with
others in education, which, in turn, depends on the elimination of
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rigid separatist attitudes. A broadly conceived vocational-educa-
tion program must serve all--youth, adults, the displaced, the
disadvantaged.. It must prepare a bettertrained labor force and
provide opportunities to acquire salable skills.

Vocational education is one of the most important and widely
discussed institutions in our society. It is also one of the most
widely misunderstood. Many people do not understand the history
and purpose of this great American educational institution and are
quick to criticize efforts that attempt to meet two distinctly
different functions, service to a technically oriented society and
service to a human-oriented society.

The separatist attitude is complicated by many area vocational-
technical school teachers and staff who have high standards and
feel that all students must meet a given set of criteria for entry
and graduation. Generally, they do not support the theory that
there could be spin offs for programs as individuals reach levels
of competency commensurate with abilities.

The spin-off concept has been supported by some vocational
educators who have lumped all jobs that fall beneath the top-level
job of a job family into one generic category and have attempted,
in some instances, to implement programs that serve more students.
But they do not classify this as vocational education. Some say
it is occupational education; others say it is part of the compre-
hensive high school and really not vocational education.

There are many reasons given for not identifying such inno-
vative programs as vocational education, but the most common is
that vocational education is a distinct entity and must maintain
the reputation of its title and the individual teacher's image in
the industrial community. Thus, the feeling among many vocational
educators. is that they can prepare only those students who will
meet the requirements for the top-level job in any given trade or
craft.

Vocational educators must realize that attainable goals vary
among individuals; they are constantly changing, need periodic
evaluation, and require many programming alternatives. Credibil-
ity with business and industry is not endangered when the employer
is apprised of realistic job skills and expectations. The chal-
lenge is to develop, implement, and manage programs that have the
flexibility to serve the individual needs of each student and that
develop his attainable skills to the highest degree,.

Construction Perspective: To develop an
efficient building system

As the future begins merging with the present, industrial
education facilities and programs must be attractive and have high
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accountability with students and the community. A conscious ef-
fort must be made to have students see the various aspects of a
program and become actively and proudly involved if they are to
identify the opportunities available to them.

During the job preparatory years, it is estimated that half
of a stLdent's time will be spent in the library, in job-perfor-
mance laboratories, or in other work areas where he can search
for answers, analyze data, and develop his conclusions in writing.
To accommodate the wide range of abilities and the significantly
large numbers of students for which such a design is intended, it
is desirable to separate the. cognitive and psychomotor competencies
and tasks for each cluster group. Classrooms are essential to
teach the cognitive information within a cluster to homogeneous
groups of students; learning carrels are necessary for individual-
ized programEled instruction; and massive open-space, flexible
laboratories are necessary to teach manipulative skills to extreme-
ly heterogeneous student bodies.

Students who are developing either short- or long-range sal-
able skills, whether at the beginning or advanced stages of their
development, may be educated within the same laboratory. Initial-
ly, space should be flexible enough for educational planners to
respond to future changes with a minimum of inconvenience and ex-
pense. Fixed installations should be located in the laboratory's
center, and perimeter areas should be free and unassigned in order
to permit changes and expansion.

With the aid of folding walls and partitions, instructional
space should be designed to shift accommodations for small or
large groUps and for different types of activities and equipment.

Model laboratories have been designed that indicate how fa-
cilities for general job clusters may be grouped to better utilize
space, equipment, and innovative teaching techniques. The models
ultimately result in reduced capital outlay and operational costs,
as well as offer an increased range of educational experiences for
each student.

Providing program and facility accommodations for sixty per-
cent of the students now in grades 11 and 12 has helped. change the
attitude of educators and, hopefully, the image of vocational edu-
cation in Pittsburgh. The immediate implementation of the compre-
hensive plan involved vast facility and equipment expenditures of
the following types:

1. Remodeling of existing in-school shop or laboratory
space

2. Incorporating previously unusable in-school space
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3. Constructing new facilities

4. Acquiring new space in buildings adjacent or in close
proximity to academic schools

5. Converting conventional classrooms into OVT labs

6. Sharing of facilities by two or more teachers'

In addition, two specific facility projects have aided the
OVT staff in their planning efforts. A research and demonstration
project titled ."A.Comprehensive Concept for Vocational Education
.Facilities" led to the development of a theoretical model for
planning flexible OVT facilities. The other project utilized the
services of a consulting team from Odell MacConnell Associates .to
develop educational specifications for comprehensive high schools.

The design for the theoretical model, and the environmental
system that resulted, has'aided curriculum developers by demon-
strating that a flexible educational facility can be developed.
It is now possible for curriculum developers to design the best
instructional program possible with assurance that it can be im-
plemented.

The systematic collection of data about environmental needs
of each educational activity, an analysis of environmental and

instructional similarities, and simulation of class activity pat-
terns will help planners identify realistic needs of a quality.
program. The environmental system described here has not.yet been
implemented in its entirety, but it does provide a theoretical
model for facilities that is proving to be helpful in planning a
model OVT,facility for the comprehensive high school.

The beauty of designing facilities for a comprehensive setting
is in working with the total school philosophy and objectives.
Only by having a clear understanding of the total picture can the
facilities for one part, OVT in this instance, become an integral
part of a system of education--a student-centered system designed
to educate all students.

Opportunities for students to seek out their own level by
offering a wide range of programs in all fields negates classify-
ing and ultimately tracking students. Just as OVT facilities are
an integral part of the total system, students taking OVT courses
are an integral part of the entire student body.

The success and effectiveness of Pittsburgh's comprehensive
movement, particularly in the practical disciplines of OVT, depend
on viable programs. The facilities needed to meet the needs of
students in a vast and far-reaching comprehensive undertaking must
be completely flexible and change as programs unfold. Changes are
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inc!itable if programs are to reflect existing and new instruc-
tional clusters that evolve from expanding technOlogy and new
societal needs.

The activities and projects undertaken so far dn Pittsburgh
have provided valuable experience and explicit information needed
to consider programs and facilities for today and for the future.
During the past eight years, adVisory groups, central staff per-
sonnel, and teachers have all played a significant role in car-
riculum planning.

Program plans to meet existing needs have evolved concurrently
with facility expansions in thirteen academic high schools. Cur-
riculum planners have become increasingly aware of the importance
in understanding the relationship between educational activities
and the facilities which house them. This awareness has proven
extremely important in planning OVT facilities for Pittsburgh's
comprehensive high schools.

Cbnclusion

Providing separate vocational and academic programs for those
labeled "vocational" students is perhaps as unproductive for them
as for any other segment of the population. Various disciplines
in education tend to view students in very generic and puristic
ways.

This probably has some bearing on the fact that education is
viewed by some as beneficial for its disciplinary vanes. Pos-
sibly that is why one finds that controls are placed on students
to measure up to certain standards in each discipline. In the
past, too little ctention was given to program synthesis while
much attention was given to viewing the student's learning ex-
periences as 1-.on-related or quasi- related learning functions.
Such an orientation allows for more insight into the structure of
the school district and its personnel than it does into the stu-
dents to be served.

In addition, some academic education proponents suggest that
the majority of students require heavy doses of prescribed aca-
demic experiences to prepare them for additional learning experi-
ences. Unfortunately this orientation provides experiences which
have little relevancy to seventy percent of the population of any
school district. Students in less gifted segments of the popula-
tion are often presented with a series of academic and, in some
circumstances, vocational preparations that have little relevancy
to the lives they will lead. Today, OVT in Pittsburgh is empha-
sizing the individual, flexible vocational education for an urhan
setting, the upgrading of the city's human resources, and newly
constructed facilities. The implementation and management of a
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"new vocational education" might have been an impossible task
during certain times in our history, but not today. Vocational
educators must have the resources, both creative and monetary,
that will enable them to carry on quality programs to prepare
skilled manpower for this country and to take on a new task of
providing a relevant education for all students in their constit-
uency.

Such, an approach will continue to take many in-service expe-
riences and preparation to structure the curriculum, to implement
programs, and to manage the individualized instruction needed to
bring both the goal and the dream to fruition.
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Designing Programs for Students Beyond Senior High School

By Paul Weatherly*

At the conceptual level, career education is neither a new
idea nor "another gimmick of vocational. educators to pump up the
supply of auto mechanics," as one academic wag has suggested.
Much of career education can be traced to the traditional goals
and values that have long been associated with all of education.

But the thrust of career education is very, new indeed and
may offer a major breakthrough for education in the United States.
This thrust is a redirection of our traditional 'goals into a cre-
ative delivery system through which an individual can achieve the
maximum of his abilities, translating potential into productive
service for himself and society as a whole. For the first time in
American education, we may be working toward well-defined, well-
accepted objectives for education--all education. If career edu-
cation is to become in practice what its patrons envision in theory,
it will benefit particularly the image and support of vocational
education at all levels. No longer will vocational education be
viewed as a stagnant backwater to the mainstream of education but
will be instead the mainstream itself from which flows the central
theme of all learning. This notion becomes especially meaningful
when we consider the fact that by the end of this decade eight out
of ten jobs will not require a baccalaureate degree.

Career education must emphasize simple, meas.ureable goals that
all levels of education will be working toward, namely: (1) that
all individuals will :lave an employable skill whenever they are
ready to leave school and/or (2) that schools will prepare indi-
viduals for the next highest echelon of education. Such goals
must be intentionally basic, for there is an inherent danger that
career education will become over-intellectualized at the conceptual
level in order to sell academe on its credibility. The result
will be-esoteric generalizations to the point of confusion. While
this danger seems most apparent at community colleges where an
endless struggle between occupational and academic programs pre-
vails, it is at these institutions where the concept of career

*Mr. Weatherly is president of Delaware Technical and.Commu-
nity College, Dover, Delaware.
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..±.±.ucation may have the most immediate chance to flourish into
programs, unencumbered by the barnacles of inertia corn

=1y associated with high school and university offerings.

What are the touchstones of successful comprehensive career
education programs at post-secondary schools? Perhaps the most
viable post-secondary occupationally oriented programs across the
nation have followed the principle that job training to individuals
below the professional level cannot become entrapped in the status-
conscious world of academe. This means that the engineering tech-
nology instructors are not trying to prepare all transfer students
for a school like M.I.T., and the drafting teacher isn't confusing
freshmen with the stratospheric theories of Buckminster Fuller.
Instruction in occupational curricula must be geared toward a de-
fined career objective, or a compatible spin-off, without preten-
tiousness or unrealistic "collegiate" standards. -Course content
must concentrate on essential skills and knowledge required for
on-the-job success, leaving as secondary and tertiary those desir-
able and "nice to know" subjects that are sometimes described as
general education.

Second, the good career education post-secondary programs
have been built upon the theoretical premises of high school vo-
cational education that were never successfully put into practice.
Two singular examples that come to mind are:. (1) the working
advisory committees Organized to define skills for job entry, advise
on equipment and programs, monitor activities, and assist with
placement, and (2) the para-professional education idea. These
concepts and many others were known years ago by secondary educa-
tors, but it took the leading community colleges to remove the
theory from the:-._ shelf and apply it to the field.

Third, successful past-secondary pragrams typically do not
a ,=.1Eipt to emulate university-level procedures and programs in
ell-F-er concept or content. Two-year schools have benefited fr.;m
ta college image and name and by our growing recognition as in
stijtutions of.higher education. Yet we frave not adopted, for
e.2=Iple, a hierarchy of professional permnnnel qualifications
hatet on the models of secondary vocational education or the uni-
vri.sLiy;. instead, we simply define the given position and select
a dimpetent facillty member. to fill it without reference td his or
her azademic degrees or other formal education. Furthermore, this
tye of faculty is hired for teaching and counseling, not research
anc-:.-miublishing as the university sees it.

Fourth, our career education programs must be adaptive enough
to assimilate all students as they enter the post-secondary learn
ding process and to offer constant upgrading and updating of edu-
cation in retraining courses and refresher programs required by
industry and business. Our goal in Delaware is to serve a min-
imum of four adults on a part-time basis for each full-time
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student. Programs may last one day; as do our leadership Seminars,
or two months, as do our special occupations courses that are
shaped to the specific needs of a given _company or business. Our
delivery system must necessarily be flexible in the most compre-
hensive sense of the word.

.

Fifth, career education has altered the thinking of post-high
. school people in that we now give more consideration to those stu-

dents who develop. aspirations and goals beyond the institutional
opportunities we present. And, our programs must reflect this
change. We heretofore discouraged students who were interested
in the bachelor's degree because we saw such inclinations as tes-
timony to our failure. Counselors and faculty, while not attempt-
ing to change the goals of every student, are now nonetheless
constantly alert to the student's emerging potential and his chang-
ing goal orientation. We accept as our responsibility the task of
assisting students who seek advanced education.

Finally, those exemplary post-secondary career programs are
ones that share a working reciprocity with high school vocational
programs and area vocational-technical centers. With their own
identity problems, community college administrators in the past
have related to secondary programs in much the same manner as
universities, which have treated the community colleges with snob-
bish condescension or indifference. This practice must cease if
career education 'is to function with common objectiVes at all
levels. Vocational-technical centers, high schools, and community
colleges all have a unanimity of purpose with complementing empha-
ses. University professors and primary-school 1.achers should
know what we are doing, and vice versa. lie migh'c. for the first
time have a cohesive system from kindergarten through graduate
school working horizontally as well as vertically,., that is, from
the lowest skill development to the highest theoretical study.

We are developing something of this concept in Delaware with
a multi-use, multi-jurisdictional educational complex on one site
with contiguous facilities of a state college, a vocational-tech-
nical center, and a campus of the community college system. While
autonomous educational programs will be created to maintRin the
integrity of individual _identity for each partner institution,
plans are made for extensive interaction of programs, services,
faculty, and facilities that best help students in pursuing careers.
The overall goal of such an educational consortium will ba to
create multiple-option models whereby the student could at any
time in his. training capitalize on spin-off opportunities such as
a new job or new course without adversely affecting his total
career planning.

Career education atthe post-secondary level must return to
basic, simple objectives that are understood and reinforced through-
out a student's training. He or she should have opportunities to
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learn a career, secure employment,' return to school later to up-
grade or advance skills, a7 seek a new career altogether. Through-
out the entire process we must eliminate the educational trivia
that impedes learning while obscuring individual direction and
must reduce the artificial barriers between institutions whose
commonalities far exceed their differences. For those of us be-
yond the high school level, career education may be the liEht at
the end of the tunnel.

Post-secondary leaders must have a vision of creating dy-
namic, collegiate-level syE-tem of career education throughout
the country and, in so doiru; evincing more positive public under-
standing and support of to clinician -level vocations as honorable
careers to which individuals can aspire with dignity and a sense
of contribution reinforced by the community. The task is formida-

.ble, of course. But it is one which the nation as a .whole :must
face to rid ourselves of vocational and intellectual elitigm.
In the now classic wordsof John Gardner, chairman of Commcm Cause:

An excellent plumber is infinitely more admirable than
an incompetent philosopher. The society which scorns
excellence in plumbing because plumbing is a humble
activity, and tolerates shoddiness in philosophy be-
cause it is an exalted activity, will have neither good
plumbing nor good philosophy. Neither its pipes nor
its theories will hold water.
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Career Educatinn in the Minford Public Schools

By Douglas Peterson*

When a parent in the village of Minford, Ohio, asks his
child, "What did you do in school today?", he will seldom receive
a pat answer. Instead, he may hear his third grade child respond,
"Today we set up a production line and made paper, and I was in
charge of quality cow-',! You know, it's not easy being a super-
visor."

The curriculum is changing, and it is largely a result af the
Minford Local Schools' involvement in Ohio's Career Development
Program. We began actively exploring the potential of career edu
cation during the 19E:9-1970 school year. In 1970 we receive:1 an
initial grant from the state department of education to develop a
career motivation.program for kindergarten through grade 6. In
January of 1972 we were granted additional funds to expand cur
program to include a career orientation program (grades 7 and 8)
and. .a career exploration program (grades 9 and 10). Even in the
brief period of time we have been involved in career education,
we have made some very effective changes in both the curriculum
and teacher attitudes toward learning.

Since our .school is located in a rural area, our career de-
velopment program differs considerably from its urban counterparts.
We cannot rely on local business and industry to provide resource
speakers and hands-on experien6es. The closest large industries
are in Portmouth, Ohio, and almost all of those industries do not
allow students to visit for either insurance or security reasons.
Consequently, most of our career, programs' activities must be-done
within the schools in the form of simulations, role playing, and
other methods of secondary exploration. This has necessitated
extensive in- service preparation for our. teachers who have,, in
most cases, graduated from college and returned to the schools to
teach without experiencing the working world outside the field of
education. Last year, our in-service programs sought to overcome.
these deficiencies by teacher field trips to industry where,they
could investigate the skills involved in several jobs. Upon re-
turning to the school, many teachers began to plan learning

*Mr. Peterson is coordinator of the Career Development,Pro-
gram, Minford Local Schools, Minford, Ohio.
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experiences for their students related to what they had seen in
the businesses. As a result, simulations are now being developed
in the areas of home construction, medicine, hospital care, food
services, and 'banking. Otmc r industries have allowed us to de-
velop videotap=es of their facilities to be used when field trips
are not possible or practical.

In surveying our high _school :students, we have found that
most of them. izztend to lea7e the ninford community upon graduation
to seek employment in large metropolitan areas. We must consider
this in developing our career program. It is our responsibility
to prepare oar students for urban living while, at the same time,
point out that there are also c=upational possibilities in the
southern part of Ohio. All toe often we have seen former students
relocate in.large cities with or without job prospects. Soon they
become disillusioned with urbam life and return to the Minford area
to become underemployed. We must assist our students in preparing
for urban li_f?e or find emDlEyment to fit their abilities in the
local area. _resently, we F,re probing the possibilities of help-
ing students establish new-enterp rises that are needed within the
Minford community It is conceivable that in the future we could.
initiate .busiE7P7-sses in the schools and train students to operate
them so-that once 'they are profita,l',Tle, graduating students can
continue their-operation.

Since our career orientation and exploration components are
just in the introductory stages, we are giving them intensive
attention this year. Our -:Z goal is to utilize the cluster ap-
proach,to break traditional subject barriers. The teachers have
just completed three days of in-service training in which occupa-
tional cluste-9 and, ,their app75,7tion to simulated experiences
were emphasi-7ed. Many classroo-7 activities are now being planned
to integrate several subject areas with career investigation. For
example, a wooded area near out schools may become the focal point
for the students' discovery of the occupational cluster of environ.,
ment. Science students will s-tudy the ecological systems of the
area, utilizing approaches that are used by individuals in the
field of conservation, while math students may prepare topograph-
ical maps so that a nature trail can be constructed. The natural
features along the trail would be identified, and language arts
students would produce trail markers toidentify and explain each
feature for younger students.

It is hoped that projects such as the one just mentioned can
be developed for each cluster. This would provide actual experi-
ences for all those students who wish to pursue specific clusters.
At the same time, all teachers are restructuring their classroom
lessons to include career concepts related to their subject areas.
We believe we are progressing in the implementation of the entire
career development program because our administrators and teachers
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are aware of its need and 'benefits and are 7::ing to enthusiasti-
cally accept the massive challenge of reciting their traditional
curriculum.

Our career motivation program is wel:_ the way to becoming
completely integrated with the curriculurL kindergarten through
gramme 6. The philosophy of the program, t.-L.:=h stresses the devel-
opment of positive attitudes toward work any ,self-image, is not
forEign to elementary and intermediate tears. They have been
doing this for a long time. Consequently, te main thrust of thn
program is to.formalize this process so becomes a sequent-!.al
attitude development program that is base learning theory.
Much of the in-service preparation we ha , relates to the use
of developmental and behavioral objective -:enable our staff to
discover methods of fostering the growth children's aware-
ness and appreciation of work concepts. __:edition to the under-
standing relating to work, our main goal -D assist students in
expanding their awareness of themselves sently, we are in-
stituting Glasser's classroom meeting appy-,,h, coupled with the
"Developing Understanding of Self and OThEL," approach and SRA's
"Focus on Self-Development" series. Thr-4', the use of these
methods in the primary levels, we are r(:,---,c-±Ing to the students'
social and individual development to builL_ of success
and personal worth.

Because the career motivation programs directed toward
self -- development and the introduction of work concepts, its
implementation in rural areas does not dim: significantly from
urban programs. The one problem that is to rural districts
is that the students are often experience--= regarding seeing
people work in a variety of professions. :::.ban situations
children observe construction workers, str-it.- repair crews, police-
men, firemen, door-to-door salesmen, store -wilers, etc., while
rural children may only see their parents, v:-:c work around the
house, and a limited amount of other worke--,,-. In compensating for
this, we provide field trips to cities to .E.ae full-time firemen
(all we have are volunteers) and other workers the students. read
about in -their'school texts. Simulated experiences have also been
successfully used on the elementary level. Two of our most complex
projects were a paper-producing unit done by intermediate special
education students and a relief map construatadi by 125, sixth grade
students. Both of these projects were super: ' examples of career
education in that they integrated the philo emony.of the career
program with all of the school subject matter...

The map project is interesting in that all the decisions were
made by the students. They devised production lines to manufacture
trees and to cover the map with paper-mache. They found methods
of increasing production with no loss of qua,l-ty and experienced
many job-related conditions-: ,'During this prct, discipline
problems decreased, group interaction incred-,,,ed along with group
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decision-making, and student enthusiasm was tremendous. This was
especially true with the formerly under-achieving students.

We realize we have only touched the surface of career educa-
tion, but we are beginning to discover its full scope and success-
ful methods of implementation. In the above comments I have
-stressed the flashy, tangible results of our career development
program. However, the more important results are the fresh atti-
tudes and new insights of our teaching staff. They cannot be pre-
cisely measured but will have a profound effect upon students as
they shape their values and skills for the future.
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From Exploration to Vocational Education

By R. Thomas Scherer*

"Nothing is as powerful as an idea whose time has come."
When Victor Hugo made this observation he might have been thinking
about career education and the 1970's: time for career edu-
cation is now.

Three years ago the Toledo Public School system initiated the
career concept in one school. The following year two more schools
had it, and this year fifteen schools will be career-oriented.
We believe in it.

My remarks at this conference will be confined to the grades
9 and 10 exploration segment of career education and some of the
vocational programs that we in Toledo consider different and spe -
cial. As vocational educators, I am sure you will be interested
in these aspects of career education.

Career exploration has four important features:

1. It is intended for all students in grades 9 and 10 on
a regular basis.

2. All teachers are a part of career exploration.

3. It is experience-centered.

4. Industry and the community are heavily involved.

Career exploration does not mean vocational education. Every
student explores many careers and experiences several of them.
No attempt is made at this time to direct or counsel; rather, it

is an opportunity for students to learn what is open to them, what
is required to be successful in various careers and occupations,
and what they are all about.

I would like to elaborate on the four points mentioned pre-
viOusly.

*Mr. Scherer is executive director of vocational and adult
education, Toledo Public Schools, Toledo, Ohio.
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Career exploration must be for all students enrolled in grades
9 and 10. Opportunities that provide a wide range of experiences
should be made available to them. In Toledo, boys in grade nine
can enroll in four different shop programs on a quarterly basis.
In addition, they may explore opportunities in the business and
home economics departments. Girls, too, may choose from many areas
or programs. Again, the important point is that all students in
grades 9 and 10 participate in a meaningful program of exploration.

All teachers of grades 9 and 10 must be a part of the program,
and they must be enthusiastic about it. Each one has an important
function.

Science, math, English, as well as all other subject areas,
are a part of the exploration process. Each one is responsible,
for a particular segment of careers. Generally, the careers most
closely related to a subject are the ones that are included. The
program is arranged in a manner that permits each student to par-
ticipate in 135 to 150 hours of exploration in both grades 9 and
10.

In addition to providing career information through the cur-
riculum approach, teachers provide live experiences in the class-
room by various methods. Included are activities sponsored by
business and professional groups, such as mock trials conducted
in the schools, workshops sponsored by the Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation, and many others.

It is extremely important that teachers be involved in the
organization and planning of the progra-. It should not be as-
sumed that a program can be developed and implemented without
teacher input. On the contrary, we have found that it will work
no other way. ExtenSive in-service must be provided during which
teachers can have a part in developing materials and projects that
are suitable for classroom use in career exploration. Teachers
are also instrumental in locating and recommending materials that
can be purchased and utilized. In short, most aspects of the pro-
gram are designed by the teachers and are accepted by the teachers.

Of major importance to the exploration program is the fact
that it is experience-oriented. All students in the program have
an opportunity to spend time in industry and business on careers
of their choice. For example, a boy may choose to spend a day in
a plant with a tool and die maker. This he can do. Each student
can choose several experiences of this nature.

The National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB) has played a large
role in the program. Through its cooperation and direction, many
large and small industries and businesses have adopted the career
exploration program. It is through this arrangement that the stu-
dents are scheduled into industry.
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I do not know of any programs that require as much community
involvement as the K-10 segment of career education. The success
of the program does, in fact, depend on how completely you work
with the entire community. In Toledo, we have more than 11,000
Students in the K-10 program. Consider the number of speakers,
field_trips, parents, and industries required to implement a pro-
gram of such magnitude.

It is imperative that the school system use the community
and industry for planning purposes, prior to initiating the ex-
ploration program, in the same manner that teachers must partic-
ipate. Industry can only accept what its structure will permit.

Career exploration does not terminate the whole career educa-
tion concept; it is only the beginning. A school system must have
at its disposal a wide range of educational opportunities to meet
the needs generated by the career exploration process, and it must
provide education beyond high school for those who want it.

Vocational education cannot confine itself to the types of
programs it has had in the past. Efforts must be made to reach

-.out and serve those who have special concerns and problems. This
is not to say that we would change emphasis; rather, we should ex-
pand our horizons and include areas that have not traditionally
been considered the responsibility of vocational education.

We must consider the 14- and 1-5-year-olds who are not making
it; the 16-year-olds for whom dropping out is around the corner;
those boys and girls who cannot adjust to school and society; and
those disadvantaged and handicapped who need more than the usual
approach. We must provide for them. These young people will
mature and will be with us for better or worse. As vocational
educators we can make it better.
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Career Orientation

By Nicholas Topougis*

Many of you have been very much involved in establishing and
implementing career education programs based on guidelines devel-
oped around your own needs.

The Akron Public Schools, in establishing career education,
adhere to the definition and concept as outlined by the state
department of education. Career motivation in grades K-6 has pro-
vided pupils an insight, motivation, and awareness toward work as
its objectives. In career orientation in grades 7-8 students are
provided opportunities to explore many of the fifteen clusters.
In the exploration phase, students are provided opportunities to
explore in depth selected career clusters based on their aptitude,
interest, and occupational selection.

We in Akron share similar needs with other parts of the state
and nation and have some that are unique to Akron. I won't be-
labor the needs and rationale of career education since I'm sure
you have heard them time and time again. However, I would like to
stress that Akron is currently witnessing a change. The rubber
industry, the local mainstay, is moving elsewhere, while service-
oriented jobs are increasing at even a greater pace. Presently,
seven of our high schools' are offering comprehensive curriculums
with many vocational offerings. There is a vital need in exposing
both staff and students to these new additions. Many of our stu-
dents are enrolled in college-prep programs without plans for
advancing to college. The unemployment roles, as in the rest of the
country, are highest within the teen-age groups. Industry tells
us that young employees do not have the proper attitude regarding
work and that they lack the incentive of doing an honest day's
work. I could go on and on with these needs, but our time is
limited.

Our program presently includes four elementary, five junior
high, and two senior high schools with a total enrollment of x,800
students in grades K-10. Our structure is such that the high

*Mr. Topougis is director of career programs, Akron Board of.
Education,.Akron, Ohio.



schools act as the cluster group with feeder junior and elementary
schools involved in the career programs. As we expand, among first
considerations will be the completion of present high school cls-
ters in operation.

In addition to our K-10 efforts, a program has been developed
for college-bound students in grades 11 and 12 that we hope will
break the traditional pattern of the college prep program. The
pre-professional cluster program is segmented into four professional.
clusters to include:,_ health and medicine, engineering and science,
communicative arts, and social sciences. The program places heavy
emphasis on individualized instruction and the student's respon-
sibility for utilization of time. Scheduling and program offering
will be patterned along the vocational education structure provid-
inp laboratory work and cooperative career activities with local
agencies.

Four Components

Four major components make up our present career model. The
teachers are the key facilitators in that they integrate within
the present curriculum structure concepts that relate, to the world
of work, utilizing supplemental guides, commercial career material,
and highly structured field trips and speakers. Supporting the
teacher in this effort is a career specialist assigned to each
of the buildings.

Guidance, the second component, prevails at all levels. The
OVIS and GATB are utilized as major tools to determine interest
and aptitude patterns. Group counseling and value clarification
play a vital role in helping students gain a greater awareness
of self.

A third component, the.local community, provides the oppor-
tunities for youngsters to obtain field observations that cannot
take place in the classroom. More than 800 consultants are
utilized in our career efforts. In addition to these indvid-
uals, many community: groups and agencies pen their doors for
students to work on a one-to-one basis with their employees. At-
tempts are now under way to have AAPGA, a local school, and indus-
trial organizations to sponsor even greater cooperative efforts.
The National Alliance of Businessmen is coordinating industrial
firmS with our school to provide further in -depth exploration of
specific careers. Parents, as the fourth component, are utilized
in advisory, and program implementation capacities. Many of the
resource.personnel called upon are parents. Mini-courses are
provided in the evenings in which our career specialists conduct
classes designed to expose parents to many occupational opportu-
nitieS available to their children.
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Grades 7 and 8

From this point, I will attempt to stress our career educa-
tion efforts in grades 7 and 8. Our program goals are to provide
a more relevant, positive learning environment that will reduce
dropouts, enhance learning, and result in positively oriented
youth ready to accept an adult role.

The program involves 4,358 students and 175 teachers. Three
approaches to education are found within the five junior high
schools. They are: (1) traditional schedule, (2) unified arts
schedule, and (3) middle school team teaching schedule.

Although the techniques of teaching vary in each of these
approaches, career education and its concept function well within
eauh o_ the structures.

Under the traditional schedule, teachers integrate concepts
related to careers withiii their classroom activities. In addition,
each subject area.is responsible for exposing students to specific
content related to job clusters at each grade level, e.g., social
studies is responsible for the transportation.cluster in grade 7
and marketing and distribution in grade 8. This system was adapted
to assure that students obtain exposure to what is considered
vital in each of the fifteen clusters.

The entire curriculum development for our career efforts was
designed by the teaching staffs involved in the program. Supple-
mental guides have been produced in which suggestions are outlined
related to career activities. In addition, supplements have been
added for each subject area, focusing attention tc, specific infor-
mation related to the fifteen clusters.

We believe very strongly that in order to know the world of
work pupils must witness its operation. Mini-vans assigned to
each schOol provide flexibility and mobility in moving-students
accompanied by their classroom teacher into industry and business
in small groups. Last year more than 1,000 visitations were con7
ducted, and that number is predicted to rise considerably this
year. All the visitations and classroom presentations are. highly
structured by the classroom teachers and must be integrated with-
in the subject area. Akron Public Schools have for many years
shared an extremely good and close relationship with the local
community, which has made our career program a joint effort between
schools and.industry.

The best career education occurs when a teacher or a teaching
staff tailors a program to meet their needs., At Perkins Junior
High School, a unified arts program was begun. Instead of taking
shop, music, home economics, and art-on a semester basis, all
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students went through a sampling process, spending one week re-
ceiving basic skills in each. of these areas. After this period,
students selected their three favorite areas for concentrated
study. We 'called the program Super Arts.

A mass production unit was planned for the last ten weeks of
school. All 400 students in grade 8 were put into companies of
about twelve students each. Each company selected a name and a
product to be mass-produced and set up an assembly line. The
teacher served only as an advisor. When personnel Problems arose,
companies were advised by social studies teachers. Lessons were
taught in the regular social studies classes on the industrial
revolution, current labor trends, labor relations problems, etc.
One young teacher developed the lesson so well that the whole com-
pany went on strike. But the dispute was quickly settled. Each
company was responsible for keeping records of all financial trans-
actions and a complete financial statement. Math teachers advised
companies in these matters.

Some of the company names were, "The Howard Street Hattery,"
"Perkins Perky Pizza," "Silver Finger," and "Fabulous Flowers."
Companies were able to visit a similar real life company in the
community to see how things are done professionally. The produc-
tion chiefs from each company visited an industry in the community
to observe the workings of an assembly line.

The unit was culminated with a trade fair to which parents
and members of the community were invited. Originality, fun, under-
standing of the workings of industry, the interdependence of
workers, group decision-making, responsibility, good work habits
and attitudes, a feeling of worth, the importance and dignity of
all work, exposure 3 several different jobs--these were only a
few of the benefits derived from this team effort. It will be
tried again this year--only bigger and better!

Evaluation

This past year an attempt was made to conduct a comprehensive
third-party evaluation of our career program to determine whether
we were reaching our program objectives. We were pleased to see
that significant changes did take place in four major areas:

1. The students' ability to see the relationship between
school and future occupational interests increased.

2. Their knowledge of occupational information increased.

3. They gained a more realilstic view of ,the world of work.

4. They retained their observations and experiences related
to career exposures.
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We are looking forward to the, next school year to improve
our present technique in program implementation, to continue pre-
paring new staff, and to reinforce the already existing program
with improved activities.
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Research in Progress on Career Education Models

By A. J. Miller*

When one examines the social context in which we must survive
and function as citizens in this country, we see that there are
many roles that we must fill. Some of these roles are the roles
of family man, economic man, leisure man, spiritual man, aesthetic
man, political man, etc.

If we are to be self-actualized and productive citizens, some
soriai mechanism must prepare us for these roles as they are appro-
priate for our needs. In many cases, this isn't being done. Ei-
ther the social mechanism (formal or informal) doesn't exist, or
if it exists, it isn't available or functioning.

Career education is one of the present priorities of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Career education is
concerned with providing tested alternatives for preparing both
children and adults for the essential life roles that one fills
in his "career" of life. How then does career education differ
from a "good" education system that might prepare a person for
the needs of life? In a sense, it really doesn't differ in that
most of its concepts have been promoted, tried, or discussed during
the past thirty years. It does differ, however, in its delivery
system. The U.S. Office of Education points out this difference
as follows:

The difference comes in the fusion of the academic,
vocational, technical, social, political and artistic
areas--and all the rest--for all students; not the mere
availability of several tracks. Career education is
best characterized as "comprehensive." (U.S.O.E., 1972)

It is apparent that there are not enough resources at any.
governmental level to adequately develop new and better social
and educational systems that will address all of the life role
needs of man previously mentioned. And furthermore, this probably
.isn't necessary, as some of these needs are being met better than

*Dr. Miller is associate director of field services and spe-
cial projects, The Center for Vocational and Technical Education,
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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others. However, one of the life roles that the schools and.soci-
ety have traditionally dealt with least well has been the prepara-
tion of the "economic" man; that is, preparing man for his work
role in society. While career education is concerned with the
multiple life roles of man, for the purposes of the present na-
tional career education thrusts, special attention and 'emphasis
is being placed on the "economic" man.

Defining Career Education

As previouSly'stated, career education is not a radically
new idea on the American educational .scene. Rather, it is an evo-
lutionary concept with many historical antecedents, Tts ph:1()-
sophical bases can easily be traced back to the 1800's.

However, career education is not a mere repackaging of exist-
ing educational programs under new titles. It is a synthesis of
the best of existing educational practice within a new educational
rubric encompassing career development.

While there are many characteristics of career education that
have been identified by researchers and practitioners, there has
been no uniform definition of career education that has been over-
whelmingly accepted and there is little likelihood that this will
evolve within the near future.

During the early conceptualization of the career education
thrust by the U.S. Office of Education, four different definitions
were tested among various professional groups for their reactions.
In essence, these definitions were as follows:

1. Career education is a concept that educational experiences
should center around careers in the economy in which

.

peoplelive.. It encompasses the educational experiences
from early childhood. through the productive life of the
'individual.

2. Career education is the infusion of all educational cur-
ricula and student counseling in grades K through 14 of
information and hands -on experience pertinent to real
life jobs and'world of work experience. The main thrust
of career education is to prepare all students .for suc-
cessful "life of work" by improving the basis for occupa-
tional choice, by facilitating the acquisition of job
skills, and, most important,' by enhancing educational
achievetent in all subject areas and at all levels by
making education more meaningful and relevant to the
aspirations of students.
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3. Career education is the development of motivational atti-
tudes and interests in the world of work, knowledge of
the worll of work, and the skill necessary to function
and Lo continue functioning in the world of work.

4. Career education is an educational delivery system, in-
cluding all levels of education, designed to provide the
necessary learning experiences for every person that
will permit him to attain his individualized goal of oc-
cupational readiness and societal responsibility at a
level commensurate with his abi'tv and desires.

Whilt, all these four definitions have commendable points
and attractive overtones, none is totally acceptable for achieving
the goals of a truly comprehensive career education system.

Proposed Tenets

Career education is an extremely complex grouping of educa-
tional concepts and has not been clearly defined. However, the
following tenets are proposed for an operational career education
definition.

1. Career education is a comprehensive educational program
focused on careers. It begins with the entry of the
child into a formal school program and continues into
the adult years._

2. Career education involves all students, regardless of
their post-secondary plans.

3. Career education involves the entire school program and
the resources of the community.

.

4. Career education infuses the total school curriculum,
rather than providing discrete, high-profile career edu-
cation blocks forced into the curriculum.

5. Career education unites the.student., his parents, the
schools, the community, and employers in a coopepative
education venture.

1

6 Career education provides the student with information
and experiences that represent the entire world of work.

7. Career education supports the student from initial career
awareness to career .exploration, careers direction-setting,
career preparation; and career placement and provides for
placement follow-through, including reeducation if de-
sired.
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8. Career education is.not a synonym for vocational educa-
tion, but, vocational preparation an integral and
important part of a total careel-. ation system..

Fo71r Career Education Mc,-:..1s

71.12- 1971 and 1972, the National Center for Educational
Research and Development (NCERD) in the U.S. Office of Education
initiated a research and development program that included four
major career education projects or models. These projects were
started to conduct feasibility studies and identify and develop
several alternative educational strategis social interventions
that showed promis, 7.or delivering on t1 mCI-Liple life role needs
of pen.7.1 career ..&ducation) with Fmphas-is the "economic" role
prey;.:2-Aticn of tre individual. The four wiQue_L..s initiated were:

Model I: A School-Based Career Education Model

Model II: An Employer-Based Career F.,'Ittcation Model

Model III: A 'Tialp/Community-ased Czirer Education Model

Model IV: A Rural Residential Career Education Model

Model IV: A Rural Residential Model

In 1962, the Glasgow Air Force Base, located at Glasgow,
Montana, began operation as a Stratag:ic. Air Command installation.
In 1968, a rearrangement r,f, Jafnnse ,spending priorities necessi-
tated its -a ant closing.. A. variety of uses for the
avai1 alble .1,3,c7idity were proposed, and It was decided that it could
Mz11 profitably be used in some educatinnal context. This context
was to be a Rural Residential Career 7ffrroation model. The Mountain -
Plains Education and Economic Developmz.su Program, Inc. (MP) was
'funded by the U.S. Office of Education and located at Glasgow Air
Force Base as one of the four national_career'education models.

The major purpose of this model to assist rural families
of low employability potential in imprmving their chances for em-
ployment and achieving greater satisfaction as.a social partici7-
pant. The program is for families in .a six-state region of Idaho,
Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, and Nebraska. The
families selected for the program are those who have not been able
to share equally in the socioeconomic benefits of their home re-
gions because of their lack of education and training. In February
.1972, twelve families were enrolled in the program. By the end
of June. 1972, sixty-five families were enrolled. The program is
being designed to ultimately accommodate. 200 families at any one
time, and this figure should'be met by January 1, 1973.
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Families selected for the program are provided free transpor-
tation to Glasgow, Montana. After arrival, they receive an orien-
tation and an individually designed program is developed for each
family. This program is called a "prescription." The prescrip-
tion is based upon information from individual interviews, person-
al data, interests, needs, aptitude data, and availability of
facilities and activities. These prescriptions are changed as the
families' needs change during their progress through the program.

The. vocational preparation program in this model includes
preparation in the occupational areas of tourism, health, and
public services. There are six instructional "cores" that have
skills common to the three occupational areas. The cores are
business and office, mobility and transportation, 1-)od services,"
'facilities management, facilities operation, and educational and
social services. These programs are designed to equip the partic-
ipant for various levels of entry into an occupation. They do not
necessarily qualify the person for.the ultimate job that he desires;
rather, they enable him to enter at a level Of competency that,
coupled with further education, may qualify him for his ultimate
occupational goal..

As part of the program, participants are ekposed to a program
that will lead them through occupational awareness, exploration,
and preparation. In this-program the participants are not allowed
to select a '_tpecific skill preparation program until they have
completed a program of awareness and exploration.

An important aspect of the rural-residential model program is
the concentration on the family. The program provides counseling,
recreation, and home services for the families. Counselors work
in teams with each family to coordinate their activities in the
entire program. Services are provided that will give families
training in home services such as money management, sewing, home
care, home planning, food and meal planning, consumer education,
creative hand work, personal grooming, and physical fitness. Also
available is a program for meeting health needs and providing
health education.

The average amount of time spent by a family in a program
will be one year. Upon completion of the program, assistance will
be provided in finding jobs for which program participants will
be qualified. If necessary, assistance in relocating to the new
job will be provided. Once families are relocated, follow-up by
existing state office staffs will be provided, where needed, for
the families.

Model III: The Home/Community-Based Model

The Home/Community-Based Model program is a career-oriented
,approach to enhance the employability and career options. of
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out-of-school adults. This model is actively considering the use
of mass media, referral centers, individual counseling, and the
use of community resources in working with out-of-school adults.
This program will assist adults in identifying their aspirations
and in matching their capabilities, experience, and motivation to
select and progress through an appropriate educational program.

The objectives of this program are to increase the employ-
ability and career options of out-of-school adults.

The primary strategy for reaching the adult population will
be through the mass.media. Once adults are motivated through the
mass media, agencies and programs must be set up that can handle
the needs of these adults. These needs include central screening,
counseling, training, and.placement. This necessitates working
with employers and other national, regional, and local organiza-
tions that will participate in the guidance and operation of the
program.

This program will attempt to use mass media to attract the
attention of the adult population to the program,. to assess the
career education interests of the target population, to provide
the target group information about existing career education alter-
natives and resources, and to provide, where appropriate, skills
related to engaging in career education.

This Home/Community-Based Model is envisioned as an activity
that will be used to coordinate the efforts of existing agencies
whose goals are consistent with career education to reach adults
and- address their career development needs.

To date, most of the progress has been in the form of feasi-
bility and planning studies. Based upon these feasibility studies,
the design for pilot implementation will begin.

The Education Development Center (EDC) of Newton, Massachu-
setts, has been designated the prime contractor for this model.
It has established criteria for a target area selection of the
pilot program. One area selected for the pilot test is Providence,
Rhode Island. A program in that area will be established in the
fall of 1972.

Plans for the future include the continued participation of
EDC in further conceptualization and planning and the participa-
tion of other educational laboratories in the field test of the
Home/Community-Based Adult Career Education programs.

The Southwest Cooperative -Educational Laboratory in Albuquer-
que, New Mexico, is presently involved in planning for a Model III
test site in Albuquerque by late spring 1973. This site will rely
heavily on the work completed by EDC in testing the model with
sophisticated television and satellite equipment.
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Model II: Employer-Based Career Education Model

The purpose of the Employer-Based Career Education Model is
to provide teen-age students with an optional "out-of-school" pro-
gram, This program is designed for alienated and unmotivated
students by providing them a real option to the existing educa-
tional system. However, it should be pointed out that this model
program is designed to provide an option for all students. This
program is intended to provide a set of personalized education
experiences to secondary school students who choose this alterna-tive. Specifically, the program is an attempt to provide specific
learning experiences within the curriculum, either existing or
ideal, and to locate actual work or adult activity situations,
managed by employers, in which students can learn these specific
elements. The program is to be compoSed of all of the life skills
that one needs--curriculum--both academic and vocational

While the program is an alternative to the existing high
school, it will provide experiences that meet the criteria for
high school graduation.

The program will be operated by a consortium of businesses
and other organizations, both public and private.

In the design and implementation of this out-of-school alter-
native to career education, a number of fundamental problems have
confronted the contractors. These are:

1. Business and industry are not equipped to educate, they
are not academicians.

2. Employers do not wish to cause a rift between business
and education.

3. Business and industry feel that young people are undisci-
plined and uninterested and that, furthermore, it may be
too early for them to choose a career.

Employers question their involvement because educators
are being paid to do the job.

LE

5. Employers are in business to make a profit and this pro-
gram offers them no economic advantage.

6. Labor unions feel that the program may be counter-pro-.
ductive to their apprenticeship programs.

7. There are legal implications involved in employing stu-
dents below a certain age andpaying students in a train
ing situation.
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At the present time, four organizations have contracts to in-
dependently develop Employer-Based Career Education Models. These
contracts are being pursued independently in an effort to develop
independent alternatives within the Model II concept. These or-
ganizations are Y.esearch for Better Schools (RBS), Inc., Phila-
delphia, Pennsylvania; Farwest Laboratory for Educational Research
and Development, Berkeley, California; The Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, Portland, Oregon; and the Appalachia Edu-
cational Laboratory, Charleston, West Virginia.

Three of the Model II contractors are working with the public
school systems in their areas to provide a base for the academic
component of the model. Although the approaches and arrangements
with the school systems are somewhat different, these systems are
involved in the offering of course work and the granting of credit
toward high school education.

The one exception to this approach is Research for Better
Schools, Inc., in Philadelphia. Although RBS has the cooperation
of the Philadelphia Public School System and the Philadelphia
Parochial School System, the organization felt that it was in the
best interest of the project to offer the academic program outside
these school systems. Themain purpose for this action was that
guidelines called for the locus of control for the model to be
outside the existing school system. This guideline would be in
conflict with the local board of education policy, which legally
gives it control of the school system. Therefore, RBS has estab-
lished an academy for career education. This academy is a non-
profit corporation with a board of directors representative of the
various communities within the model area. The academy provides
a mechanism for program control by RBS and allows the granting of
high school credit for program participants.

All the contractors on the Model II program are proceeding
with their work in anticipation of accepting students during the
1972-1973 academic year. Since the laboratories are working sep-
arately, progress on all phases of the basic -concept is not uni-
form. Research for Better Schools anticipates beginning its pro-
gram with 100 students in October 1972. The Farwest Laboratory
for Educational Research and Development presently has ten students
in the program and plans to have fifty by September 1972, with a
total of seventy-five by January 1973. The Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory expects to have twenty-five students in
September 1972. Its goal is fifty students by February 1973. The
Appalachia Educational Laboratory will have approximately twenty-
five students participating during the late fall of 1972.

All of the-Employer-Based Career Education Model programs
have a common program format in that the programs provide both
the career skill development in real life occupational settings
in business and industry and in the related academic training, in
.the educational setting of a school.
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The original conception was that the academic programs couldbe offered along with the skill training in the plant or officeof the business or industry. Further investigation and study hasindicated, however, that this is unrealistic--at least at thepresent time. Most businesses and industry are not geared to pro-vide the related academic preparation and do not wish to be respon-sible fOr this Component of the program. Hence, academic educa-
tion must.be.offered in a conventional school setting or undersome sort of separate educational institution. There seems to bea consensus that this training can eventually move to the locationof the employer, so that the total program can be offered as atrue and separate alternative to the public school system.

Model I: The School-Based Comprehensive.
Career Education Model (CCEM)

The purpose of the School-Based Comprehensive Career Educa-tion Model is to use the existing school system as a delivery
system for achieving the goals of career education. Its purposeis to develop, test, and install a career educatiOn system withthe potential of revitalizing the total educational program of a
public school system by structuring student experiences around
career development objectives.

In May 1971, The Center for Vocational and Technical Education(CVTE) at The Ohio State University was awarded a grant for thedevelopment of a School-Based Comprehensive Career Education Model.The guidelines in the grant stipulated that the model was to bedirected by CVTE as prime contractor and developed and installedin several local education agencies (LEAs) to be selected at alater date.

The U.S. Office of Education implemented a system to solicit
nominations for LEA field development sites. Fifty-three candi-dates were identified by the U.S. Office of Education and werescreened and visited through a systematic selection procedure.

On August 9, 1971, the U.S. Office of Education selected the
following six LEA sites: Atlanta, Georgia; Hackensack, New Jersey;
Jefferson County, Colorado; Los Angeles, California; Mesa, Arizona;and Pontiac, Michigan. Each LEA was provided witH a CVTE resident
project team to offer technical assistance on site consultation
and to provide a direct liaison with CVTE. CVTE, as the prime
contractor, supervises individual LEA subcontracts and is account-able. to the U.S. Office of Education for the entire program andfor all funds expended.

A Capstone Effort. The initial planning information provided to
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education indicated that
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a "capstone effort" would be an appropriate strategy for conduct-
ing this developmental project. That is, it was assumed that
there were many tested career education curriculum packages and
support systems within the selected LEA sites that could be ex-
changed to form a tested and transportable career education system.
The contractor then would have to supply a."capstone" of profes-
sional advice, expertise, and developed materials to finish the
model.

The assumption that an adequate supply of tested.career edu-
cation materials existed was false. It was found that the2e were
few materials that satisfied both the needs of career education
and the need for validation to a degree that they could be trans-
ported to other school districts within the consortium. This
meant that either new career education curriculum mate:2ials and
support systems had to be developed or a search would have to be
conducted to find these materials that might exist at other loca-
tions throughout the United States. The strategy of'searching for
materials outside of these six districts was selected. The strate-
gy of the project was then to conduct a national search for career
education materials, to review these materials and revise them
where needed to develop appropriate supporting systems and services
for the field test and installation of these materials, to package

. these materials and provide these transportable packages to other
districts throughout the United States that had an interest in
career education.

During the fall of 1971; a subcontract was let by CVTE for
a national search for noncommercial career education materials.
The search collected more than 1,000 career education or career
education related curriculum units and materials. These materials.
provided the basis for the program that is presently being refined
and tested.

A Career Education Matrix. After it became apparent that career
education materials did not exist in either quantity or quality
to provide a transportable package that would he acceptable by
all participating project LEAs, it was necessary to construct a
paradigm that could be used to operationally describe career edu7
cation and provide a conceptual screen for selecting curriculum
materials to form a cohesive career education program. This para-
digm was Constructed in the form of a career education matrix that
identifies eight essential elements of career education along one
axis of the matrix and the grade levels from kindergarten through
grade 12 upon the other axis. Within the cells of this matrix,
learning goals and performance objectives were developed. The
resulting matrix contains 1,500 goals and 3;000 performance ob-
jectives. The matrix presently is the conceptual framework around
which the present School-Baqed Career Education model is being
developed.
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Project Organization. The Comprehensive Career Education Model
project is organized to provide not only transportable curriculum
packages or units, but also transportable systems that will enable
other adopters to install and conduct career education programs
within their districts. The project is organized into the fol-
lowing development groups: curriculum, personnel development,
guidance and placement, support systems, evaluation, and community
involvement.

The curriculum group is responsible for working with the LEAs
in selecting appropriate career education curriculum materials or
resources and refining these materials into units that are less
than twenty hours in length. The majority of these units are de-
signed to be "infusion" units. That is, they are designed to be
infused into the existing school curriculum :.nd not to be taught
as "stand alone" curriculum packages.

In the six participating local education agencies, there are
more than '3,600 teachers and administrators participating in the
CCEM project. The purpose of the personnel development group is
to work with the LEAs in designing, testing, and implementing
appropriate in-service personnel development programs that will
prepare teachers, administrators, and support personnel for the
installation and operation of career education within that school
district. These in-service development programs result not only
in trained personnel within the districts, but also in published
guidelines and syllabi for use in training career education per-
sonnel in other districts.

The guidance and placement program unit has two major objec-
tives: (1) to delineate roles for guidance personnel in relation
to other career education components, and (2) to design, develop,
and test guidelines for installing and operating the special place-
ment services students. The School-Based Career Education
model is committed to providing a placement system which is appro-
priate for the placement of all students who exit the school system.

The support systems unit is responsible for gathering, ana-
lyzing, storing, and disseminating information required for the
delivery of career education and for the effective management of
the career education process. This component is.developing sys-
tematic methods for organizing and classifying student' data, in-
structional career information', educational resources information,
and placement information.

The evaluation group'within CCEM is responsible for the devel-
opment, implementation and analysis of formative (internal) eval-
uation procedures. The prime function of this group is to evaluate
curriculum units and the supporting career education systems as
they are developed and refined. The final (impact) evaluation or
summative evaluation is conducted through a contract with an ex-
ternal evaluator.
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The community involvement unit of the Career Education Model
is charged with the responsibility of (1) incorporating community
resources in the development and implementation of career educa-
tion; (2) keeping the LEA communities informed of the progress
and implications of the CCEM project; and (3) supporting the LEAs
in the development and implementation of a community involvement
program.

Progress to Date. During the 1972-1973 school year, it is antic-
ipated that approximately 100 curriculum units will be field
tested in the six local edu'cation agencies cooperating in this .

project. These units will be tested in 114 school buildings at
all grade levels. The majority of the 84,500 students in these
participating CCEM attendance areas will be exposed to new career
education curriculum units or some facet of career education. As
the project moves into subsequent years, more students will be
exposed.

Before these units will be installed in the participating
LEAs this coming year, all of the schools' administrators and par-
ticipating teachers will have completed some level of career edu-
cation orientation or in-service training. This is true of other
professional personnel within these CCEM districts who are working
with some component of the project.

Present projections indicated that besides the career educa-
tion curriculum units being developed during the coming year,
approximately 50 supporting documents which describe and provide
guidelines for the implementation of supporting systems and ser-
vices will be completed. Upon completion, these documents will be
made available through the national ERIC system.

Future Directions. During the past year, the federal monitoring
of the School-Based Career Education Model has been. transferred
from the U.S. Office. of Education to the new research arm of the
Department of Health, Education and'Welfare called the National
Institute of Education (NIE). Indications' are that the goals and
priorities of NIE will be in the. area of more deliberate and
rigorous research and development as opposed to action/demonstra-
tion projects. It is anticipated that after fiscal year 1973,
the Comprehensive Career Education Model project will concentrate
resources upon a more deliberate effort of curriculum and systems
development based upon rigorous research and development data.
This does not imply that field test and installation will be mini-
mized. However, some of the fundameL.. research questions which
are inherent in the concept of career ,lucation will be systemat-
ically addressed and hopefully provide answers upon which higher
quality career education materials can be developed and installed.
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Changing Roles and Functions in State

Vocational Education Agencies

By Daniel E. Koble, Jr.*

State divisions of vocational education will be expected to
provide more and better leadership in the decade of the 70's.
The current emphasis on career education demands that personnel
.with a background.of experience and know-how in this area guide
all of education as it changes to meet the needs of society.

Koehn', a past president of the National Association of State
Boards of Education, said, "There is a definite need for the de-
velopment of strong leadership at all operational levels- -and
since education is initially a state responsibility--especially
at the state level.. The state must take steps-to furnish effective
leadership that will encourage programs required to meet-the needs,
first at the local level, then at the state and national levels."

The Center for Vocational and Technical Education at The Ohio
State University has had a long interest and a deep commitment to
leadership development in state. divisions of vocational education.
.Taylor2, director of The Center, calls state vocational education
leadership development. "one of the continuing concerns of The
Center."'

Vocational education, in its present catalytic role for career
education, requires dynamic and viable leadership. To provide
this, leaders require futuristic preparation and continuous up-
grading. Present programs for the preparation and upgrading of
leaders appear to be anadequatein view of projected needs. A

*Dr. Koble ds research and development specialist, The
Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio State Uni-
versity, Columbus, Ohio.

'Emil A. Koehn, "The State Leadership Role in Vocational Edu-
cation," American Vocational JournaZ, Vol. 45, No. 7, October 1970,

2Robert E. Taylor, in The Emerging Role of State Education
Departments with Specific Implications for Divisions of Vocational-
Technical Education, ed. Dick C. Rice and Powell E. Toth. (Colum-
bus: The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio
State University, 1967).



primary reasonfor this has been the lack of a dynamic knowledge
base regarding the roles and functions of leaders, competencies
required for performance, and tools and materials needed to ef-
fectively perform position requirements.

In March of 1972 The Center for Vocational and Technical Edu-
cation began a longitudinal study dealing with the changing roles
and functions of leadership personnel in state vocational educa-
tion agencies. The first part of this study has been largely con-
cerned with the problem of constructing an improved and expanded
knowledge base upon which the development of programs and materials
to prepare and upgrade state leadership personnel can be founded.,
In short, we need to take a look at "how it is out there." It ist
also anticipated that this information will eventually serve as
a basis for designing future needed research and may sometime be
used as criteria for assessing and revising programs.

One segment is concerned with a demographic survey of leader-
ship in state vocational education agencies. All fifty-six state
vocational education units were sent Sections I and II of the sur-
vey instrument. At the time ,this report is being prepared, forty-
one units (seventy-three percent) have returned their completed
questionnaires. The results reported are based on this partial
return. The incomplete preliminary data will be presented in
tabular form with appropriate comments and observations for each
table..

It is anticipated that a continuing effort will be made to
update and revise the data each year. States are encouraged to
request that additional data be included in the request if they
feel a need for expanding the base.

TABLE 1

STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION UNITS RESPONDING
TO THE DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY

Status Number Percentage

1

Yes 41 73.0

No 15 27.0
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TABLE 2

STATE DIVISIONS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION THAT HAVE

INDENTIFIED JOBCLUSTER POSITIONS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Job Cluster Titles
State Department Reporting

Yes Percentage No Percentage

State Director of Vocational Educa-
tion 41 100.0 0 0.0

Assistant State Director of Voca-
tional Education 31 76.0 10 24.0

Supervisor of Vocational Instruc-
tion Services 41 100.0 0 0.0

Supervisor of Vocational Personnel
Development 28 68.0 13 32.0

Supervisor of Vocational Research
and Planning 35 85.0 6 15.0

Supervisor of Vocational Finance 29 71.0 12 29.0

The title of state director of vocational education was the
term most commonly used to designate agency heads. Half of the
responding states had more than one assistant state director.
The greatest variation in specific titles reported occurred in
the cluster "supervisor of Vocational instruction services."
Titles most frequently mentioned were: consultant, chief, educa-
tionalist II, educational program administrator, head supervisor,
coordinator, and associate. Director of. the research coordinating
unit was the term most commonly used for personnel heading re-
search and planning.

The range of total professional personnel employed in state
divisions varied from a low of seven to a high of eighty-two.

States report having a moderate degree of problems in obtain-
ing personnel to fill vacancies. The position of state director
was listed by sixteen percent of the states as being most diffi-
cult or a major problem.
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TABLE 3

VACANCIES EXISTING IN STATE DIVISIONS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
AT THE TIME OF REPORTING

Job Cluster Titles Number of Vacancies

State Director of Vocational Education 0

Assistant' State Directorof Vocational Education 1

Supervisor of Vocational Instruction Services 78

Supervisor of Vocational Personnel Development 7

Supervisor of Vocational Research and Planning 23

Supervisor of Vocational Finance 4

TOTALS 113

The states reporting indicated they anticipated adding an
average of six new positions by the year 1977.

Inadequate state salary schedules were listed by twenty-five
states as the most persistent deterrent to the hiring of qualified
personnel. The second most often mentioned deterrent was the'in-
ability to locate personnel with broad experiences. Table 4 shows
the problem areas faced by states in securing new or replacement
personnel.

Teacher education institutions were identified as conducting
the majority of preservice and in-service programs for personnel
development.

Twenty-eight of the responding state units reported having
programs for state leadership development. Thirteen of these
states have preservice education and twenty-seven offer in-service
programs. Thirteen units showed no programs for state personnel
development.
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TABLE 4

CURRENT PROBLEMS STATE DEPARTMENTS HAVE
IN SECURING QUALIFIED PERSONNEL

Problems Frequency Percentage

Salary 20 48.0

Broad Experience 11 26.0

Qualified Personnel 8 19.0

Travel Involved 1 2.0

Politics 1 2.0

Knowledge of State 1 2.0

TABLE 5

STATE UNITS REPORTING AN ORGANIZED PROGRAM
FOR STATE PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

Have Frequency Percentage

Yes 28 68.0

No 13 32.0

Figure 1 depicts six generalized models which illustrate the
most common organizational patterns used by state vocational edu-
cation agencies in the United States. These models were arrived
at by reviewing and synthesizing all organizational patterns re-
ported in the various state plans for vocational education (FY-72).'

Each state unit, was then assigned to a model according to a
visual inspection based on goodness of fit. State units were asked
as a part of the demographic survey to indicate the organizational
pattern they felt most nearly resembled their own.
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FIGURE 1

GENERALIZED MODELS ILLUSTRATING THE MOST COMMON ORGANIZATIONAL
PATTERNS USED BY STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AGENCIES IN THE UNITED STATES
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TABLE 6

STATES REPORTING PRESERVICE AND/OR IN-SERVICE
PROGRAMS FOR PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT.

Programs Frequency Percentage

In-service

Preservice

27 66.0

13 32.0

Twenty-three state units chose the model that had been pre-
viously assigned as most nearly fitting their organizational
structure. This was fifty-six percent of the respondents.

Table 7 gives the frequency distribution for states indicat-
ing which organizational pattern model they perceived as most
nearly resembling their own organization.

TABLE 7

STATES IDENTIFYING WITH THE SIX SUGGESTED ORGANIZATIONAL MODELS

Type Frequency Percentage

Model I 5 12.0

Model II 12 29.0

Model III 8 20.0

Model PIV 5 12.0

Model V 5 12.0

Model VI 6 15.0.

It is significant to note that nearly half (forty-nine per-
cent) of the state units selected models II and III as those most
/nearly like their own organizations. These models appear to be
most typical of state unit organizational patterns across the
country.
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Twenty of the participating state units indicated they be-
lieved there should be changes made in their organizational pro-
cedures and structures. Fifteen units suggested the changes to
be made.

Twenty of the reporting state units utilize consulting com-
mittees in conducting their state personnel development programs.
State education department staff teachers and teacher educators
represent the occupational groups most often included in consult-
ing committees.

TABLE 8

PERSONNEL SERVING ON CONSULTING COMMITTEES
FOR STATE PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENt PROGRAMS

Occupational Groups Frequency Percentage

State Staff 14 34.0

Teachers 11 27.0

Teacher Educators 10 24.0

Local Vocational Personnel 6 15.0

Students 6 15.0

State Advisory Councils 6 15.0
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TABLE 9

CONSULTING COMMITTEES SERVING STATE DIVISIONS OF VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION IN THE AREA OF PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS*

Functions Frequency Percentage

Determination of Needs 17 42.0

Evaluation 11 26.0

Priority and Goal Determination 6 15.0

Review and Recommend Proposals 3 7.0

*Note: These represent the four (4) basic functions of consulting committees
as indicated by state divisions of vocational educatidn.

As Was stated earlier, the information reported here includes
only forty-one of the fifty-six state vocational education units.
A complete report will be prepared and distributed to the various
state, directors of vocational education after all survey forms have
been completed.
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Information Needs of State Directors

By J. David McCracken*

The Center for Vocationd.:. and Technical Education engages
in programr research, development, and diffusion activitie.1).
It also ope. as the ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Tech-
nical Education. Many of you are aware of efforts of the Clear-
inghouse to disseminate research and curriculum through its in-
formation analysis program, user services, Abstracts of Research
Materials in Vocational and Technical Education (ARM), and Ab-
stracts of Instructional.Materials in Vocational and Technical
Education.(AIM). In addition .to these efforts, the Supportive
Information for the Comprehensive Career Education Model (SI/CCEM)
project at The Cehter is an effort to acquire, process, assess,
and make available information useful in the development and opera-
tion of career education. These materials will be announced in
AIM and ARM, beginning with the Volume 5, Number 3 issue. Many
agencies in addition to The Center are adding to a body of knowl-
edge that could strengthen the capacity of state educational sys-
tems to provide-effective career education programs.

However, such research findings are not being incorporated
into operating programs soon enough or in sufficient quantity.
Information that is available often is not in time or in the proper
form to assist decision-makers.

In addition to problems of form and time, research does not
always relate to real problems of practitioners.. Knowledge of
the information needs of state directors of vocational education
should provide a basis for improvement of information/services
and products. Such knowledge should also provide sound input for
problem-oriented research, development, and diffusion activities,
thereby resulting in more effective linkage of_research and prac-
tice. The purpose of this study was to identify the critical
problems of state directors of vocational education and the infor-
mation sources they utilized.

*Dr. McCracken is assistant director of information systems
at The Center for Vocational and Technical Education, The Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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Objective's

Objectives guiding the conduct of the study were:

1. Identification of critical problems for which little
substantive information is available

2. Description of methods used in seeking information

3. Identification of information sources normally used

4.. Identification of criteria employed in the selection
of information sources

Methodology

State directors of vocational education in fifteeh states
were selected in a.stratified random sample. Data necessary to
fulfill study objectives were gathered by mail questionnaire and
fifteen telephone interviews conducted at two-week intervals. A
total of 216 telephone interviews were conducted through which 341
major professional problems were identified. Problems were clas-
sified according to a scheme used in the book by Goldhammer, et al.,
Issues and Problems in Contemporary Educational Administration...

Findings

The median participant had nine years' experience at the
state level, was forty-nine years of age, had six years of educa-
tion following high school, had no graduate training in the past
five y'ars, and served a secondary school population of 80,000
students,'a post-secondary population of 15,000 students, and an
adult population of 4,000' students.

Major professional problems of state directors (in order. of
priority) related to: (1) administrative-leadership, (2), finance,
(3) educational change, (4),teachers, (5) instruction, and (6)
major social. issues. Major administrative leadership problems
related to program planning, staff; organization, and decision-
making. Major finance problems Lelated to legislative control
and obtaining and disbursing federal and state aid. Nearly ninety
percent of the problems required information for their resolution.
Problems related to administrative leadership required the least
amount of information, and problems related to finance required
the largest amount of information.

The major method used by state directors in obtaining infor-
mation was to "delegate" the responsibility.to someone else. The
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information-gathering task was delegated to substantive personnel
in sixty percent of the cases and to information specialists in
forty percent of the cases.

ERIC was the major outside agency used as an information
source. The U.S. Office of Education was utilized more than any
other state or federal institution. Print media utilized exten-
sively included the American Vocational Journal, Abstracts of In-
structional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education, and
Abstracts of Research Materials in Vocational and Technical Edu-
cation.

It appeared the preferred type of information was raw or
treated data followed by expert opinion. Research information wis
needed least. Descriptive research was preferred over experimental
studies.

Recommendations

The findings and conclusions of the study serve as'a
for the following recommendations:

1. That information dissemination systems develop a means
to provide state directors of vocational education neces-
sary data. to assist them in resolving their critical
problems related to administration and finance.

2. That information specialists be more effectively utilized
to digest information and summarize it in a form useful
for decision-making by state directors of vocational
education.

3. That information relating to durable problems of national
significance be reviewed and analyzed by information dis-
sem::nation systems such as the Information Services Divi-
sikiAl of The Center for Vocational and Technical Education.

That in-service education programs be developed and uti-
lized to educate personnel within state divisions of voca-
tional education in the use of information dissemination
systems, especially those personnel upon whohl state direc-
tors rely for information related to substantive problems.

5. That information agencies expect major utilization of in-
dexes, bibliographies, and substantive reviews by per-
sonnel other than the state director of vocational edu-
cation.

6. That a national selective dissemination of information
service be offered state directors of vocational education
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to provide information on problems related to administra-
tive leadership, finance, and educational change.

7. That states provide information services to state direc-
tors through the research coordination unit, State de-
partment of education research office, or some other
easily accessible agency.

8. That a list of consultants with their fields of expertise
be devel?ped so state directors might systematically
select personal information sources to help resolve
critical problems.

9. That critical problems identified in this study be uti-
lized in the preparation of leadership personnel for
vocational education.

The Center, through its Information Services Division, is
planning to upgrade and improve information services available to
vocational and technical educators. We hope to play a major role
in bringing to fruition many of the recommendations that are an
outgrowth of this study.
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The National Association of State Directors of Vocational Education and
The Center for Vocational and Technical Education wish to extend a welcome
to the regional USOE Bureau of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education

. personnel, the state directors of adult education, and the U.S. Office of
Education personnel from Washington, D.C. They will be participating with
us in the Fifth Annual National Leadership Development Seminar for 'tate
Directors of Vocational Education. We are happy to have them join us and
feel they will contribute greatly to the /success of the seminar.

STATE DIRECTORS PLANNING COMMITTEE

George L. Sandvig, Virgi nia

Byrl R. Shoemaker, Ohio
James L: Reid, Maryland
R. D. Anderson, NASDVE
Michael Russo, USOE

Lowell Burkett, AVA
Robert E. Taylor, CUTE

CENTER STAFF

Darall L. Ward, assistant director for leadership developmentDaniel E. Kolia, Jr., component director
Linda M. Gartman, research associate
Robert Coker, research associate
Linda M. Georgeff, secretary
Nancy J. Lares, secretary
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The Role of Vocational Education
in Career Education

SEMINAR PURPOSE
To facilitate leadershi', development of state directors of vocational

education and key members of their staffs by providing a forum for presenta-
tions and discussions leading to better conceptualization, identification of
needs, and determination of responsibilities and functions of state divisions
of vocational education personnel regarding career education

SEMINAR PROBLEM
A high national priority for an of education is the implementation,

.
of career education. One of the pro:dems related to this goal is the

fact that the role of vocationai-education in the career education concept
has not been clearly defined. The National Association of State Directors
of Vocational Education adopted a position paper on career education in
1971 at the fourth annual national leadership seminar held in Las Vegas,

Nevada. Since state directors of vocational education will -be called upon
and expected to give leadership to the development of programs relating to

the concept of career education, it is important that they be knowledgeable
and competent in this critical area. It is also necessary that guidelines
and information papers be developed which define the state vocational educa-

tion staff's role and funttion in career education.

SEMINAR OBJECTIVES
1. To review foundations underlying the concept of career education as

currently formulated

2. To study innovative concepts; processes, and systems useful in the
development of career, education .programs at the following organizational

levels:

a. Elementary school
b. Juflior high school and middle school

c. Senior high school
d. Beyond senior high school

3. To conceptualize state planning in vocational 'education in the following

critical areas related to the implementation of.prOgrams of career
education:

. a. Role of the state director of vocational education
b. Adjustments needed in total educational prpgrams.of state agencies

c. Strategies for cooperation with other post-secondary education agencies
in the development of programs of career education

d. Personnel development needs and preparation programs
e. Research needs
f. Sources of funding for career education
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TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 19, 1972

9:00 a.m. REGISTRATION Lobby
1:00 p.m.

FIRST GENERAL SESSION
1:00 p.m.

Su ite B
CHAIRMAN

Louis D. Ridle, state director of vocational education,
Alaska

OPENING REMARKS

WELCOME

Donald Findlay, associate director of The Center for
Vocational and Technical Education

GREETING

George L. Sandvig, president of the National Association of
State Directors of Vocational Education

1:30 p.m. FOUNDATIONS OF CAREER EDUCATION

Norman Gysbers, professor of education, University of
Missouri

2:15 p.m. CURRENT STATUS OF CAREER EDUCATION IN THE STATES

John Coster, director of the Center for Occupational
Education, North Carol i,.

3 :00 p.m . COFFEE BREAK

3:30 p.m. GROUP REACTION TO PRESENTATIONS

MODERATOR

Neal D. Andrew, Jr., chief of the Division of Vocational-
Technical Education, New Hampshire
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TUESDAY

4:30 p.m. ADJOURNMENT

6:00 p.m. HOSPITALITY HOUR WITH 1TE STATE DIRECTORS OF ADULT EDUCATION

Sponsored by the Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company,
Columbus, Ohio

John Buterhaugh will be the host.
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WEDNESDAY i

SEPTEMBER 20, 1972

SPECIAL EVENT

8:00 a.m. BREAKFAST
Suite B

EYE-OPENER

Byrl R. Shoemaker, state director of vocational
education, Ohio

CAREER EDUCATION AND THE AMERICAN VOCATIOilAL ASSOCIATION

Dean Griffin, associate director of the American
Vocational Association

9:30 a.m. STUDY GROUPS

Report directly to your assigned study group as announced.

The purpose of these study groups is to develop a
series of problem review papers on questions related
to the implementation of career education in the
Various state units.

GROUP I

Problem What is the role of the state director of
vocational education in establishing career
education in a state?

Leathir- - Glen H. Strain, assistant commissioner for
-vocational education, Nebraska

GROUP II

Problem - What adjustments are needed in the total
programs of state educational agencies in
order to implement career education?

Leader - Conrad C. Shuman, director of vocational education
State Department of Public Instruction, Dover,
Delaware
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WEDNESDAY

GROUP III

Problem What strategies may be used for facilitating
the development of post-secondary programs
of career education?

Leader Leonard Kunzman, state director of vocational
education, Oregon

GROUP IV

Problem - What will be the personnel needs in developing
and maintaining programs of career education,
and what is the role of the state director
of vocational education in preparing these
personnel?

Leader - Paul L.Schalles, assistant state director of

vocational education, Pennsylvania

GROUP V

Problem - What are the areas of concern related to the
role in career education of the state divisions
of vocational education which need to be researched
and studied?

Leader - Cad F. Lamar, assistant state superintendent for

vocational education, Kentucky

11:30 a.m. LUNCH (individually arranged)
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WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 20, 1972

SECOND GENERAL SESSION

1:00 p.m. Suite B

CHAIRMAN

Samson S. Shigetomi, state director of vocational

education, Hawaii

DESIGNING COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS OF CAREER EDUCATION FOR THE
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENT

Edward Hauck, curriculum group leader for K-6, The Center
for Vocational and Technical Education

2:00 p.m. DESIGNING COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS OF CAREER EDUCATION FOR THE
MIDDLE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT

3:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

ElizabethSimpson; director of the National Curriculum
Management Center, The Bureau of Adult, Vocational and
Technical Education, USOE

COFFEE BREAK

THE PLACE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN CAREER EDUCATION AS
VIEWED BY THE USOE

Michael Russo, director of the Division of Vocational and
Technical Education, USOE

5:00 p.m. ADJOURNMENT

7:00 p.m. MEETING OF THE NATIONAL, ASSOCIATION OF STATE DIRECTORS OF
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 21, 1972

THIRD GENERAL SESSION

9:00 a.m. Suite B
CHAIRWOMAN

MariaS.Lacot assistant secretary for vocational-
technical education, Puerto Rico

DESIGNING COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS OF CAREER EDUCATION FOR
THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL.STUDENT

Jerry(Ason, assistant superintendent of schools,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

10:00 a.m. COFFEE BREAK

10:30 a.m. DISCUSSION

MODERATOR

Arthur Ericson, assistant state director of vocational-
technical education, Vermont

11:30 a.m. R & D REPORT: INFORMATION NEEDS OF STATE AND LOCAL
ADMINISTRATORS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

David McCracken, The Center for Vocationnl and Technical
Education
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THURSDAY

FOURTH GENERAL 'SESSION

SEPTEMBER 21, 1972

1:15 p.m. Suite B
CHAIRMAN

Byr111. Shoemaker, state director of vocational
education, Ohio

R & D REPORT: CHANGING ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF LEADERSHIP
PERSONNEL IN STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AGENCIES

Daniel E. Koble,Jr., The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education

1:45 p.m. CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAMS IN OPERATION IN THE STATE OF OHIO

Douglas Peterson,coordinator of career development,

Minford Local Schools, Minford, Ohio

R. ThomasScherer, director of vocational education,
Toledo City School District, Toledo, Ohio

NicholasJ. Topougis, coordinator of the career program,
Goodyear Junior High School, Akron, Ohio

3:15 p.m. TOUR OF THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION,
1900 KENNY ROAD

Meet in the lobby of The Chirstopher Inn to board a
chartered bus.
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THURSDAY

6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

200

EVENING SESSION

HOSPITALITY HOUR

Sponsored by the Brodhead-Garret Company, Cleveland, Ohio

Thomas Rogers will be the host.

DINNER

TOASTMASTER

Robert Worthington, associate commissioner for The Bureau of
Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, USOE

A LOCAL SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS SUGGESTS HOW STATE
DIVISIONS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CAN ORGANIZE TO SERVE
THE CAREER EDUCATION NEEDS OF LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES

Ted Bell, superintendent of schools, Granite School,
District, Salt Lake City, Utah



FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 22, 1972

FIFTH GENERAL SESSION

8:00 a.m. Suite B

CHAIRMAN

RobertP.VanTries, assistant commissioner of vocational-

technical education, Minnesota

REPORT OF STUDY GROUPS

Group leaders

DISCUSSION SESSION

9:00 a.m. DESIGNING COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS OF r.AREER EDUCATION FOR
STUDENTS BEYOND THE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL

Paul Weatherly, president of Delaware Technical and

Community College

10:00 a.m. COFFK1E BREAK

10: Z.3 r. =A SY4THESIS OF RESEARL4-114 killOESS ON VAREER-EDUCATION 1MD3

A. J.AVIiller, associate director of ttm Division of Field
Services and Special Projects, The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education

11:30 a.m. SEMINAR EVALUATION

12:00 Noon ADJOURNMENT
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EXHIBIT B

PROGRAM PRESENTERS AND PARTICIPANTS

Arch B. Alexander, Deputy
Director

Department of; Vocational -.
Technical Education

1515 W. Sixth Avenue
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

..

Neal D. Andrew, Jr., Chief
Vocational-Technical Education
State Department of Education
105 Loudon Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Kirby K. AWagain, Assistant
Director

Vocational Education
State Department of. Education
P.O. Box 44064
Capitol Station
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70809

Floyd P. .Bailey
Associate Education Consultant
Vocational-Technical Division
State Department of Edur...ation
105 Loudon Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Neal Baker, Coordinator
Vocational Education
Department of Education
Box 214 CHRB
Saipan, Mariana Islands
Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands 969.50

George Bamberger
Brodhead Garrett Company
4560 E. Seventy-first Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44105

Samuel L. Barrett, Acting State
Director

Vocational Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, California 95814

Ted Bell
Superintendent of Schools
Granite School District
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

C. Kent Bennion, Director
Bureau of Adult, Vocational
and Technical Education

U.SOE Region IX Office
50 Fulton Street
San Francisco, California
94102

Ron Berg, State Supervisor
Vocational Guidance and Coun-
seling
State Department of Education
216 Old Capitol Building
Olympia, Washington 98504

William H. .Bergman, Associate
Director

Business Research Bureau
Uni7.7ersity of _South _Dakota
School of B=iness
Vermillion, :LuT.,7.th Dakota 57069

Garry R. Bice, Director
Research Coordinating Unit
909 Mountcastle Street
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

Arthur A. Binnie, State Director
Coordinating Council for
Occupational Education

608 Old Capitol Building
, Olympia, Washington 98504

Fred P. Black, State. Director
Occupational Education
Department of Education
Capitol Building
.Cheyenne, Wyoming 82001

.
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Peter Bowen, State Director
Vocational Education
State Department of Education
Roger Williams Building
Hayes Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02908

Carrol E. Burchinal, State,
Director

Vocational Education
StateOffice Building
900 East Boulevard
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501

Clarence E. Burdette, Assistant
Superintendent
Bureau of Vocational, Technical
and Adult Education

State Department of Education
Char',1eston, Wec.,t Virginia
25305

Charles H. Buzzell, Associate
Commissioner of Education

Division. of Occupational
Education

St.te Department of Education
182 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02111

Rcbert Coker, Research
Associate
The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education
1900 Kenny Road
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 4.3210

John K. Coster, Director
National Center for Occupational
Education
Box 5096
North Carolina State. University
Raleigh, North Carolina
27602

Janis Cross, Consultant
Wage-Earning for Women
State Department of Education
Augusta, Maine 04330
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L. C. Crouch, Assistant
Commissioner

Continuing Education
State Department of Education
120 E. Tenth Avenue
Topeka, Kansas 66612

John E. Deloney, Director
Career Education Project
Division of Vocational-Technical
and Health Education

State Department of Education
Montgomery, Alabama 36104

Eugene L. Dorr, AssOciate
Superintendent for Career
Education and Director of
Vocational Education

1535 W. Jefferson 74,1n7?.et
Phoenix, Arizona ',,)u.17

Ken E.addy, Administ a,or
Voca.7.ional Research and
Evaluation
204 Knott Building
Tallahassee, Florida. 32304

Charles W. Easley, State
Supervisor

Trade and Industrial Education
State Education Building
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Arthur W. Ericson, Assistant
State Director

.

Vocational Education
State. Department of Education
State Office Building
Montpelier, Vermont 05602

Roy W. Equall
Vocational Division Coordinator.
State Department of Education
State Capitol, 10th Floor
Lincoln, Nebraska. 68509.

T. L. Faulkner, State Director-
Vocational, Technical and Higher
Education
State Department of Education
Montgomery, Alabama 36104



Melvin H. Garner, Assistant
State Director

Division of Vocational-
Technical Education
P.O. ho:/, 8717
Friendship : :nternational
Airport
Baltimore, Maryland 21240

Don K. Gentry, State Director
Vocational Education
State Department of Education
1012 State Office Building
Indianapolis, Indiana 4'62014

Warren Geraghty, Coord..;nator
Vocational Education
State Department of EC._.atior.
Pbger Williams Buildin.:7.
-.7-rovidence Rhode Islar:U
02908

abbie R. Grogan, Depl,:=77
21rector

V'Dcational Ed=ati2n
Stat Office Build -r::
Franfort, Kentucky 40601

Reuben Gu,tnthner, Assistant
State Director

State Board for Vocational
Education.
State Office Building
.900 East Boulevard
Bismarck, North Dakota 58501

Norman C. Gysbers, Professor
College of Education
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65201

William M. Harrison, Assistant
Commissioner for Vocational-
Technical Education

State Department of Education
205 Cordell'Hull Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Edwari Hauck, Cu_ricuium Group
Leader for K-6

The Center for Vocational and
Technical F.lucation
1960 Kenny koad
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

G, E. Henderson, Executive
Director

American Association for
Vocational instructional
Materials

nriversity of Georgia
hens, Georgia 30601

F_-Jard F. Hjelm
B-.reau of Adult, Vobation
azId Tecnnicaa Educa,.:ion

U. Office of Educa;ribn
-7-.Alington, D.C. 2C.02

_ . Irons, Stat.
ral Educati,.:
7,,artment o:

Street
.;:oise Idaho 83704

irect

iucat

Samuel Kerr, Director
Bureau of Adult, Vocational

Technical Education
USOE Region X Office
1321 Second Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101

Daniel. E. Koble, Jr., Research
and Develbpment Specialist

The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education

1960 Kenny Road
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

George Kosbab, Assistant
Director

Vocational Education
Administration and Planning
State Department of Education
65 S. Front Street, Room 612
Columbus, Ohio 43215
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Leonard Kunzman, State Director.-
Vocational Education
State Department of Education
942 Lancaster Drive N.E.
Salem, Oregon 97310

Maria Socorro Lacot, State
Director

Vocational-Technical Education
State Department of Education
Hato Rey, Puerto Rico 00900

Carl F. Lamar, Assistant
.

Superintendent Voational
Education

State Tapartment 7 Education
State .fffice Buileing
Frankfort, Kentuck7 40601

Charles J. Law, Jr. , State
Director.

Division of Occi_oat:L
Education
State Department ur :_ducation
548 Education Building
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Eugene Lehmann, State Director
and Executive Officer

State.Board of Vocational,
Technical and Adult Education

137 E. Wilson Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53703

Juliette Lester, Special
Assistant to Associate
Commissioner

Bureau of Adult, Vocational
and Technical Education

U.S. Office of Education
Seventh and D Street S.W.,
Room 5006

Washington, -D.C. 20202

William L. Lewis, Director
Bureau of Adult, Vocational
and Technical Education

USOE Region V
300 S. Wacker Street, 32nd Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60606
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G. Linson, Executive Director
State Board for Vocational
Education
State Department of Education
207 State Services Building
Denver,, Colorado 80203

Carl E. Loftin, Assistant
Director
Secondary Programs
State Department of Education
P.. Box 771
Jokson, Mississippi 39205

Da.-LIJ R. Lynn, State Director
Vc,_:ational Education
7_)rtment of Education
Ragc Pago, American Samba
96';9:

:Ea v=
dint Educacion

State Department of Education
Box 480, Jefferson Building
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101-

Thaine D. McCormick, Director
Bureau of Adult, Vocational
and Technical Education

USOE Region VII
601 E. Twelfth Street
Federal Building
Kansas City, Missouri 64106

Sam McClanahan, Supervisor.of
. Vocational-Technical Guidance
State Department of Education
Cordell Hull Building, Room 200
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

David McCracken, Assistant
Director

Information Systems
The Center for Vocational
and Technical Education

1900 Kenny Road
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210



. 'Paul Manchak, Chief
Career Education Personnel
Training
U.S. Office of Education
Seventh and D Streets S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20L02

Bob Mann, Consultant
Division of'Occupational,
Research and Development
Texas Education Agency
201 E. Eleventh Street
Austin, Texas 78711

John Manning
Assistant Director
Divisict F pcupatfr..1

State Department of Education
182 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 01760

Jack Michie, State Director
Vocational Education and
Career Development Services

P.O. Box 928
Lansing, Michigan 48904

A. J. Miller, Associate Director
Field Services and Special
Projects
The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education

1900 Kenny Road
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Joe D. Mills, State Director
Vocational Education
State Department of Education
204 Knott Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Joseph F. Murphy, Associate
Commissioner of Education
State Department of Education
State Office Building, Room 333
Hartford, Connecticut 06115

Michael Murphy, Supervisor
Private Schools
State Department of Education
Capitol Bu'l:ing
Charles gin. -;..-st Virginia 25305

Charles O'Cnnor, Director
Bureau of Adult, Vocational and
Technical Education

USOE Region II
26 Federal Plaza
New York, New York

E. B. Oleson, State Director .

Division of Vocational-Technical
Education

State 1),,.p..1 . it of Education
.ant Drive

Pierre, South Dakota 57501

C. Thomas Olivo, Professor
Division'of Vocational Education
College of Education
T(iiple University
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19122

Jerry Olson
Assistant Superintendent for
System Wide Programs

Pittsburgh Public Schools
341.S. Bellefield Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

Adolf Panitz, Associate Director
National Occupational Competency
Testing Project, Rutgers
University

Plaza Seven Office Building, 1202
Latham, New York 12110

Douglas Peterson, Coordinator
Career Development Program
Minford Local Schools
Minford, Ohio 45653

Duane I. Pierce, State Director
Vocational Education
State Department of Education
Box 1025
Agana, Guam 96910
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Douglas Pine, Research Associate
The Center for Vocational and

Technical Education
1960 Kenny Road
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

William C. Pinson, Chief
Supervisor Ancillary Services
Department of Vocational

Education
908 Rutledge Office Building
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Stephen Poliacik, Assistant
Commissioner of Education

Division of Vocational Education
State Department of Education
225 W. State Street
Trenton, New Jersey 08625

Wilbur A. Rawson, Program.
Administrator

Exemplary and Special Needs
State Department of Education
120 E. Tenth Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Louis D. Ridle, State Director
Vocational and Adult Education
State Department of Education
Alaska Office Building
Pouch F
Juneau, Alaska 99801

Herbert Righthand, Assistant
Director

Vocational Education
State Department of Education
State Office Building, Room 33'3
Hartford, Connecticut 06115

R. Courtney Riley, State Director
Vocational Education
State Department of Education
Carson City, Nevada 89701.

Thomas Rogers
Educationcd Consultant
Brodhead-Garrett Company
4560 E. .Seventy-first Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44105
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.Edwin L. Rumpf, Director
Field Coordination.
Bureau of Adult, Vocational
and Technical Education

U.S. Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

Michael Russo, Director
Division of Vocational and
Technical Education

U.S. Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

George L. Sandvig, President
and Executive Secretary

National Association of State
Directors cf Vocational
Education
2805 Eisenhower Street
Eau Claire, Wisconsin 54701

Paul Schalles, Assistant. State
Director

Vocational Education
State Department of Education
Box 911
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17126

Oliver K. Schaer, Director
Trade, Technical and Health
Occupations Education

Coordinating Council for
Occupational Education
216 Old Capitol Building
Olympia, Washington 98504

R. Thomas Scherer, Executive
Director

Vocational and Adult Education
Toledo Public Schools
Administration Building
Manhattan and Elm Streets
Toledo, Ohio 43608

William O. Schuermann, Director
Career Education
Iowa Department of Public
InStruction

Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, Iowa 50310



Robert S. Seckendorf, Assistant
Commissioner for Occupational
Education

State Department of Education
Albany, Hew York 12224

Samson S. Shigetomi, State
Director

Vocational Education
State Department of Education
2327 Dole Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

Byrl R. Shoemaker, State
Director of Vocational Education
and Vice President, National
Association of State Directors
of Vocational Education

State Department of Education
612 State Office Building
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Conrad C. Shuman, Director
Vocational Education
State Department of Public
Instruction

Jchn G. Townsend Building
Dover, Delaware 19901

Elizabeth Simpson, Director
Curriculum Center for
Occupational and Adult Education
Bureau of Adult, Vocational and
Technical Education
Seventh and D Streets S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Robert A. Smallwood, Director
Bureau of Adult, Vocational and
Technical Education
USOE Region III
401 W. Broad Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvahia
19108

Warren G. Smeltzer, Assistant
Director

Vocational-Technical Education
State Department of Education
P.O. Box 8717
Friendship International Airport
Baltimore, Maryland 21240

John Et Snyder, Assistant
Commissioner for Vocat nal
education
State Department-of Education
State Office Building, 11th Flo
120 E. Tenth Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Ruth Stovall, Branch Director
Program Services.
State Department of Education
Montgomery, Alabama 361014

Glen H. Strain, Assistant
Commissioner of Education in
Charge of Vocational Education

-State Department of Education
223 S. Tenth Street
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Florence Sutler, Director
Occupational Education Planning
State Department of Education
Albany, New York 12224

George W. Swart ,. State

Supervisor
Trade and Industrial Education
State Department of Education
Eighth Street Office Building
Richmond, Virginia 23219

LeRoy Swenson, Director
Bureau of Adult, Vocational and
Technical EdUcation
USOE Region VIII
1961 Stout Street
Denver, Colorado 80203

Robert E. Taylor, Director
The Center for Vocational and
Technical Education

1960 Kenny Road
The -Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

NiCholas J. Topougis, Director
Career Programs
Akron Board of Education
Akron, Ohio 44305
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Benjamin A. Ulmer., Director
Vocational and Occupational Skills
State Department of Education
State Capitol
Helena, Montana 59601

Walter Ulrich, State Director
Vocational Education
State Department of Education
1400 University Club Building
136 E. South Temple Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Robert P. Van Tries, Assistant
Commissioner

State Department of Education
Capitol Square Building
658 Cedar Street
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Dean F. Wagaman, Director
Program Development
State Department of Education
Coordinating Council for

Occupational Education
Old Capitol Building
Olympia, Washington 98504

George E. Wallace, Direttor
Bureau of Adult, Vocational and

Technical Education
USOE Region IV
Seventh and Peachtree
Atlanta, Georgia 30334

Darrell L. Ward, Assistant
Director Leadership Development

The Center for Vocational and
Technal Education

1960. Kenny Road
The Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210

James, B. West, State Director
Vocational Education
State Department of Education
Harvey Building, Suite G
139 S. Castillo Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
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Paul Weatherly, President
Delaware Technical and
Community College

Dover, Delaware 19901

Robert M. Worthington, Associate
Commissioner
Bureau of Adult, Vocational
'and Technical Education
U.S. Office of Education
400 Maryland Avenue S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202



EXHIBIT C

STUDY GROUP LEADERS AND PARTICIPANTS*

GROUP I

Chairman -- Glen H. Strain, Assistant Commissioner, of Education
Nebraska

Recorder -- Randy.Wells, Graduate Research Associate, The
Center for Vocational and Technical Education

Ohio

Participants

Samual L. Barrett
Charles H. Buzzell
John P. Manning
T. L. Faulkner
Charles J. Law, Jr
Jack Michie
William C. Pinson
R. Courtney Riley
Francis Tuttle

GROUP II

Arthur A.
Robert E. Seckendorf
'Neal Andrew
Joseph F. Murphy
Herbert Righthand
E. B. Oleson
Roy J. Ziegler
W. M. Harrison
Neal Baker

Chairman -- Conrad C. Shuman, Director of Vocational Education
Delaware

Recorder -- Joe .Clark, Graduate Research Associate, The Center
for Vocational and Technical Education

Ohio

Participants

C. Kent Bennion
Arthur W. Ericson
Don K. Gentry
M. G. Linson
Joe D. Mills

Eugene L. Dorr
Warren G. Smeltzer
Sam McClanahan.
O. K. Schaer
Fred P. Black

*See Appendix, Exhibit A, "Seminar Agenda," (page 5) for
problem studied by each group.

See Appendix, Exhibit B, "ProgY\am Presenters and Participants,"
for the titles and addresses of leaders and participants in the
study groups.
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P9rticipants (Cont'd)

Ken Eaddy
B. W. Robins
Sam Shigetom-

GROUP III

Chairman -- Leonard Kunzman, State
Education .*

Oregon

W. O. Schuermann
James D. Athen
Conrad C. 311-.,

irector of Vocational

Recorder -- Richard Dieffenderfer,. Graduate Research Associate,
The'Center for Vocational and. Technical Education

Ohio

Participants

W. H. Bergman
Carroll E. Burchinal
Larry Selland
Roy.W. Equall
David R. Lynn
Arch B. Alexander
Ron Berg
L. C. Crouch

GROUP IV.

Eugene Lehrman
Thaine D. McCormick
Stephen Poliacik
Elwood Padham
Joe B. Neely
George Kosbab
William Lewis
Robert P. Van Tries

Chairman -- Paul L. Schalles, Assistant State Director of
Vocational Education

Pennsylvania

Recorder -- Tom Kirkpatrick, Graduate Research Associate,.
The Center for Vocational and Technical. Education

Ohio

Participants

Duane Pierce
LeRoy H. Swenson
James B. West
Florence E. Sutler
John E. Snyder
Melvin Garner
Edwin L. Rumpf
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Benjamin A. Ulmer
Roy D. Irons
J. Marion Adams
Charles W. Easley
George L. Sandvig
Walter E. Ulrich
Janis Cross



GROUP V

Chairman -- Carl.F. Lamar, Assistant Superintendent of
Vocational Education

Kentuck:,

Recorder -- Danny Pogue', Graduate Research Associate, The
Center for Vocational andTechnical Education

Ohio

Garry.R. Bice
Floyd Bailey
Paul Bennewitz
Louis D. Ridle

Participants

A. G. Shepherd
John E. O'Dowd
Wilbur Rawson
Maria S. Lacot

Bobbie R. Grogan
Michael M. Murphy
Dean F. Wagaman
Byrl Shoemaker
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EXHIBIT D

PRELIMINARY SURVEY OF SEMINAR
PARTICIPANTS' ATTITUDES ABOUT SELECTED STATEMENTS

RELATING TO CAREER EDUCATION

Steven Nelson*

An attitude inventory relating to the role of vocational edu-
cation in career education was administered on the first 'day of
the seminar on a voluntary participation basis. Sixty-six indi-
viduals completed the instrument that is shown at the end of this
exhibit.

Demographic data about the respondents was collected in the
following areas, present position, age, highest degree earned,
and years in present position.

Based upon this sample, two basic statistical considerations
were made. First, an item analysis of the twenty-two attitudinal
items was generated using the Kuder-Richardson formula for in-
ternal consistency (reliability). It was found that nine of the
twenty-two items did not correlate substantially with the other
items. These were items numbered 1, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17.
A visual inspection of these 'items serves, to indicate an ambiguity
or lack of clarity in their structure and/or function. These nine
items were eliminated from the attitudinal scale. A second item
analysis of the remaining thirteen items revealed a reliability
coefficient of .814, a moderately. high degree of homogeneity of
items.

The second consideration was that of determining whether or
not a. relationship exists between the demographic variable (posi-
tion, age, education, and years in present position) and the total
scores of the revised thirteen item attitudinal survey. A cross-
tabulation of the attitudinal scores by the demographic variables
revealed no significant relationship between demographic variables
and attitude toward career education. This may be due to three
factors; first, the sample size was rather small for this analysis.
Secondly, attitude toward career education may operate independently
of the age, position, education, and years in present position
(correlations between these items were all near zero). Finally,
we are assuming that "The Role of Vocational Education in Career
Education" instrument is a valid index of attitudes toward career
education. An inspection of this instrument would seem to indicate

*SteVen.Nelson is a graduate research associate at The Center
for Vocational and Technical Education working in the area of
evaluation.
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face validity; however, no criterion-related validity has been
established.

The following pages contain a frequency distribution of re-
sponses for scale values reported by individual items.

The Ro2 f. Vocatibnal Education in Career Education

.ar participants were requested to respond to the.follow-
ing statements on a voluntary basis. This is a summary of the
frequency with which they indicated agreement, disagreement, or
indecision based on their own responses.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION BY SCALE VALUES
N=68

1. Career education is an educational
concept and not an educational
program. 55% 34% 3%

2. Career educationis an attempt to
integrate the best of vocational
and academic programs into-a uni-
fiedl instructional program that
is designed to-make education
relevant for each individual
learner. 38 43 9

3. Career education will eventually
replace the traditional general
studies track in secondary,
schools. 21 29 22

4. A moratorium should be declared
on the expansion of career guid-
ance into the elementary school
until its functions have been
more clearly delineated and alter-
native solutions have been ex-
plored.
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2 13 15

5% 2% 2%

6 3 2

24 4 0

53 18.
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11. A state director of vocational
education should assume a leader-
ship role in implementing career
education in his state.

12. If vocational educators ignore
the whole career education move-
ment, it will soon die.a peaceful
death.

13. The task of teaching skills to
students so they can become em-
ployed is more important than
career education.

14. Vocational educators should wait
until academic educators contact
them before attempting to formu-
late programs for career educa-
tion.

15. The alignment of academic educa-
tion objectives with those of
vocational education is an impos-
sible task.

16. The immediate and pressing need
in career education is more money.

17. State divisions of vocational
education should be renamed state
divisions of career education.

18. Programs of post-secondary voca-
tional and technical education'
are presently adequate to meet
the needs of the learner.
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19. Programs of post-secondary voca-
tional and technical education
should not be included in the
career education concept.

20. Teacher education programs,
both in-service and preservice,
are presently adequate in pre-
paring needed personnel in
career education.

21. More effort should be devoted to
the research and study of problems
related,to the establishment of
career education'.

22. The public schools should assume
all of the responsibility for pro-
viding career education.
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